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CLEVELAND, MONDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 28, 1949

FIVE CENTS

NYON FIRE

MILLION-DOLLAR BLAZE
DESTROYS OLDEST HALL;
FIVE STUDENTS MISSING
Flames Break Out in Middle Section of 122-YearOld

Dormitory;

One

Resident

Misses

Fire

Escape In Leap, Suffering Fatal Injuries; An
other Is Victim of Burns; Ruins to Be Searched
BY GEORGE J. BARMANN
Staff Correspondent

GAMBIER, O., Feb. 27—Two students died, five are miss
ing and 23 were injured—two of them critically—as a result of
a fire which razed Old Kenyon Hall, the 122-year-old dormi
tory of Kenyon College, early this morning.
Dr. Gordon Keith Chalmers, president of the college, esti
mated the damage at $1,000,000, including the building and its
contents. He said the damage was all the greater because of
the historic value of the structure, which was the first building
of Kenyon College.
It was erected in 1827 and was first occupied by students
in 1829. It was, according to Dr. Chalmers, the oldest college
structure of Gothic architectme m the United States and one
of the oldest college building's of ap*.- type in Ohio.*
Skull Fractured in Fall 1
Edward H. Brout, 20, a senior,
the son of William Brout of Mount
Vernon, N. Y., died in Mercy Hos
pital in Mount Vernon, O., j five
miles from Gambier, at 5:30; this
morning, an hour and a half after
the fire broke out on the first floor
of Middle Kenyon, the central sec
tion of the historic three-story
building. Brout's skull was frac
tured.
Marc Peck, 20, a sophomojfe of
Fenton, Mich., died in the same
hospital at 7:30 tonight fronl se
vere burns on the body and hejpd.
Brout roomed on the- second
floor of Middle Kenyon with Saul
L. Sanders, also of Mount Veljnon,
N. Y. When they were aroused by
the fire they ran from their room
heading for a fire escape on the
rear of the building.
Sanders
leaped for a fire escape and gramled
it with one hand. He su.,.in scrambling onto the steps and
making his way to safety. |• .
Brout also leaped through the
window, but failed to make the fire
escape. His head hit against the
steel structure, and he fell to the
ground.
Check Made at Convocation!
The ab^nce of the five studsnte
reported missing was discovJrqti
when Dr. Chalmers .called a corivocation in Petrce Hall for all resi
dents of Old Kenyon. AH studdnts
were questioned in j§n effort] to
find the whereabouts of any of pie
five.
There was word of ot&y dne.
Some of his friends said ihby^iad
heard that Stephen M. Shcp^rd,
19, a freshman from New Ydkk.
had gone to Columbus 'last nifeht
to attend a concert today.
A search of the campus also was
made. All five of the missing
youths lived in Middle Kenyjpn,
where the fire started.
Dr. Chalmers "feaid the ruins of
soon as they cooled sufficiently.
Tonight they were still extremely
hot and smokin

Three-Section Building
Old Kenyon, at the extreme|
southern end of the 350-acre
campus, was divided into three sec-J
tions. Middle Kenyon, occupied!by I
nonfraternity students, was between i
the East Wing, occupied by Alpha J
Delta Phi fraternity members, and
the West Wing, occupied by Dfcltaj
Kappa Epsilon fraternity members ]
The sandstone outer walls of the]
three-story structure still sts
They are more than a foot thi
set on a foundation of the sajnej
stone four and a half feet thick
The interior of the building was]
of wood. It was rebuilt in 1907]
at a cost of $75,000.
Fire broke out on the first filor]
of Middle Kenyon shortly aftef 4
a. m. Roy Styers of near-by Mo$nt]
Vernon, supervisor of security! ai j
the college, said he had madejanj
inspection of the campus early this]
mornipg. He said he visited Old
Kenyon at 4 a. m. and found every
thing in good order. He started lor I
Mount Vernon. At 4:20 a. m. he|
heard the Gambier fire siren.
Styers estimated that the first!
flames must have started about 4:10]
a. m.
Dr. Chalmers said it was not cer
tain how the fire started. One stDryl
that was'credited on the campus]
was that sparks fcptp,9 .wood fire j
in an open fireplace in a lounge]
(Continued on Page 2, Column 2)

.

was roped off and no autc
were allowed to enter The cr

|Two Dead^Five Missing, 23 jthe
also were kept at a distance frc
smoking ruins of the ^uildiil
I The flames continued for more thj
four
Hours after they were first dJ
H u r t i n Fi r e a t K e n y o n H a l l !covered.

i

I think he got up as I jumped ou

I the third-floe^ window
ropm."

a t Their Feet,
Survivors Say

of

m,

M

•sMGeorge Pincus of Brooklyt fl N.

- Y., is one. of five listed by Kenyon
I College as missing.)
Considers (Self Lucky

Students who lost their homes ht
Cohn said he did not remember
furnace," he i Qjrj Kenyon are being housed
(Continued From First Page)
v ' It was as hot as
I what happened to him after he
Hi other dormitories and in the homes!
I jumped from a third-floor w-indow.
just of' the bntr
Qrawjor^ escaped without injury. |0f villagers.
f of Middle ICen i
GAMBIER. O;, Feb. 27—(iP)—"I
yon popped out onto a rug,
|' fi came to in a car on the way
Kenyon
College
campus
is
on
fl|
Volunteer
Effors
Praised
said #at the fireplace had a fender:
| gjuess I am pretty lucky to have? [ to [the hospital and I consider tnybut th t the sparks could have been Dr. Chalrr)ers praised the entire hill overlooking the picturesqi)|
|f lucky to be in no worse cononly a fracture of the right ankle
college staff, the 550 undergradu Kokosing River Valley. It is on tlj
shot Jver its top.
lion than I am," he said.
edge
of
Gambier
Village,
which
hi
J
and
some
bruises
on
rriy
spine."
The lames swept up the stairway ates and Vie 30 students in Bexley a population of 500. The villageij
Bertram A. Josephson, 19, of New
That is the way Murray N. Segal,
to the roof. Then they leaped over Hall, the Episcopal seminary, for saw their* last series fire March
jrk, said he awakened "with an
fire walls that separated the east their work in fighting the fire, 1947, when the Doolittle Generj
|i-year-old Kenyon College sopnoj|
Ifui choking spell."
evacuating
occupants
of
Old
Ken
and west wings from the middle
f'l got out of bed and turned on
Bore from Brooklyn^N. Y., summe®
Store, a hangout for Keuyon stu*t
section. From there the fire de yon and aiding the recovery of per 4ent. was destroyed. That fire also]
|i
light, but was completely blmd(up
his
leap
from
the
second
floprsonal
property.
scended rapidly through both wings.
l» by the smoke in my room," JowaS on A Saturday night.
|
oJ
a
blazing
dormitory
-early
toda;
.
Practically nothing but the walls
Mayor Hunts Victims
[-iEphson said. "I couldn t see a
werejeft when the fire finally was| Mayor Charles Carpentetf of
Ilnother student, Edward H. Broub
|
f
1
spent.
HF'I2 woke up my roommate, Joe
Gambier won the praise of the co
of Mount Vernon, N. Y.,
The Gambier Fire Department, j iege authorities for his dash throu
iSmulker of Philadelphia, and we
Bmpting to jump from a third
D. MISSING AND
I operated by college maintenance the flaming dormitory in search
' pened the doorway leading to
window to a second-story fir
INJURED AT KENYON (floor
men.Jwas the first called. Then possible victims. The mayor
ne hall but were immediately drivescape.
«
| the departments of Mount Vernon,j through the building at great
•In back into the room by flames
Segal and two others said xlameiJ
(Continued From First Page)
five miles away, and Danville, sev- sonal risk as he sought stu
that had completely engulfed the
OBERT E. FRENKAL, 20, ofjj [virtually were lapping at their feeij
en mil'' away, came to the «ssist-|who might be trapped.
as they made smoke-blinded dives
hallway.
. :jiH
w York, a junior; fractured!
at the college firemen. The Assistant Dean William|
J'We closed the door and jumped
to safety from the upper floors of
ne, pelvis and ankles.
NgwiRk department, 30 miles awuy, was hailed by the students for
ffom
our
second-story
window.
Old Kenyon Hall.
OL BOGEN, 19, of Philadelphia,]]
was called and stttrtMf to Gambier. work on their behalf. He we
received a broken foot when < hit
[Segal said he was awakened by
reshman; lacerated foot.
But midway in their run the New through the two wings helping
the ground; Joe received cuts and
I "a lot of voices, both inside and*
ark ffremcn were intercepted and youths rescue their clothes
DWIN T., COLLINS, 20, of I
bruises. I looked back up at my
out, yelling 'fire, fire.'"
told that it was too taVe tot
to) 0^er personal belongings.
Grosse Point, Mich., a sophomore;
room and it was completely in
J "The fellow who lived in back of
do anji good. They turned back to wrenched his back as he worke
' flames.
Bodies were falling all
|X, Leon Peris of Philadelphia, also
Newalk,
but it was late this afternoon th
JOSEPH SON, 22, of
around me." .
& "
Jfvjj
was yelling fire," Segal continued,
Tower Crashes
ho paused long enough to
-wr.
Josephson said he dragged mmi -I got out of bed and slipped on a
treated
at
the
Infirmary.
After the fire had eaten away the
self across two tennis courts near
I pair of pants and shoes.
York, a senior; broken ankle.
lower} floors of the building, the
Wives of veterans who are jit
the dormitory to a car in which
"Peris came into my, room, aj he
tower of Old Kenyon, designed by dents at the college and women
(JOHN McNAUGHTON, 20, of
another student was loading in
had no means of escape because his
Charles Bulttinch, designer of the Gambier
| hurried to Mercy Hospit
tifcit, a sophomore; shock and pos
jured to be taken to the hospital.
om was surrounded by flames.
sible back iryuries.
Capitol in Washington and the i whicre they served as emergq
(Continued onPagbVColumn 4)
State House in Boston, crashed into nurses. The hospital - spt up
MARTIN J. NEMMER, 19. o:
thh wfins.
,
(emergency receiving ward, but
Philadelphia, a freshman; second-;
Several students discovered the facilities were taxed to the Jim
djgree burns and possible back in
KENYON FLAMES
fire about the sam# time. John S. | Calls were sent out to the
jtt)
Thomgsene, 24, a junior from , dent body for volunteers to dons
LAP AT.STUDENTS!
.ROBERT H. COIIN. 21, of StamWheeling, W. Va., said he was (blood to some of the injured,
(Continued From First Page)
f<rd, Cpnn., a junior; facial burns,
walking toward the building short- The campus police were assis
ILESS SERIOUSLY INJUREDT
j"I took the mattress from myjP
ly aftfer 4 a. m.f when he saw a by the deputies of the Knox Co
(Treated or Confined at College
Indow seat and threw it out the
glow pn the first floor and somelly sheriff, the Gambier Village
Infirmary)
smoke coming from the building.
lice, state highway patrolmen l
ndow. I jumped from the second-1
H6*MAS W. CERRUTH, PhilaHe i|m to the power station about Police from Mount Vernon in hanstory window ledge. The upper parti
phia.
two cily blocks over the hill from dling the crowds that flocked to the
my body hit the mattress, but™
pus.
Old Kenyon. The fire truck is kept
ENTON R. GOLDBERG, Phjl®-,
kr legs missed it.
afternoon the entire
11 here. The student told the man
phi a.
j"I landed on my right foot, which II
|f the fire, and the camp1
AUL L. SANDERS, Mount, Ve:
were rushed into service*
I immediately crumpled under me.||
%
Arthur C. Batron; jr., 24, a junior
B«me students who were in the!
ROBEMf C. KUHN, New York;
| from Tuckahoa, N. Y., who lives a,n
yard in front of the building car-]
W1LUAM K HASS, Detroit.
Middle Hanna Hall, was visiting
fifed me to another building, where]
IS of Philadelphia
Robert A. CdlHnge, 24. a junior
I )[ay for about a half hour before ij
from St. Louisville, O., who lives in
KAMIUS _Of Philg;|was taken to the hospital.
[the. sine building. They saw the
!"I guess I am pretty lucky to I
j fire from a window. Collinge ran
jve only a fracture of the right]
to the Gambier Village Hall arid set
JDWARD H. STANSFIELD, JR.,
[off thfc fire siren. Barton culled
Jkle and some bruises on my]
oflAkron.
[th# Mount Vernon fire department,
me." fV.
LORRIE J. BRI0HT of Ph|
mires yelling "Fire" also awak-|
Awakened by Watchman
delphia.
ked Robert H. Cohn of Stamford,
ROBERT ROWEN, JR.,
Alanj P. Wright, 19, a sophomore,
GAMBIER. <} , *bi 27—FollowJinn.
Jof 2115 Elandon Drive, Clcvelaf* | in* is the official 1st of casualties tain Lakes, N. J.
J'l jumped up and the room wasl
|Height!, was awakened by a watch•MP*
11 of smoke," Cohn said, "il
Iman W^io came to his room in thi I ill the fire Ahat destroyed Old
CHARLES R. FOW of Phi
jened the door and a blast of hotl
I West Wing. Wright called the New- j Kenyon Hhll /this adorning- J
del; .4
and flame hit me. I closed thel
|
tip
,md alenH
•Y * 11EAT> 4 .
door and opened the window and I
STANLEY JACKSON of Steuben•Mercy , Hospital in Mount Vernon
IDWA 'O ,H. BROIJT, 20. a se••Q,.
|
the state highway police.
|nio), soda df William Brout of
Most of these with lesser injur
JohnjR. McNaughton, 20, a sopho- Mount Vernon. N. Y., died at
told him the building was
were reported suffering from shocit
jnrtOPO^from Detroit, was credited a.Jm. inl Mercy , Hospital,
I firjg. He was still sound asleep. I|
and
minor
lacerations
and
burr
1
[to :Wp|fellow students with being Vafnon, O., ffom a skull fracture;
the real hero of the fire. He carried
IARC
20, a scfthomore,
five ofjthe injured out of Old Ken
, Fenton Mien., died rin Mercy
you Ae he was carrying the ft
tpit.il at 7; p. m. 1-1.
] youth Ito safety he was back!
Ins on Ao W.
head.
| through a door.
Tragedy af Kenyon
£'• MISSING
At that moment (he full force
The
tragedy
that has hit the beautiful campus
hose hit the door, which
IP NEST AHWAJEE, 19, of Ak
|slamid§d against McNaughton. He
ron. a sophomore. •
of Kenyon College at Gambier, O., will bring a
liMrd among 1hr seriously but
twinge of nostalgia to many hearts.
ALBERT J. LEWIS, 20, of Hazeirally injured at Mercy Ho## 1 ton.
Pa., a sophomore.
The loss of life involved deepens the sadness
I^^^Hle was suffering from sha#j|
GEORGE L. PINCUS, 21, of
over the loss of "Old Kenyon Hall", the 122-year»nd back injuries.
| BC^oklyn, N .Y., a junior.
old building which housed the college almost from
^HH. Crawford. 19. a sophO*j
JTEPHEN M. SHEPARD. 19, of
I
o M 2632 Cramlyn Road, Shaicdi
the time it was founded.
pt«i<W|. was an eye-witness to Mce ,N<iv York, a freshman, reported to
The million-dollar figure involved in its loss is
Columbus Saturday
]Naughtoiis feet. Crawford said
nothing compared with the sentimental loss. These
f° attend a concert today.
'p in his room in (he W#*
ivy-covered walls, the oldest Gothic collegiate
te awoke to find his
COLIN M. WOODWORTH, 20, of
}lth smeke.
amaica Plain, N. Y., a sophomore.
structure in the nation, cannot be replaced.
Such old buildings go to make tradition in
CRITICALLY INJURED
America. They are rare because we are such a
(In Mercy Hospital)
young nation. What few exist add that touch of
JACK B. McDONALD. 20, of
venerability which all nations and peoples like to
j Hamilton, O., a freshman; skull
I fracture.
acquire. Like old houses that have been lived in
ROBERT McFARLAND, 20, of
for generations, they are symbols of success and
a., a sophomore; severe
solid endeavor.
bun
They are, however, only symbols. The real
SERIOUSLY BUT NOT
virtues, bred in such hallowed halls, find root in
CRITICALLY INJURED
the hearts and minds of the men who pass through
(In Mercy Hospital)
them. It is fine to have the symbol and the deed,
ROBERT LEVY, 19, of Elkins
but
if one of the two must be sacrificed it is bet
Park, Pa., a freshman; possible leg
ter .tbafc such, symbols as Kenyon Hall should go
"actures, facial cuts.
than that the spirit for which the alumni of Ken
. MURRAY N. SEGAL. 20, of
Brooklyn N V a sophomore, fracyon are noted should be lost.
' lured right ankle
(Continued on Pago 2. Column 5)

and Injured in
Kenyop Fire

DID KENYON HALL, the historic dormitory at Kenyon College, Gambier, O., is shown as it appeared before it was swept by
ire efirly yesterday morning with estimated damage of $1,000,000. The building was the oldest Gothic college structure in the
Jnitedt'Suites and. one of the oldest college buildings in Ohio.

•OLD KEN YON HALL.* SCENE OF COLLEGE DISASTER
Rescuers search ruins for five missing students

One Killed

Slpetroiters Hurt in
Early Morning Blaze
GJ^IBIER, O. — f/P) — One
student was killed jumping for,
a fire escape and 27 were in-J
jured as fire destroyed a 1231
year-old dormitory at Kenyon]
College Sunday.
Officials of the exclusive allmale school said the death tcttj
might be higher after a search pf
the fopolding ruins.
Five students were unaccount«&
for.
ilCTALS TOLD a school
Eg that "probably no more
|wo of them were away from
llmpus for the week-end." y
A. , estimated 100 students
R r<ur,.A from' their Reds at
rti. as flames roared through j
brie Old Kenyon Hall.

Edward Brout, 20, a premedical
student from Mount Vernon, N. Y.,
uifd trying to jump from a thirdfkjor window to a second-story
fir escape.
<v. «j(f
*1
roommate, Saul Sanderf,
t feis
•o of. Mount Vernon, made, t:lp
jump successfully before Br it
•Red it.
|OF THE INJURED, 12 were
hospitalized and 15 released after
t&atment for cuts and bruises.
Three of those hospitalized were
reported in critical condition.
» Three Detroit area resident4 I
were injured. They were John i
McNmighfon. 22, of W?5 Riirnsp
Edwin Collins, of tMfx Vernie r
("Ne, ormute rmrn*. nnd Will
Rani K. Haas, of 8651 La Salle*
Among those critically injured
vfM Marc S. Peck, of Fentoh,
M h.
#The students reported missing
wire:
Ernest Ahwajee, of Akron; Al
bert J. Louis, of Hazelton, Pa.;
George Pincus, of Brooklyn;
i^tCphan M. Shcphard, of New
York, and Colin M. Woodworth,
of Jamaica Plains, Mass.

^Torr^avis^fBronxville, N. Y., I
MOST OF THOSE injured were 1 said that when he was awakened I
hurt jumping from upper-story I about 4:15 a. m., flames already I
windows or climbing down ivy- 1 were roaring fiercely in a second- I
red walls.
floor room just above the main 1
I
'he fire blocked the main enl 1 j entrance.
nee staircase of the dormi- 1
Kenyon's president, Gordon
y, oldest Gothic collegiate j I
Chalmers, said there were sevucture in the nation.
1 eral stories as to how the fire
i began.
riere were several entrances
fire escapes.
i i"We just can't say now how it
he dorm — where President I [ did start," he added.
herford B. Hayes roomed while
! HChalmers estimated the loss at
! inding Kenyon—was a three* I $1,000,000.
Mttory,. greystone building. Only; 1
Firemen were hampered fight[its fouf^foot thick walls survived! I ittg the blaze because of a shortIthe fire]
I ate of water.
:;s
* • * .
1UE FIRE apparently was I L KENYON HAS an enrollment of
caused when sparks from a fire* 1550. It was founded in 1824 by
• Episcopal Bishop Philander Smith,
Other picture on Page 2.
4
rfi Two English noblemen, Lord
. j jg
PB •
Kenyon and Lord Gambier, proplace ignited a rug in a room
adjacent to the main entrance, ftyijaed. mQst of the endowment, \s
firemen from nearby Mt. Vernon, • a result, the school maintains
•rriany of the English school
0„ said.
SI traditions.
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Six Bodies Sought]
In Charred Ruin
t)f Old Dormitory]
26 Injured, Two Critically, as Flames
Sweep 122-Year-Old College
Structure at Gambier.
By LESTER C. EALY, Dispatch Staif Writer

GAMBIER, OHIO, FEB. 28—Helmeted searchei _
probed ruins today for six Kenyon College students still)
missing in Sunday's million-dollar dormitory fire that kilt
two others and injured 26.
Unseen since shortly before 4 a. m. Sunday when a|
raging blaze destroyed the 122-year-old "Old Kenyon'*
dormitory, the six students were believed to have been
j trapped and to have perished,
f The missing students are:
Ernest Ahwajee of Akron, Ohio, 18-year-old sophomore
and former star tennis player at Akron West High School.
Albert J. Lewis of Hazelton, Pa.
George Pincus of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Stephen Shepard of New York.
Colin Woodworth of Jamaica Plains, Mass.
Martin E. Mangle, 18-year-old son of a New York retail
store executive.
,
; Killed when he leaped from a third story window in an
unsuccessful attempt to reach a fire escape was Edward
Brout, 19, of Mount Vernon, N. Y., a premedical student.
Fatally burned during the fire, which broke out after
a fay night dance was Mar^-Peck, of Fpnton, Mich. He|
died at 5:15 p. m. Sund
Mercy Hospital, at nearby
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
f,;
Two of the 26 injured students
were listed as being critical I
hurt. They are Jack McDonald,
Hamilton, Ohio, skull' fracture
and possible ruptured lungs, andRobert. McFarland, Ames, Iowa,
burns, lacerations and ankle fracH that remain* of the four-

,Jy. gmy ^onr sn-uce u|BB
r e s > o •» r> t
jjerford R.
...fe* roomed
•» "a student,
were four grim,
tOWtring walls.
Officials be
lieve t h a t a
spark from a
Mr* place ig
nited a r u g .
t h e b l a r e
[Spreading
rapidly through
the middle sect i o n of the
|structure.
of the Edward Brout I
I- Most
• ~r: m
Were hurt imping from
[ winaows or attempting to climb
l.^r C%aC<ion by sttWepts who
|got awa> from the building carlvl
Iand by students living in a nJBfl
dormitory was instrument^B
I keeping the death toll down.
|
Hailed also as a hero was
Charles Carpenter, mayor of
Gambler, who ran through all
floors of the blazing structure
during the fire, seeking to res
cue student* still alive.
I Tlic dormitory was composed ofl
la middle section with two w
lire walls separating the middlrj
from the wings.
The building was located on an
|Incline and had 'fhree stories inf
"ni. tour in the rear. It housed!
students most of whom re-f
in the middle section where

'« i u *

&

6

^' A"

^^^alarn^am^^ound 4 a. m.
r- students were awakened by.
™goke which choked them and byj
tthe crackling of flames.
r
By the time the fire was disovpred, however, the blaze had 1
made such headway that those
Jiving in the middle section were
unable to escape by stairways.
" %"hey were forced either to
jump from windows to a fire
escape In the rear, jump from
fndows to the ground, or climb
ivy to the ground. Soon the fire
escape itself became too hot to *
touch.
j Chedited with saving the livef
of two students during a. heroiq
demonstration on the red-hot fir®
escape was Edwin Collins of
Grosse Pointe, Mich., a weight
lifter.
• Collins jumped from his seo
ond-floor room to the fire escapa
and hung by one hand, catching
one student with his free hand
and transferring him to the fl-rl
escape after the student jumpefl
from a third floor window.
Collins caught a second student
a few seconds later after the youth
jumped from an adjoining window,
He finally made his way to safely
hiwjself as flames licked his facfcl
and the hot fire escape burned
into his hands.
First fire equi permit on tlifljf
scene was the campus fire truck
operated by the university'*''
powerhouse fireman. H e w a s
| summoned by students who esS 1
caped from the two wings an4 ^
dashed to the powerhouse about
300 yards from the dormitory.
Students rushed to the fire '
truck, grabbed ladders and hoisted
them to windows for some sii£.
ednts who had remained in the
structure after seeing fellow stu
dents injured in headlong dives
from windows or falls when the
ivy broke as they sought to reach
the^ground.
qreat confusion marked the
scerie in the early seconds of the
tire. Cries for help mingled with
the moans of ipjured. Some of the
injured dragged themselves yards
away from the burning building.
But within minutes, well-organ
ized aid plans were put into operation.
Students called nearby- Mt.
Vernon telling them to get ready
for the emergency. The injured
were loaded into student autoand rushed to the hospital
Vernon. Wives of students
nursinb experience hurried
Vernon and many students
at the hospital, taking over
duties.
«f water thwarted efof firemen from Mt. Verand Wanville to keep the
from spreading beyond the
section .vvljfich became
within Itftofft minate its Wc

from theCol. 11

Sof
ix
In Ruins of Old Structure
J Continued from Page 1)

first lounge to the roof and then
ate . its way down through the
wings, the wing fire walls having
kept the blaze from the wings
until the middle section was vir
tually destroyed.
The $1,000,000 damage esti
mate was made by Gordon K.
Chalmers, Kenyon president. He
said, "Old Kenyon will be re
built."
Fire Chief Carroll D. White of
Mt.j Vernon, advanced the theory
that a spark from the huge fire
place had started the blaze.
Earlier Saturday night, stu
dents had held a dance. Many
wore dress clothes. After the
dance, boxes and other material
which had held foodstuff for the
dance had been thrown into the
fireplace.
Charles R. LaMonda, chief of
the State Arson Bureau, was to
begin an investigation of the fire
Monday afternoon. This, how
ever, was a routine matter. There
was no indication that the fire
was set deliberately.
That the six missing students
were victims of the fire apIwared probable on the basis of
information available on their
^hereabouts before the fire.
If Ahwajee was last seen pulling^a
fire hose through the basement of
the structure.
-Lewis was seen about 8 p. m.vin
|#peech building.
pincus was awakened during
the fire by his roommate, Robert
Cohen, Stamford, Conn., who re
ported he jumped from a wind
and did not see Pincu§ after th
Shepard was last seen shortly
after 2 a. m. Earlier he had said
he was going to Columbus for the
week-end.
Woodworth was last seen at 11
P- m. Saturday when he told
friends he planned to go to bed.
He was described as a light
sleeper.
•Mangel was last seen about 1:30
a. m. Sunday in the middle sec
tion.
. Most seriously hurt of the
students remained in Mercy
4Hospital where beds w e r e
placed in an unfinished new
king.
•Aiding in caring for the stu
dents is Dr. John C. Drake, head
ot Kenyon's surgical college, who
summoned all doctor to the hos
pital after being informed of the
emergency by the students.
Seriously injured, but not crit
ical, are:
Robert Levy of Elkins Park,
Pa., broken ankle and facial cuts
Murray Segal of Brooklyn, N.
Y., fractured ankle.
. [Robert Grenkel of New York,
fracture spine, pelvis and ankles'
Sol Bogen of Philadelphia, lac
erated foot.
pwin Collins of Grosse Pointe,
Mich., facial burns.
Bertram Josephson of New
York, broken ankle.

fering from shock or minor lacer
ations.
Tradition-steeped Ken y o n
College is located amid scenic
Knox County hills, five mitis
ea»t of Mt. Vernon.
Founded in 1824 by Bishop
Philander Smith of the Episcopal
Church, the school maintains
many of the English school tradi
tions and most of its endowment
was provided by Lord Kenyon and
Lord Gambier, two English noble
men.
Enrollment at the exclusive
men's school is 550. The stu
dents, following tradition, main
tained a campus life as nearly
normal as possible Monday. They
walked to the "Great Hall" where,
in old English tradition, they
dined in front of the president's
high table.
The dormitory destroyed by the||
fire was the oldest structure on
the campus.
A steady stream of traffic
moved to Gambier Sunday as
thousands of persons visited the
scene of the tragedy.
Funeral arrangements for the
two fire victims have not been
completed. The body of the Brout
boy was taken to the Dowds fu
neral home. Body of the Peck boy f
was taken to the Miller and
O'Brien funeral home. Both fu
neral establishments are in
Vernon.
John McNaughton of, Detroit,
shock.
Martin Nemer pf Philadelphia,
second - degree burns.
Robert Cohn of Stamford,
Conn., facial burns.
Less seriously inrjured and
treated or confined at the college
infirmary are:
Fenton R. Goldberg of Phila
delphia.
Thomas W. Gerruth of Gran
ville, Mass.
Saul Sanders of Mt. Vernon,
N. Y.
ff Robert C. Kuhn of New York.
William K. Hass of Detroit! '
Leon A. Peris of Philadelphia
1Herbert Kamins of Philadel
phia.
Edward H. Stansfield, Jr., o]
Akron.
Lorrie Bright of Philadelphia
Robert Bowen pf Mouatair
Lakjfes, N. J.
Charles Fow of Philadelphia
Stanley Jackson of Steubenville
An unidentified student treate
and released.
Richard Furbee of Marietta.
Joseph Schmuckler of Pfiila
delphia.
_
|P1P
Most of the students coafm
to the college infiirmary are sul

«p§ie Were Lueky

Those Who Escaped
By BILL FOLEY, Dispatch Staff Photographer

I guess I'm a lucky guy!'*
oseph Smukkr,. 20, of PJii]adelphia, varsity football
and tennis team member, thus described his escape
from Old Kenyon, Sunday.|
His lower lip bandaged and bis
,i-1 e bruised, Smukler was one of
number of injured students who
graphic
their,
escape during the tragic Kenyon
^gttiCpIkjge fire.
"I was sleeping in our second
floor rear room when smoke j
sorted choking me and my room- J
Bertram Josephson, 19, of
••••g^^^^Hpthe Bronx, N. Y.
'We got up and rushed to the |
Pg|HHH|^PHg^Hg| door leading to a middle hall. 1
^^gPg There was a lot of smoke. We.
thought we could ge to a fire j
HK escaped, but the flame drove us ij
back. I yelled 'We'd better
MsMMKil jump!'
"I then dove headfirst from »|
of m y room. I guess Zj
landed on my head and startedj
rolling. The next thing I knew I
was being taken to the hospital."
Josephson, admitted to the Mt.
Venlon Hospital, gave the followhis
^^^•g ^ T went to bed about 3:30 a. m.
my second floor room. SudggHg^^^B^Hg| denly I woke up with an awful
P^^^H^^^^BHchoking spell. I got out of bed
turned on the light but was
H^H||blinded by the smoke . . , I
couldn't see
thing.
PI^H^HHHHj^^PPP "I woke up my roommate Joe
HRSmukler and we opened the door
leading to the hall but were im•H|mediately driven by into the room
flames that had engulfed the
Bflg^gg^fl^gH|^^Bgl| hallway.
^Hn
"We closed the door and
^^^^gPg jumped from our second story
window. I received a broken
PHg foot when I hit the ground. Joe
gglg9PPggBDi| was
and bruised.
looked back up at my ropm
jfe
*' 'IT '/•
and..it was completely,in flames,

>•

('Continued on page If, Col. JJ

JOHN

HUMPHRYS,

Kannil-

worth, III., is seen seardhinp
through the ruins that were, sal
vaged from the building in an
atterppt to locate some of hi:
belongings that were lost in the
fire.
Photo by Bill Foley,
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TEEPLE of Old Kenyon is wrapped in flames as the fire blazed furiously early Sunday.
pjunged inio the ryins soon aft^r this picture was taken.
Ajki.
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The

Five Huntedf
Loss Put at|
$1,000,000
BULLETIN
. G a m bier, 0 . , F e b . 2 7
(Special)--Kenyon col
lege authorities said
late today that five
residents of the burn
ed o u t Old Kenyon d o r 
m i t o r y a r e m i s s i n g and
that at least three of
them were i n t h e b u i l d i h g whenthe f i r e b r o k e ]
o u t . No more t h a n t w o J
pf
the missing five''
could have been absent
f r o m t h e .campus t h i s i
weekend, i t was s a i d .
Search of the ruinS
was p r o g r e s s i n g i n t h e
expectation that the
d e a t h l i s t would r i s e
to at least four a it
aossibly higher.
Gambier, 0., Feb. 27 (Special)One student was killed and 27
others injured, three of them criti
cally. when fire early today de
stroyed Old Kenyon hall, a three
story stone dormitorv said to have
be'er> the oldest example of col
legiate Gothic architecture in the
United States. The loss was
estimated by Kenyon college
officials at more than $1,000,000.
The fire broke oht at 4 a.n)J
apparently starting from a fire-,
place in the first floor lounge of
the building's middle wing.,
Flames rushed up an open stailL
well, broke thru the roof, and
spread to the structure's east]
and west.: wings- despite firjg
walls separating the three wing&J
Towers and spires toppled into!
the fiery interior and fire walls!
collapsed.
Jump From Windows
. j
One hundred and twenty stu
dents, all men, Were sleeping in
the various wings when the fireS
broke out. Scores leapedTrbfn fir.#
and second story windows. Others
^climbed down fire
escapes ah a
lathers fought their way thru bilMgJig smoke to rear doors.

the Bronx, and Robert Cohn, 104
eirtsDead asFireRazes SDormitorv Fire Sumner Street, Stamford, Conn.
Those reported unaccounted'for,
(Continued from page one)
who may have been away from5 the
built in 1827 and was the first college, were: Ernest Ahwajee,
permanent building of the college. Akron, Ohio; Albert J. LoaLs!
About seventy-five students, with Hazelton, Pa.; George Pincus,
By T h e u n i t e d Press
[Ohio, was fatally hurt when he,
out
a place to live following the 1841 East Twenty-second Street!
G. uMBIER, Ohio, Feb. 27. — too, jumped from the building. He
fire, were put up in other dormi Brooklyn; Stephan M. Shephard,
TwofCenyon College students were later died at a hospital.
290 West End Avenue, New York,
tories and local residences.
jliiEtd! and thirteen were injured
Injured critically were Jack Mc
and Colin M. Woodworth, Jamaica
Mr.
Chalmers
estimated
that
the
|early today in a fire that destroyed Donald, of Hamilton, Ohio,. and
to the old building, which Plains., Mass.
fa 1; 1-year-old dormitory. The Robert MacFarland, of Ames, Iowa. damage
was completely destroyed, with Mr. Cohn said that his room
fftfire hvas believed to have been Eleven other students were in the city, the walls left standing, was mate, Mr. Pincus, was asleep when
j stared by sparks from an open hospital with less serious injuriesJJ about $1,000,000. He said lack of the fire was discovered, but that
water hindered fire fighting by the he tried to awaken him. "I think
|firep, ice after a party in one of
Firemen said three parties were
uepart- he got up as I jumped out the
|the j ormitory lounges. Five stu going on simultaneously last night I college's volunteer fire
third floor window of my room,"
m- nt.
|ften,t| were unaccounted for, but. fti the two wings and the cenT
Mr. Cohn said.
II
firemen
said
the
students
who
f'fche iresident of Kenyon, Gordon of the old building. A fraternity lived in the wings of the dormi The dormitory—where President
P-eitrf Chalmers, said they might is housed in each wing of the tory had plenty of time to remove Rutherford B. Hayes roomed
|$$ a vay from the school for the structure and independent stu«
personal belongings, but. those in while attending Kenyon—was a
I we#' end.
the center lost everything in most ihree-story ivy-covered gray stone
dents live in the center.
Edward H. Brout, nineteen, of
Each group held a party last cases, except the clothes they had building. It was the oldest Gothic
on. Some escaped in their night collegiate structure in the nation.
|213 )|.awrence Street, Mount Ver- night in its own lounge. The fire
bio ;hes.
Kenyon, with an enrollments of
|non, |N. Y.. was killed during the was believed to have started in the
550 male students, is located in
New York Students Hurt
l fire. ItVitnesses said he was killed center lounge, where a fire screen
•oiling hill country. It was founded
GAMBIER. Ohio, Feb. 27 (£>).-, n 1824 by Episcopal Bishop Phil
|H he dove from a second-floor had been removed from a huge
itudents
hospitalized
for
treatf window toward a fire escape sev- fireplace, Mr. Chalmers said.
ander Smith. Two English noble
.ent after the fire included: Mur men, Lord Kenyon and Lord
r#i ifeet away and fell to the The dormitory, Old Kenyon, wai
ray Segal, 1576 Ocean Avenue, Gambier. provided most of the en
Male Peels;, of Fen ton, (Continued on page 12f column 6)
Brooklyn; Rpberf . Hrenkel, go dowment.,. As a result, the school
Mai<^:n Lane, New York; Bertram •am tains many of the English
sJosephson, 1,000 Grand Concourse, hool traditions.

27KenyonCollegeDormitory
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12 Students Lose Lives, 6 Missing
In Kenyon College
Fire
Dor
j26 Other, Are Injured, Two ciuieally) a, Flame,
Oestroy 122;Y ear-Old
Dormitory at School in
Ohm; Loss Placed at Million Dollars

2 STUDENTS DIE
J CflLEEGE FIRE!
Continued from Page One.

tion There were several entrances
and fire escapes.
w Tu® doi;mitory—where President
^Rutherford B. Hayes roomed while
attending Kenyon—was a three-story
'^reystone building. Only its fourroot thick walls survived the fire
Listed as critically hurt were Jack
McDonald Hamilton, Ohio, and Rob1 m
c
and, Ames, Iowa
The fire apparently was caused
|When sparks from a fireplace ignited
a rug in a room adjacent to the main
entrance, firemen from nearby Mount
Vernon, Ohio, said. Tom Davis 0f
Bronxville, N.Y. said that when he
was awakened flames already were
roaring fiercely in a second-floor
,loom just above the main entrance.
Davis and other students reported
seeing a fire in the fireplace before
'they retired.
Dr Gordon Chalmers, Kenyon
president, said, however, that there

cuis
""4 Two
'ere f
reported
(ire escape/another
escapHnother died of burmi'ln
p fire
burns in crhical °S-?1l?.'fzed were
end 26 were injured today as fire de
The t condition,
students
stroyed a 122-year-old dormitory atwe^y
reported missi#
Kenyon College.
T , „
Officials of the exclusive all-male ibert T% ^wajee, Akron, Ohio; AlJchool said the death toll might be Pincus R° 1&l i aZe«??' Pa'' George
higher after a search of the still lsh™r, ®r<?°klyn, N.Y.; Stephan M,
smoldering ruins. Six sU^WoodZn^T ^ <2* Co,in M'
were unaccounted for and officials ana m /• r^aTaica Elain, Mass,,
told a school meeting this afternoon. City
Mangel, New York
probably no more than two of them Of thn
n k t c-.
were away from the campus for the swn
seen in !K
J ai .lr?ut Sh<Thard were
•Weekend."
St i o dormitory between mid
night
and
3
a.m.,
students told colle m
I An estimated 100 students were
|routed from their beds at 4 a in as officials. Friends of Shdphard said
Jfifmes roared through historic Old ColSmbSf '° SP"nd 'hefMkend m
Kenyon Hall.
J ,Ed ward Brout, 20. a pre-med stu lin1?6! St3ue fire marshal'sj office said
that
WOI d scnd a"
dent from Mount Vernon, NY was 1 arson in
vesttiga tor here Ttomorrow.
[kfted trying to jump from a third- Thn
I floor window to a second-story fire The marshals office said there was
S escape His Roommate, Saul Sanders, dellSSy"
the "re
jalso ot Mount Vernon, made the
stories as to how th(^
sTartad
Slump successfully befor|p Brout tried Most of those injured were hurt
UPP6r St0ry Endows
diE^add'ed.37 "0W h°W "
lVv' iultll.j
S. Peck,' Fenton.
Mich., died
I i»:Marc
i
Q10Q | aJthl a
o
,k,_ T
. n ivy» covpi-ed
VU walls
WdllS
re
b
c
ked
the
t0ni§
lt
nea
6
ed
X £l- ]°^
i° ;, Ihe maip entrance
A 4?®,
l riy 14 hours ktairfc,
siMm es"mated the loss at
^i ter theblaze.
^taircasc of the dormitory, oldest
0thlc
rolle
at
Eiremen were hampered in fiaht* <p> the injured, 12 were hospi- j
S' e structure.iii the o* ing the blaze because of a shortage of
alized and 15 wer* released after, Continued on Page 10, Col. 3.
water. Fire departments from Mount I
Vernon and Danville helped the'
Gambler firemen.
Kenyon, with an enrollment of 550 I
0;- . is located in beautiful rolling !
hill country. It was founded in 1824
by Episcopal Bishop Philander
Chase. Two English noblemen. Lord
and Lord Gambier, provided
inosi of (he endowment. As a result
I he school maintains many English
school traditions.

Catches Two in Arm
I
*
j
In the other and he first caught!
a student #ho jifhped ffetti the!
third floor.
He transferred that!
student to the fife escape with]
the free arm.
Still he hung there The. hot
metal of the escAfjgi ate into the]
palm of his hand, but he clung j
grimly. Fames licked at his face.'
Another student jumped from
In adjoining second-story
window. Collins caught him in
his left arm and transferred him
to safety on the escape.
[ Finally he could stand no more.
He dropped to the ground.
i i,. Collins is a patient at Mercy
•Hospital in nearby Mt. Vernon
g#ith facial burns and badly
"burned hands.
Of the injured, 12 were hosj pitalized and 15 released after
treatment for cuts and bruises.
Three of those hospitalized were
•reported in critical condition. M
S The students reported missing
j-were:
Ernest, Ahwajee, Akron, O.J
Albert J. Louis, Hazelton, PaJ
George Pincus, Brooklyn, N'.Y.
fStephan M. Shephard, New York]
I City, Colin M. Woodwortb, Ja-f
| maica Plain, Mass., and Martin E.
I Mangel, New York.

Twenty-six Injured
as Old Dormitory
at Kenyon Burns
i GAMBIER, 0., Feb. 27 (/P)
|ne student was killed jumpBg from a fire escape, anItber died of burns and 26
I ere injured today as fire deIroyed a 122-year-old dorBitor.v at Kenyon College.

j

I Offl< ials of the exclusive allIialelschool were fearful that the
jt*th toll might he higher. Sftc
Budfnts still were unaccounted
lor tonight and, officials told a
I tool meeting, "probably no
•tor* t han two of them Wore away
• '>m the campus for the weekBad."
• Mire S. Peck, Fenton, Mich.,
•iedfof burns tonight—nearly 14
ptoups after the blaze. Edward
Broul, 20. a pre-med student
from Mt. Vernon, N.Y., died try
ing jto jump from a third-floor
window to a second-story fire es
cape.
Hundred Flee
An estimated 100 students were
rouad from their beds at 4 a.m.
as flfemes roared through historic
"Old Kenyon Hall."
Bifout's roommate, Saul San
ders, also of Mt. Vernon, N.Y.,
made the jump successfully be
fore Brout tried it.
|*„
Edwin Collins of Gyosse Point e,
Mich., accomplished an almost un
believable feat, of p h y s i ctB!
strength in saving the lives etc
two "Students,.
A college weight lifter, he
jumped from the window of his
second-floor room, m the jjiazipg
dormitory to a fire escape, where
,W.
Am-fWP ag.m.. . . ..

j
Seejj, in Dormitory
'
| Of the five, all but Shephard
t were seen in the dormitory
between midnight and 3 a.m.,;
students told college officials, f
Friends of Shephard s a i d he•
planned to spend the week end „
in Columbus.
The State Fire Marshal's office
said in Columbus that it would]
send an arson investigator .here]
tomorrow. The Marshal's office]
said there was no indication that j
•the fire was started deliberately, j
Most of those injured were hurt I
jumping from upper story win- j
dows or climbing down ivy-cov-1
ered walls as the fire blocked the ]
lagin entrance staircase of tfodl
J22-year-okl dormitory, oldest!
•Ethic collegiate structure in the

J

RRE AFTERMATH—Students' gear litters Kenyon College campus, Gambler, 0 offer
>?rc destroyed Historic Old Kenyon, 122-yeor-old dormitory. John Humphrys, o student,
Is pks His belongings.' Ore student was killed and five are missing.
^

-Associated Press Wirephoto
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for Missing

Dekes' Belongings on Campus

||| The dorm--where President Rutherford B. Hayes
raj, ned while attending Kenyon--was a three-story i vy»
co'! ired grey-stone building. Only its four-foot thick
vj$** s survived the fire.
I Listed as critically hurt were Marc S. Peck, Fento} , Mich., Jack>McDonald, Hamilton, Ohio,, and Robert
irland, Ames, Iowa.
1 \
.
fiFe apparently was caused when sparks from k
l;l
h iplace ignited a rug in a room adjacent to the mai$L
er>. 'ance, firemen said.
^
fom Davis, of Bronxville, N. Y., said that when hfe
wagawakened about 4:15 a.m., flames already were roaf*
in* fiercely in a second-floor room just above "the mailt
en«\ance. •
*"
.

4u

: , —

w aa « s K e a i
boilers ft
I don't see what else th..;

eS<a0Uj

said

been

(News Photos)
;(gp, the graceful tower design|by noted architect Charles
jklfirich points a fiery finger
ilto.the" smoke-filled sky. Mid4e. Gothic arched windows of
pane frame glow .of furnace
aside blazing Old Kenyon.
#ttom, daylight reveals empty
tell of East Wing, which hous•£ Alpha Delta Phi fraternity;
Ipsident Rutherford B. Hayes
Wen a student at . Kenyon
in atyty "bullseye*
ihich stood where nair i chimly now stands.

Phone Lines Swampe<
The two telephones lines be
tween Mount Vernon and Gam
bier were inadequate to handle
I the many hundreds of calls atI tempted.
Mount Vernon Tele
Help and offers of help poured phone Corp. called extra opera
tors to handle the rush of local
in at Kenyon college Sunday.
ong distant calls, by college
..Mount Vernon and Danville
cials, newspapers, students and
slit fire trucks to the campus.
Newark also sent a fire truck but
it was halted in Mount Vernon
and the crew told its services their families.
The Mount Vernon News re
cop d not help.
Students by the carload went ceived calls throughout Sunday,
|to Mercy hospital to give blood many for information about the
j for transfusions. Others acted as fire but some from persons want
j orderlies at the crowded hospital. ing to offer help to the college
|Students' wives who are nurses and students.
One call hard to answer was
volunteered their services to tyelp
all available nurses called to duty from Dr. Norman Shepard; ot
in Mount Vernon. At least sty New York, who said he was un
doctors were summoned for emer able to get through to Gambier
and wanted information about his
gency duty.
Mount Vernon city police and son, Stephen. The only word), the
state highway patrol aided at the Ne.ws could give was that his son
scene. State patrolmen from was "not accounted, for" at that
Columbus headquarters and the time.
Hebron post augmented those
from Mount Vernon post in hand
ling the crowds which began to
pour into the village soon after
day break.
Housing Provided
Housing of about 100 students
left- homeless in an already
crowded College was an imme
diate problem, President Gordon
K. Chalmers announced quarters
were provided for 25 at Bexley
hall, about 30 ill the temporary
barracks, and 15 at the infirmary.
The others were being cared for
in homes of faculty members and
other Gambier residents.
Mayor Walter W. Rohler and
Safety-Service Director Sheridan
Loyd of Mount Vernon went to
Gambier to offer any assistant
possible.
State highway crews helped
blocked off sections of the cam
pus.
Dr. Chalmers said the offers of
help and assistance were numer
ous and from many quarters, and
expressed gratitude for the way
in which the entire community
any many agencies rallied to the
college in time of disaster.

Aid and Offers
[To Help Pour In

*V,; :

needed which coul(J not be fur of students,- while competing for
thlf lines wele students and col
nished locally. '
lege officials trying to place calls.
Ambulances Rushed
Steady-streams of traffic poured
All three Mount Vernon un
dertakers rushed ambulances to along in both directions between
Panic, chief enemy of mankind ' the scene within a few minutes Mount Verrion' and Gambier on
in time of fire, is blamed by Fire 1 after the fire was discovered^^^ •jffitfjiHay afternoon as thousands
Chief Carrol B. White of Mount jured were laid out in the lteti i vtoed the scene.
Vernon for many of the burns Theta Pi rooms in South Leonard
and injuries suffered yesterday , and the Sigma Pi quarters'in
by students at Gambier.
j South Hanna, waiting to be trans"When we arrived at the scene j ferred to Mount Vernon for hosit looked like there were only one i pital care. Shock patients roamed
or two rooms from which occu around, some unaware of their
pants could not have escaped," injuries, while nurses and doctors
he said.
were striving to bring order from
He expressed the belief many chaos, check injuries, and dis
students jumped from windows patch the worst-hurt to hospitals.
on finding smoke and fire out
Brout "Brilliant"
side their room doors when more
Edward Brout, who died of a
careful study of the situation
might have permitted them to es fractured skull, had achieved
senior rank in the college at the
cape by other means.
age of 19. "He was a brillian*
ypung man," said Dr. Gordon K
Red Cross on Job
The Red Cross, agent of mercy Chalmers, the college president
in peace and war, was at work Scheduled to graduate in Feb
within a few hours after the fire ruary, 1950, Brout was a preat Kenyon, rendering such aid as medical student. His father is &
it could and offering unlimited I doctor in New York.
assistance.
The Kenyon chorus and com
Mrs. Mary M. Thompson, ex
ecutive secretary of the local munity orchestra went ahead
chapter
reported her
office with their joint recital, as sched
Handled several calls from par uled, Sunday afternoon, with
ents of students, provided blood Mount Vernon's Beethoven club,
from the local bank with more though there were tired and hag
available if needed from the re gard faces in the ranks of the
gional center at Columbus and singers, and some 10 voices were
the Licking county blood ban* missing.
at Newark, and performed other
services.
| Three and four-hour delays
American Red Cross officials were in order on long distance
,the Mount Verrion office, calls into Gambier as calls poured
hing of the disaster, want- into the college town from over
know if any services were the nation, mostly from relatives

Panic Blamed for
Many Injuries

2U&C0fL/
Labor-Management
Conference Postponed
Because of Fi: 3

Old Kenyon Ascends in Smoke, Flames

;V

panied the body.
Burial will be in'Mt". SaTmel j
cemetery at Glendale, L, J.
M
Dr. C. L. Harmer, Knox county
coroner, signed the death certifi-,
The bod^ ^bf Edward Brout, 19, I cate, giving a skull 1 fracture
pre*medical senior who was fat the cause of death. •*"'
ally hurt when he jumped for „
fire escape,and missed, was s<
by traih Idst evening to his hoi
in Mt. Vernon, N. Y., from
at Mercy oo^pital, was at the
I Dowds funeral home.
Muler & O'Bryan funeral home j
I Another student, John C. Y(
was to be taken to Fenton to-1
\ Shaker Heights junior, accoi
by a Fenton funeral director,
r. Harmon said neath resulted]
shoek due to severe]

Taken to Homes

Student Says Fire
Blocked IEscape

Willoughby, Feb. 28—(7P)_AJ
Western Reserve university stu
dent who witnessed the kenyon
college dormitory fire last night
said the trapped boys could not
get to fire escapes.
Fred Jewett, 23, of Willoughby,
a former Kenyon student visiting
Gambier for a dance, -said, "the
i eason many of the boys were
trapped was the fact they couldn't
get to rear fire escapes. In the
front of the building where the
fliMps weren't so bad, there were j
no fire escapes."
Jewett told a reporter he
vntejied the fire from a dormi-l
tory about. 150 feci from Kenyon'
hall.

•he fire which gutted old Ke:
yon yesterday was the fourth d
asterous conflagration of the last
half century of Kenyon history
and at least three occurred oh
Sunday mornings.
First was the burning of or
iginal Rosse hall in 1898. The
hall, believed to have been tfif
second major building on the
campus, was rebuilt immediately
and is still in limited use.
|h
Second was the, Kenyon Mili
tary academy fire on Feb. 24, 19<15
—just 44 years and two days ago
—which claimed the lives of three,
cadets. It was never rebuilt, jiff
Hubbard Hall, the library, j;
burned Jdn. 1, 1910, and was re- j
nliced by the present Alumna;
library.
Old Kenvon, one of the- oldest '
college btiildings west of the A|||
legheny mountains (probably tha '
second with Cutler hall at Ohio i
U. the oldest) was erected in the !
late 1820's and early 1830's. The
cornerstone was laid .Tune 9, 1827.
Walls four and a half feet thidk
were of native stone and Keb-j
yon's founder. Bishop Philandep]
Chase, was often heard to remark
(according to historians) about
the "great aYnount of stone need
ed in the college."
J ' Sawed on Scene
the solid oak studing in the
building, which was 170 feet long,
wis cut in a sawmill build by
BiShop Chase soon after he char
tered the college and purchased
1,000 acres "in the beautiful, wild
eastern section of Knox county"
in': 1824.
The Kenyon Military, academy
fire snuffed out the lives of Jamfes
J.[Fuller oL W.aiyem O'i. Win"eld
Kunkle of Ashtabula, and J. Ev
erett Henderson of Chicago,cording 'to newsoaner cliopi
saved by- Mrs. W. C. Lantz,Catherine street fo-iSenl who
members %bui the-it,
K. M. A. fires'7s;'.: 5
7™*
MMrs. Arthur Snvdep, Se'coAff
whhS?. principal and a native if
(Snmbie'r, recalled Sunday morrwv
ing that when the military acad-J
emy burned riding horses and
-busies owned' by Kenyon stujdents and Gambier residents
were used to remove the injured
fo.safej^..,

Kenyon's
three-day
labor •
nagement conference, schedu. d to start yesterday, was post[poned by college officials because
•>£ space conditions imposed^ by
s fire.
. A E Jflj
Morning chapel service in the
urch of the Holy Spirit was
ed off when a strong odor of
fiimes was detected in the buildin!. Supt. of Buildings William
Et-Becker said later the odor was
found to have come from the
building dormitory b u i l d i n g
through a steam tunnel which
runs under the campus.
Prayers for Kenyon college
and its students were offered in
the morning worship service at
Wm Paul's church in Mount Ver
non, which has long been closely
associated with the Episcopal col
lege.
Finding clothing for those stu
dents who lost their belongings
in the dormitory fire was a major occuoation for one section of
the college offices througho'tf
Sttnday. Housing was also a prob-

$25,000 To Rebuild

} Gambier, Feb. 28—(£>)—Albert j
C. Whitaker of Wheeling, W. Va..
today oledged $25,0Q0 toward the j
rebuilding of Old Kenyon dprmi- j
1fcpr, destroyed by a fire in which
eight students perished.
Whitaker was graduated/ from
Kenyon college in 1888, and has
sent-- three sons to the college,
one, Louis, is a senior there now-• John, who graduated in 1940,
was filled in World War II.
George was graduated' in 1947,

.
. e tire escape railg and. had Pilcher jump into my
arms. We went down the ladder
to the second floor landing where
I*saw that Peris was getting r,?ady
to jump from a - window next to
the landing.
,G"I caught him the same way 11
caught Pilcher and we all went to
Take it from modest Edwin1 the ground.
"There really wa'sn't any hero
Collins himself: there was no j
sthf f... and don't play me up...
"Tarzan stuff" in his rescue of two
fellow students from the raging [why, I should be out of here by
fire in Old Kenyon early Sunday.] ' tonight."
Collins, a Grosse Point, Mich-.,'} p Another hero of the fire—ac
cording to many students—was an
I youth, even goes so far as to be
ll little the acts which saved his] ex-G.I. freshman, William O.
(Bill) Hurd of Cleveland.
|roommate, Will Pilcher of McAr
thur, Ohio, and another student, - |:Hurd, fellow-students atte|ted,
rushed from his room in another
Leon A. Peris of Philadelphia.
dormitory and made reoeatgd
"I just did what anyone would
tifips into Old Kenyon awakening
have tried to do," said Collins.
His face swathed in bandages | sleepers. He was clad only in pa| and both hands blistered, the 155- ' j^mas and bedroom slippers. He
pound weig.hter-lifter told it this : was a member of the freshman
football squad last fall,
way this morning in Mercy hos
Another gridder, Harvey Basr
pital:
iriger, varsity tackle from Lima,
"Pilcher and I occupied a third
and another freshman, Edward
floor room next to the bathroom
Ij. Stansfield of Akron, who was
to which the fire escape platform
slightly burned, were also cred
was attached. When I awakened I
ited with "doing great jobs" dur
tore for the bathroom and the fire
ing the blaze.
escape but the bathroom was full
of flames so I closed the door,
went back in my room and
jumped from the window to the
fire escar

Tarzan Stuff
In Fire Rescue Act
Says Modest Hero

New Wing at Mercy
Used First Time

For Fire Victims

There were stories of confusion I
and panic in the Kenyon fire yes
terday, but there were also stories
of feats of heroism.
L^fCen Davis, Associated Press re
porter £snt from the Columbus
bureau, reported several such in
cidents.
Gambier Mayor Charles Car
penter won Kenyon college's pub
lic thanks by dashing up the en
tile three floors of the main stairizm during the height of the fire.
Ht sought to rescue any students
alive in the inferno of

I

j
j

One new |wing of Mercy hos
pital was u|ed /Sunday for the
first wejls mi&edly-mad|
beds were tiE^sd for the influx of!
injured Xelyph student's.

A request for nurses was mafr
during the service at St. Vincent
de Paul church during the morn
ing, while Kenyon students wfe
acting as orderlies.
Hospital authorities said Mount
Vernon Hpspital^^anitariuin a|d|
Newark Crty hospital sent blood
plasma and the Ned Cross office
was opened to help/with calls.
They, also voiced high prajse
for telephone operators,/" wlo,
T o the many students who es swamped with a flood of cafe
caped the fire, it was just a se gfrngn pver the natipn, xnanaged to
ries of memory flashes.
keep a line available for the vi
£$,*'1 guess X am pretty lucky M tally important hospital use.
•lire only a fracture of the rjgrol
.<? ||le and some bruises on psy]
sj me," said Murray Segal, 22y$lr-old sophomore from Br|ok>
N.Y.
woke up with lots of vqfices
h| tiering 'fire' both inside an£
of fpid'3 the building. I got out of
bird and slipped on a pair? of
pf,®ts and shoes.
^Fhe fellow who lived in back
.me, Leon Peris of Philadelphia,
«jif$e to'tny room. His room was
istfirrounded by flames. I took the
distress from my window seat
2 Die, 5 Missing \
§fdL threw it out the window. X
jumped from the second-story
Irt College Blaze
' wp dow-ledge. ' \
• Gambier, O., Feb. 27 (AP).—
§ The upper part of my body
One student was killed jumping
[Ml, the mattress. My legs mfists]
for a fire escape; another died
KgK|
of burns, and 26 were injured
today as fire destroyed a dojrso, it went. Every story j
m tory at Kenyon College.
i _
much the same. Sleep-i
T Five students still were un
dimged students awoke, pullecjj
accounted for tonight and, offi
MJaome clothes, tried to get into-j
cials told a school meeting,
•^roe-filled halls, then jumped I
"probably no more than two of
were lucky; some weren't'

LEADVILLE, COLO.
HERALD-DEMOCRAT
Cir. Dv 3,509

them were away from the cam
pus for the week-end."
i Mare S. Peak, Fenton, Mich.,
d'fed of burns tonight—nearly
14 hours after the blaze. Ed
ward Brout, 20, a premedical
stiudent from Mount Vernon,
N.Y., died trying to jump from
a third-floor window to a
second-story fire escape.
I.
' |Ln estimated 100 students
were routed-from their beds as
i'flames roared through the dor- ,
[ mitory, built. 122 years ago.
.J

2 Band, 6 Pissing in Dormitory Fire

fire. Clothing store owners in V
Mount Vernon told the students 1
thfey could buy whatever cloth- 1
• mg they needed and charge it. 1
Many of the students' parents I
Gambier, Feb. 28—(/F)—Stu- I [drove to Gambier yesterday and
| dents returned to their Kenyon| tdday. They brought clothing to
11
; epllege classrooms this morning. I their sons..
[ They did little school work. They ||Some of the boys were de- j
pressed as they looked at the
/ were thinking of the dormitory
1 fire
that claimed three of their I ruins of the sandstone building.
[.'Stately Old Kenyon was the old•/ fellow-stludents' lives,
jfifiix other buddies are missing. | Si est building on the campus. |t
IjiKenyon is a compartively small I Many of the students thought
| college—the kind where you live i of the nightmarish scenes of
tesdy
with many of the student^, II early yesterday morning.
I Most of the men thought of
|2j|d have at least a speaking ac- '
1 then* six missing buddies. Mj3ybe
^^^Kintance with everyone.
H their bodies are in the still-smokjj|?&Many of the young men enter®
!£wg the classrooms were victim!' 1 ing ruins.
|[ of the fire themselves. Some wore_
l bandages. Some were dressed in
[ other students' clothes. They
| were lucky.
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO.
[ & Many of the students thought
Southeast Missouriari
I gpf the townsfolk and surroundCir. D. 9,483
I pig neighbors. These people op|
FEB
2 8 1949
|ifened their hearts an their homes
|| %o the students who were forced
I out oyhe. 122-year-old dormitory,
I Odd pieces of clothing were
• given the boys who lost their
Ki own apparel in the million-dollar
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Kenyon President Gordon Chal
mers said/however, there were
while attending Kenyon—was a several stories as to how the fire
(MBIER, Ohio, Feb. 27. three-story ivy-covered gray-stone start :d.
i l')—One student was kitted building. Only its four-foot-thick jf«We just can't say how it did
j jumping for a fire escape, Wfdl-; survived the fire.
start," he added.
ifcisted as critically hurt were Chalmers estimated the loss at
.moacr diet of burn;- and;20
Marc S. Peck, Fenton, Mich.;
[were injuied Sunday as fire Jack McDonald, Hamilton, Ohio, $1,000,000.
destiByed a 122-year-old dormi* and Robert McFarland, Ames, FIREMEN WERE hampered
fighting the blaze because of a
|loryi)l Kenyon college.
Iowa.
shortage of water. Fire depart
H ICIALS OF the exclu$i\e
The
fire
apparently
was
caused
all-male school wei-e fearful that
hen sparks from a fireplace ig- ments ffrom Mount Vernon and
Itheffieath toll might he higher.
jted a rug in a room adjacent Danville helped the Gambier fire
Six'.fctudents still wore ui;
the main entrance, firemen men.
ounfcd for Sunday ni
pm- fiearby
Mount Vernon, Kenyon, with an enrollment of
ufricpus told a schonfJf^ertHf
aio, said. Tom Davis of Bronx- 550 boys, is located in beautiful
'prQgjabty no more ihlffn tw
lie, N. Y., said that when he rolling hill country. It was found
jUienlwere away frjm tl^cam
is awakened about 4:15 a. m., ed in 1824 by Episcopal Bishop
|pus»r the weei<en
imes already were roaring Philander Smith. Two English
Mshc S. Peck, tentqM. Mich,,
freely in a second-floor room noblemen, Lord Kenyon and Lord
diedIof burns Sftidaift niglrt—
Inraijj- 14 hours after llie h^H just above the main entrance •Gambier, provided most of the
DAVIS AND other students re endowment. As a result, Lie
[Edwfrd Brout, 2ft aft pre-flfei
ported seeing a fire in the fire school maintains many of tne
studftit
from Mlmt ^'erttbn,
English school traditions. {
place beforetheyretired
IN. Y.'. died trying iV jut^ from
m th ifd-floor wirtdowjo a
[storvj fire escape.
AN ESTIMATED lOOH^lgnt
[werel routed from their her
I
as flames roared thro ugh
Ittfsftfic "Old Kenyon Hall."
OfJ the injured, 12 were bos"
italked and 15 released after!
Jtrea||nent for cuts and bruises.
iThiiii of those hospitalized were
[repnjlod in critical condition.
(Continued from Page 1.)
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ISSlllg

»*

School Fire

GAMBIER, Kenyon, Feb. zo.{.
Kenyon College on Monc
j listed sixjvMudents missing ihfa,
SLOOOTOT dormitory fire
thnt,
killed tw'b others and injured 2$||
i on Sunday.
' Fii|errien are searching the riu
i for bodies. t
o
Towering above the helm a- Mm
Ipearftiers were* the gaunt P«
foot thick gray stone walls of " «
Kenyon," the oldest building
I campus of the college -for met
That was all that was left of
[22 year old dormitory that hor
20 students. —(CP).

kenOffList
Garifibfier, O., Feb. 28—(UP)
-The death toll ir +l
on college dormitory fire was
"-hoday as the
college president announced
Jlhat hope for six missing stu
dents had been "given up" and
ie of two critically injured
died.
1
Gambier, O., Feb. 28—(TJP)I Officials said today all evidence
indicated that six students, missI mg since yesterday when a fire
j destroyed the 122-year-old Kenyon
j college dormitory, had perished in
the blaze.
Death Toll May Rise
There were two known dead
and hospital attendants said one
of ! the 13 burned seriously was
| not expected to live. More than
[ fifteen students received minor |
ourns in the fire which was discovered at 4 a.m.
Cordon
K. Chalmers, Kenyon
G.
president, said the missing men's
rabgence could not be established
| definitely until after roll call at
classes today.
r '

J

•-t-< <•

**

'Tip students reported missing]

I were!
! BKVEST AHWA-IEE, Akrbn
Ohio) Albert .1. Louis, Hazelton.i
ifeorge Pincus, Brooklyn. N,
Y.; Jlephan M. Shephard, New
Yorllcity. and Colin M. Wood*
i, Jamaica Plains. Mass.'?
«... «*<• *>. MiuiKrt, \«, son oB
Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel Mangel;
"f *Tfu York. Mangel's father is
an *ecutive of Mangel Stores I
inc.
h
•M
state fire,marshal's office!
aid in Columbus that it would!
sen^ 'n arson investigator hcre[
Mow ay. The marshall's office]
here was no indication 1hat|
'he I |re was started deliberately.
M&t of those injured whrel
jumping from upper story]
?ws or climbing* down ivy-1
led walls as the fire blocked!
piain entrance staircase ofI
formitory, oldest Gothic col l
structure in-the nation.!
•were several entrances nndf
scapes.
II ! DORM - w here President]
RuAerford B.^ Hayes roomed
See HISTORIC DORM
Page 4, Column 1.

iT PREVENTS
SEARCH FOR SIX
BODIES IN RUINS
25 Injured as 3 - Story
Kenyon Dormitory
Burns to Ground '

1

FROM N-FP WIRES
Thr death toll in the Kenyon
College fire at Gambier, Ohio,,
] mounted to nine today when Jack
McDonald, 18 - year - old student
|j from Hamilton, Ohio, died of a
skull fracture.
:Donal(Kwho dropped from hrs
1-floor room as flames swej-jg
I' Old Kenyon" -dormitory early
pay morning, succumbed alf;
today in Metcy Hospital at
| near-by Mount Vernon.
*
v
A few minutes earlier the college
| announced it'had abandoned hope
of finding alive the six students
| whp were .missing. This had in
|creased th
11 to eight. Two
rda morninfl •

OO HOT TO ENTER
William Becker, superintendent
of buildings ana grounds at Ken
yon, entered the ruins of the his
toric old dormitory this morning
but reported that the debris was
still too hot to attempt any imme
diate search for bodies. Any water
poured on the ruins, he said, would
form ice because of freezing tem
perature.
Students and college officials
credited Edwin Collins, Grosse.
Point, Mich., a weight lifter, with
saving the lives of two students. M
Collins jumped from the window
or iiis second-floor room to a fire
escape. Hanging to the hot metal
with one hand, he caught with his
free hand a student who jumped
from a third-floor window. Col
lins transferred this student to the
fire escape and caught another
who jumped from a second-story
window.
iCollins suffered severe burns
about the face and arms. The two
rescued by Collins were not seri
ously hurt.
Saturday night was dance night
afjKenyon College. Many of the
beys donned stiff shirts and dress
clothes. Students were in and out
of historic "Old Kenyon" all eve
ning.
By midnight the fun began trf
slacken. The boys began taking
off ug the grand staircase Jo their
rooms. Many already were in bed.
(Continued on Page 2, Column 4)

COLLEGE FIRE'S

The latest victim, McDon
had hung by his hands from hip
Window and dropped.
His feW
struck a second-floor ledge, and h«
then fell head downward.
-(Continued From Page t)
Twenty-five other students w?
Bv|S a.m. it was quiet. A cheery!
injpred, but none are on the cri
ical list at present, ,
J
{J fire crackled in the great fireulace
An hour later, fire was ragmri
Those previously reported dead
up the aged "Middle Kenyon" ser!
were:
tion. Officials believed a spai:i|
Edward Brout of Mount Vernoit,
from the fireplace ignited < ! ug
19-year-old premedical stijFor a few minutes fire fighter j
de|t. He' tried unsuccessfully to
thought the flames could be con!
jump from the window of hi| rooth
tained with the. fire Tails separat;]
tola fire escape some feet alopg
ing the wings from the malb pari
the wall and three stories up.
|•
Marc S. Peck of Fenton. Mich: of tire structure. 4 ^
FIRE MOVED ON ROOF
He died of burns in Mercy Hospital
at near-by Mount Vernon, Ohio.
y
But the fire vaulted upward am ]
|rhose missing and presumed
r»r*d along the common roof.
deed are: .
Frightened students dived hem
JaErnest Ahwajee of Akron, Ohio,
oral from second and three-stor
18-year-old sophomore and former
windows. Others tried descending
star tennis player at Akron West| th4walls down the ivy.thgt matteHigh School.
th? damp stone.
f
•Ibert J. Lewis of Hazeltlon, P4jJ
fli.ill others jumped for pear-bj
eorge Pincus of Brooklyn,|
The-y
were ' peke
• escapes.
V
, .
Y.
Ilame-ffiled
halls from rcachmr,
[lamc'iiueu uau*
I
1
«
lrfile?.]
tephen Shepard of New York. ,j
fn normally. Brout waf kill
lolin Woodworth of Jamaica • -w«.nis manner; his rooihma;te.jSau-;,
.ain, Mass.
,
.
| Zanders of Mount Vernon, N. Y:>
Martin E. Mangle, 18-year-old
iped just ahead.of him. San'dof a New York retail store 4
lefegi marie it with comgarativel
i-in tive.
Inifllor injuries.
#
Students and townspeople. ba.s

TOLL SET AT 9|

N.TY.,

lily arxs|nahy ^feats
|heroism

5°™
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Blames Inadequate
Escapes For Injuries

Tambicr, O., Feb. 28.—Officials
Ml cyey^itness to the million-dollar KenvonTETW
said today all evidence indicated
dormitory fire in which two died and six are missing, 23that six students, missing since
yesterday when a fire destroyed
year-old Fred Jewett, 26 Waldamere ave., today blamed
the 122-year-old
the inadequate number of fire escapes and their poor
dormitory, had pcnsnca in the
placement for some of the injuries.
I
i
blaze.
Young-, Jewett, son of Mr. and ~TT—~—*
i,Mig
J|-r—
GAMBIER.
Ohio
(TP)—
Deaths
There were two known dead
Mrs. Roger Jewett, a former
raging five in. the rear at
iff
the
Kenypn college Jire
and hospital attendants said
student at Kenyon who trans- I that time. That's why we \yonmounted to m fw*
~*when
one of the 13 burned seriously
ferreri to Western Reserve uni- dored why fellows began jump.Tack McDonald. 18-year-old stu
was not expected to live. More
vVrsity just
this month, was ,rif" out of the windows when we
dent of Hamilton, Ohio, died of j
than fifteen students received
spending
the
weekend at the knew there were fire escapes in
a
skull
fracture.
minor burns in the fire which
Young McDonald, who dropped
Gambier, O., school and was thj€ back they should Have uspd.'
was discovered at 4 a. m.
Jewett then learned thatTthe
from his third-floor room as
sleeping in a dormitory next to
MBIER, 0., Feb. 28.Gordon K. Chalmers," Kenyon
flames swept the "Old Kenyon" j
the building which burned when rear lire escapes were practi
[)—The death toll in the president, said the missing men s
dormitory early Sunday,
suc
off because ofJthe
the fire broke out at 4 a. m. cally cut
on college fire mounted] absence could not be established
Sunday.
flames and intense heat which
cumbed today.
definitely until after roll call at
"
Jack Mc«
aaLA few minutes earlier the col
"About 150 feet separates my | ke?t the trapped students rmm
classes today.
18-year-old student
lege announced it, had abandon.edl
Chalmers said it probably would
former dormitory—South Leon- I llSing them" Man-V' however, did
Hamilton O., died of a
hope of finding alive the six stu-l
not be safe to search the ruins
ard| Hall —from the destroyed | manag€ to make their waY dfvn
p fracture.
until late today when the embers | dents who were missing. This|
strut ture — Old Kenyon Hall," ' K'!n'
i had increased the death toll
had cooled. He estimated damage
;cDonald, who dropped
he §>ld the News-Herald today.
Uiremen from
Gambier, |ft.
eight. Two died Sunday mornj
P his third-floor room as
at $1,000,000.
r A |hunch of the fellows were \e,'no1n and DanviU« answered
in
The dead were identified as Eel£tes swept the "Old Kenyawakened by the noise and ex-'i
flarm and threw ladders up
" Seachers this morning stB
H. Brout, 19, Mt. Vernon,
thu'd floor
where mftnv
|dormitory early Sunday | ward
citement. We ran out and saw j? ,
\yere unable to dig into the deb-|
N. Y., and Marc S. Peck, Fenton,
Huden ts,
eve
herded"
Thei
smoke
pouring
from
a
second
,
*'
ping, succumbed today in
l
Mich. Both died of injuries suffer |,n? of the dormitory.
j were helped to safety that way.
; floor window in front.
! Mpjy hospital at nearby
ed when they jumped from win
.The missing students were^
*pidrv't Look Big"
Mea"while, according to JewMi^nt Vernon.
dows to .escape the flames.
Ernest Ahwajee of Akron,
,/,ked like
^
Another student, Robert Mc
Ohio, 18: Albert J. Lewis of
\ M few minutes earlier the
available to# keep one of the five
Farland, Ames, la., was in critical
Hazelton, Pa.; George Pincus of]
colfge announced it had
ose lines going at once.
I condition but hospital attendants]
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Stephen Shep
^tdoned hope of finding
"As soon as they turned one
said he was improving rapidly and
ard
of
New
York;
Colin
Woodthe six students who
^hdbe
on, they had to turn an
probably would recover.
worth of Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
fweJii missing. This had inother
one off.
That's 'why, I
Mater Hampers Volunteers
and Martin E. Mangel of New]
Circ. D. 6,099
thi'Ak, the building was com
ied the death toll to 1
Eleven other students were in
, York. '
nfimaac
xronf
rpletely destroyed," he added." wt
serious cpndition and more than
| Spark from Fireplace
ing.
I
"fc)ne fellow — I didn't know
15 were treated for minor injuries.
|, The dead were Edward Brout.
e latest victim, McDonMost of the injured were hurt when
his name—was found by a fel
|of Mount Vernon, N. Y„ 19, who
they jumped from windows of the
had hung by his hands
low student, sitting on his bed,
tried unsuccessfully to jump
three-story building or clambered
his ..ylothing on fire, apparently
his window and dropped,
from the window of his rootn
down the ivy-covered walls.
too ^frightened to move. He was
f feet struck a secondFiremen said the fire apparent |i tola fire escape some feet along
.saved, but badly burned.
ledge, and then he fell
the
wall
and
three
stories
up,
ly was started by sparks from an
"Another victim's face looked
downward.
and Marc Speck of Fenton,
unprotected fireplace after a party
like
a piece of raw meat. It was
Gordon K. Chalmers, lithe
Mich., who died of burns at a
in the dormitory lounge.
terrible."
e president, announced that
Chalmers said the college volun
hospital.
Two other Willoughby stu
had been abandoned.
•*'
Officials believed
a
spark
teer fire department was ham
available sources have been
dents — Francis Wendling, a
pered by the lack of water and
Trim the fireplace ignited fcl
jed," he said. "Their parsophomore and son of Dr. and
Five Students Still Missing
could do little to halt the spread
rug.
For a few minutes fire
ave been notified."
Mrs. Francis S. Wendling, 91
In
Dormitory
Disaster
of flames. When the school's
jthe time searchers still were
fighters thought the flames
Euclid ave., and Jack Mooney,
;e to dig into the debris of
reservoir tank went dry the lire
On Men's School Campus
could he contained with the
a junior and son of Mr. and
Kenyon" dormitory, which
fighters had to take water from a
fire walls separating the wings!
rs. J. V. r.Iooney, 47 WaldaGAMBIER.
O.—(TP)—Kenyon col
re swept early Sunday mornnearby well.
the main part of the]
•c ave. — escaped injury as
lege toj^jisted five JlUlIlMll lliliw*
There was no panic during the
structure.
y were housed in veteran
irife "!S a million-dollar dormitory
missing students were:ff /N
blaze and Chalmers commended
iest Ahwajee of Okron, Ohio,
fire that killed three others and in nousing quarters at the other
the students for their behavior
ir-old sophomore and former
jured 26 Sunday. Firemen search- ehd of the campus.
and
the
way
they
helped
each
CARLSBAD, N. M.
tennis player at Akron west
,ed the*ruins for bodies.
A telephone call to their par
j school.
other.
CURRENT ARGUS
Towering above the helmeted ents yesterday, however, was a
(jert J. Lewis of Hazelton,- !Pa, j
Circ.
D.
5,400
S.
5,400
searchers were the gating stone great relief to them.
|)rge Pincus of Brooklyn, N. Y.:
SOUTH ST. PAUL, MINN.
walls of "Old Kenyon." It was ,xhe
Dhen Shepard of New York,
Charles Newell, another for
FEB
2
s
1949
DAILY REPORTER
oldest building on .the campus of mer student at Kenyan, and
a Woodworth
of Jamaica
C i r c . D. 4,354
Mass.
the school for men.
grandson of the .late Mrs. Imci^
(tin E. Mangel, 18-year-old
That was all that was left of a Otis, also transferred to West
lof a New York retail store
122-year-old dormitory that housed ern Reserve university last tdrm.
jitive.
If ^ ^
120 men. The four-foot walls of
other dead were:
'Jewett explained
that fire
m EE-&-2..8-19.4&
gray stone withstood thfee hours
Ijward Brout of Mount Varnon.
walls between the three wings
of fire that raged through "middle
N. St., 19-year-old premedicali stuof the historic building allowed
Kenyon" and adjoining wings early
derjB He tried unsuccessfully to
many of the students to reMbve
Sunday.
jurtjjtj from the window of his room
GAMBIER, O., Feb. 28 (TP) —
their clothing and other belong
to •' fire escape some feet along
M ^°^ege *oc*ay abandoned | Officials believed a spark from ings from their rooms.
It was
thaMvall and three stories up.
the fireplace ignited a rug. For a
wPtrc Speck of Fenton. M icfi. < He •
thought only by burning upward and
dents who were missing after| A few minutes fire fighters
(dormitory fire which killed two the flames could be contained with then across the roof to both
ficials believed a §15ark
|persons.
the fire walls separating the wuigs ends that the fire was able to
(fireplace ignited a rug. For a I
from the main part of the struc spread throughout the building.
Dr.
Gordon
K.
Chalmers,
the
minutes fire-fighters thot the J
J
.college's president, announced ,at ture. J '
U If
Mv
ss could be contained with the
10:55 (MST) that hope had bden
Frightened students dived head
Iwalls separating the wings
abondoned.
first from second and third-story
the main part of the struc|To Search Ruins of Kenyon j tf'All available sources have been windows.
Others tried descendin
I checked," he said. "Their parents
Jightened students dived head
the walls down the ivy that fmat
College Building For 6
I have been notified."
i
I from second and third-story
ted the damp stone.
[ At the time searchers still wer<*'
lows. Others tried descending
Missing In Ohio
Still others jumped from nearby
I unable to dig into the debris o:
[walls down the ivy that mat-^
fire escapes. They were blocked
"Old
Kenyor#*
dormitory,
whirl
[the damp stone.
.
|LEAI) 2 STUDENTS
by flame-filled halls from reaching
Mil others jumped from
jthe fire swept early Sunday mornj
9 BELIEVED DEAD
them nor
I escapes. They were blockeaj
fihg.
Gambier, O., Feb. 28, (UP).
(lame-filled halls fiom <ea .. .-a
—The death toll in the Kennormally
yon college dormitory firff*!**#
liffWlftmine today as the col
lege president announced that
hope for six missing students
had been "given up" and one
of two critically injured died.

irm Set Afire
Spark Out
Fireplac

9 Boys Dead

In Dorm Fire

J

Million Dollar Fire
Kill* 3, fejyrss 26
Ohio College

Students Die
In Dorm Fire;
Others Burned|

Students Missing
In Dormitory Fire

supply.

' went
Water

Si

||

SCENE OF DRAMATIC rescues by Edwin T. Collins, a student, was this side of the

i ruined building. Collins svfung from a fire escape platform to reach out to windows for

i

trapped students, then swung, them to the ladder.

FII :E HERO Edwin T. Collins, 22, Grosse Pointf, Mich., fed by a
classm ite, Bernie Hoyt, in Mercy Hospital, Mt. Vernon, saved two fellow di hnitory residents by hanging from a fire escape by one hand
them from windows to fire escape steps with the other
While
hand.

One unidentified student was
treated at the hospital and re
leased.

JL THAT REMAINED of the students' belongings is shown here. Two boys can be seen, upper
•, searching through the small pile of clothing for their own things. Another, at center, is looki? textbooks.

Heroic Action Saves Lives
Of Many Dorm Residents

NEW YORK, N Y.
DAILY NEWS *

Circ. D. 2,354,444 S. 4,599,524

Highway Patrtjhnan Albert
Monas gets details of Kenyon College file from 20year-old Robei Cohn, of
Stamford, Con i., who was
burned and ir jured when
he jumped fr m a third
floor wii dow.

As Flames Cu

(Associate Press Wirefoto)

Gambier, Ohio, Feb. 27 (/P).—One student was|
killed jumping for a fire escape, another died of burns
-

(NEWS toto by Watsoq)

Die, 26 Hart
As Flames Gut
College Dorm
(Continued from page 8)

Brooklyn, N. Y.; Stephan M. Shep|hard of 290 West End Ave., New
York City; Ernest Ahwajee of
Akron, Ohio; Albert J. Louis of
Hazelton, Pa., Colin M. Woodworth
of Jamaica Plain, Mass., and
Martin E. Mangel, 18, of 200 W,
90th St., New York.
Most of those injured were hurt"
jumping from upper story windows
| or climbing down ivy-covered walls
as the fire blocked tips main enj trance staircase of the dormitory,
I oldest Gothic collegiate structure
! in the nation. There were several
|entrances and fire escapes.
The dorm — where President
Rutherford B. Hayes roomed—was
a three-story greystone building.
Only its four-foot thick walls sur
vived the fire.
New Yorkers in Hospital.
Listed as critically hurt were
Marc S. Peck of Fenton, Jack Mc
Donald of Hamilton, Ohio, and
Robert McFarland of Ames, Iowa.
Among those injured seriously
Students' ges ir litters campus of Kenyon College after fire. Studenl enough to require hospitalization
John Humphreys looks for his belongings.
| were Murray Segal of 1576 Ocean
j Ave.,
Brooklyn, N.Y.; Robert
i Frankel of 80 Maiden Lane, New
York City; Bertram Josephson, of
1,000 Grand Concorse, Bronx, and
Robert Cohn of Stamford, Conn.

Campus tragedy. Saul Sanders (left), who jumped to safety in yes
terday's Kenyon College fire, and his chum, Edward Brout, of Mount
Vernon, N. Y., who was killed in jump from third story window.
Picture was taken on college campus two months ago.
£

and 26 were injured early today as fire destroyed a
| renowned 122-year-old dormitory at Kenyon College.
Officials feared the death
toll might be higher. Six stuI dents still were unaccounted
[for tonight and,"officials said,
"probably no more than two
of them were away from the
|campus for the weekend." ,
Marc S. Peck of Fenton, Mich.
Idied of burns tonight—nearly 1$
lours after the blaze.
Edward Brout, 20, a pre-mea
student, of 213 Lawrence St.,
Mount Vernon, N. Y., died trying
(;o jump from a third-floor window
to a second-story fire escape. jJis

Segal broke an ankle and suf
fered other injuries when he missed
a mattress in leaping from a
second floor window. He had
thrown out the mattress from his
bed.
Robert C. Kuhn, of 38 E. 55th
St., New York, was one of the less
seriously injured • treated at the
college infirmary,
The blaze started when sparks
from a fireplace ignited a rug in a
ixJOm adjacent to the main en
trance, firemen from nearby Mount
Vernon believed.
Tom Davis of 30 Garden St.,
Bronxville, N. Y., said that when
he woke about 4:15 A. M., flames
were roaring fiercely in a secondfloor room just above the main
entrance.
Davis and other students report
ed seeing a fire in the fireplace
before they retired.
President Gordon Chalmers said
ther were several stories as to
how the fire started. He estimated
loss at $1,000,000.

New .York roommate, Saul Send
ers, of 36'Oakland St.. Mount Ver
non, had jumped safely ahead of
him.
An estimated 100 studelits were
routed from their beds at 4 At M.
as flames roared through historic
Old Kenyon Hall.
Of the injured, 12 were hospital
ized and 15 others were treated for
cuts and bruises. Two were| re
ported in critical condition.
Those unaccounted for were
George Pincus of 1847 E. 22d St.,
(Continued on page 21>, col. 8)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
TRIBUNE
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College
In Ohio Dormitory fire;)

I? f&Kt below

SPARKS ON RUG BLAMED
The fire apparently was caused}
when sparks from a fireplace ig
nited a rug in a room adjacent)
to the main entrance, firemen)
from nearby Mount Vernon, O|io,[
said.
Kenyon President Gordon Chal-i mers estimated the loss at $1,000,-

000.

None of the injured or missing)
students was from the Upp5gr|
Midwest.

ALVA, OKLA.
REVIEW COURIER

Ffames
erf

All Hope for Six Missing Youths Abandoned; Be
ll ieve Spark from Fireplace Ignited Rug and Fire
Spreads Despite Fire Fighter Efforts
Gambier, O., Feb. 28. (AP)—The death toll in the
re fire mounted to nine today when Jack Mcident from Hamilton, O., died of a
-year-<
skull fracture.
r McDonald, who dropped from his third-floor room as
flames swept the "Old Kenyon" dormitory early Sunday
Mercy hospital at nearby
morning, succumbed t
Mount Vernon.
•

i

i

i

1

l

IKK

L

vi an w ntf

A few minutes earlier the
lege announced it had aband
TULSA, OKLA.
I hope of finding alive the six
TRIBUNE
j dents who were missing. This ha
Circ. D. 58,478
oercased the death toll to eight.
Two died yesterday morning.
The latest victim, McDonald, had
hung by his hands from his win
dow and dropped. His feet struck j
second-floor ledge, and then fell |l JJ/ eight IjiflCV Is
ead downward.
mm w
'
Dr. Gordon K. Chalmers, the
college president, announced that
hope had been abandoned, jr
GAMBIER, Ohio. Feb 28
, -Edwin Collins, college weight
"All available sources have been (JPh
checked," he said. "Their parents lifter, is the hero of the Kenyon
college fire, Leaping from a winhave been notified."
. fire escape below," he
At
the
time
searchers
still
were
n midair,
by
one
Vtf-V
*
"
J-V40.J.A , dangling
U.O
WJ}'- UliC
Iri
unable to dig into the debris- of hand.
the other arm be caught
"—
"a
student
who
jumped
from
the
I "Old Kenyon" dormitory, which third floor. Then another student
I the fire swept early Sunday mojt'n- jumped. Collins caught , him, too.
He is in a hospital with badly
The missing students were:
burned hands.T
.Ernest Ahwajee of Akron, Ohio,
|18-year old sophomore and former
BROOKLYN, N. Y. '
star tennis player at Akron West
EAGLE
ugh school.
Circ. D. 103,121 - S. 104,828Y
Albert J. Lewis of Hazelton, Pa.
George Pincus of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Stephen Shepard of New York
.Colin Woodworth of Jamaica
ITijUih Mass.
Martin E. Mangel, 18-year-old
•son of a New York retail store exe

College Fire Hero

college.

The dead were:
,.T E£ward Brout of Mount Vernon,
IN. Y., 19-year-old premedical stuIdent He tried unsuccessfully to
I jump from the window of his rooili
,n«ajfiJe escape some feet along
j
wall and three stories up.
upeck Pf Fenton< Mich. He
died of burns in Mercy hospital at
nearby Mount Vernon, O
ih?f??aliS beli.eved a spark from
the fireplace ignited a rug. For
fi, «
fire fighters thought
0Uld be containod with
' he t!areS
n
waIIs separating the wings
l f fe
mam Part of the struc
tur?
ned students

f.w if
dived head
I.!?rf?0mnSleuC0nd and third-story
tried descending
the
?
L
r
the lamp & * 'Vy """ matted
f i r ^ ' - i ^ p e d from nearby
11 e e-i .apes. They were blocked
^ame-filied halls from reach
ing them normally.
^acn-

For Collegians

|.destroyed

the

122-year-old

Ken-

Marc S. Peck, tTeiuun, Mien." on dormitory early yesterday,
died of burns nearly 14 hours Dr Gordon K. Chalmers, presi-

Fear Eight Dead In)
Dormitory Fire
At Ohie College
|

toryl had perished m the blaze. ^
There were two known dead and ]
hospital attendants said one of the
13 burned seriously was not expect
ed to live. More than 15 students)
received minor burns in the; fire
which was discovered at 4 a. nj
Gordon K. Chalmers, Kenyon
president, said 'the missing men's |
absence could not be established
definitely until after roll aUpfiii
classes today.

STILLWATER, OKLA.
NEWS-PRESS
• CitaJX 5,134 - 5. 5,206

•6

after the blaze. Edward Brout, 20, dent," said at 12:30 p. m. (EST)

a pre-medical student from Mount that he expected to issue an offi-

Vernon, N.Y., died trying to jump. claI statement "in about 20 minfrom a third-floor^ window to a utes.„ He would not indicate what
|second-story fire escape.
his official statement would say.
An estimated 100 students were
Two
were
X WU
WUC known
XVJL1\-/VVXA dead and hosm
bedSuat,f4? ;Pitol attendants said
T£
J*°roared
ir.,
one of
as flames
flames
thmncrh
hic+nrir%r?•%. it
_
through historic

"Old Kenyon" hail.

Of the injured, 11 were hos
pitalized and 15 released after
treatment for cuts and bruises.
Two of those hospitalized were
reported in critical condition.
Most of those injured were hurt
jumping from upper story win
dows or climbing down ivy-covered
walls.
The dorm-—wh«re President
- Rutherford B, Hayes, roomed
{while attending Kenyon—was a
three-story gray-stone building.

In Ohio College Fire

cutive.

fig****

Officiais^pf the exclusive ...
male school were fearful that the!
death toll might be higher. Six
O., Feb. 28.• (UP)jstudents still were unaccounted GAMBIER,
...
e olflce of the president of
for and, officials told a school
meeting probably no more than jicTallT' '^^"e 8 reluctantly abandonthe3d any hope" that six students stilt
tampus for the week-end,m not dle ln the (lre that
100 ROUTED OUT

fEB 2 8 Wi

Press

PICTURE—Page Eight
GAMBIER, OHIO—(IP)—One j
student was killed jumping for
a fire escape, another died off
burns and 26 were injured Sun-1
day as fire destroyed a 122- j
year-old dormitory at Kenyon

Circ. D. 29,350

GAMBIER, O., Feb. 28.—Officials j
said today all evidence indicated
• hat six students, missing since yes
fire destroyed the]
terday when
rmi- 1
122-year-old Kenyon Colle^f

Circ. D. 4,182

Ohio College

EL PASO, TEX.
HERALD-POST

the

1€ burned seriously was not expect
ed to live. More than 15 other stu
dents received minor burns in the
fire.
«
Dr. Chalmer said each student
group, such as fraternities and oth- j
er campus organizations, was can- ;j
vassing its membership to determ-q
ine if all were accounted for. Earlier j
plans for an all-college roll-call'- j
during class periods were aban-C
doned when it was felt it would bel ,
impossible to get all of the 550 stu- j
dents on the c nnpus at one time.

College Dormitory
Fire Toll at Nine
GAMBIER, O., Feb. 28—(UP> i
lie death toll in
dormitory
fire w
a s listed
lisforl a
nil
• Rge
... •
*itory Fire
was
C Monday as the college pres
ident announced that hope for six
missing students had been "given
Jup and one of two critically inI ju^ed died.
Id, Gordon K. Chalmers, in a
terse announcement said, "college
I of! iciais have given up hope of
I finding the six boys reported missg^previously. Ail available sources
Iterve been checked. Their parents
pLve been notified."

1WATERBURY, CONN.
REPUBLICAN
Circ. D. 19,247 - S. 36,636

CMhbier, Ohio, Feb.128 (U.R>—. Plait Mass., and Martin E. Mai
Offifials said today they load gel, 17, 200 W. 90th St., Net
abandoned ail hope for six siu-j York City.
dents missing since yesterday: 1'Varl Boro Youth Killed
when a fire destroyed the 1?2-1 College
"
officials said the!
yeaifold Kenyon College
l.rad about abandoned hope
tory
' incus who last was seen in be{
There were two known dead (by hifc roommate shortly beforji
ia
L a t. fti"T
/ rr-\\
t j
,
,f •
and hospital attendants said one [toe latter jumped for his life.
patnbler Ohio Feb. 27-(«- Uudent to the tire escape witl, the
Of the 13
1.3 burned seriously
SPl'irmcl'u Wag
wrnal Who rpomate,
mnmato Robert
Knhot'i dnh
of
A™'v. Collins of GroBse
—Bk. Pointe, ifree arm.
Edwin
not expected to live.
t
fT
is in serious conditionfsp
aocom.pi|^ied.an almost utk -S,t|11. he huh8 there. The hot met...,
The . dead were identified a hd told Pi naif;
believahiAt^not
.
.. f01 the escape ate into the pa^n of
believabl^
feat of physical strength
Edward H. Brout, 19, MLver .
his hand, but he clung giLml
|t#ay
in
saving
;the
byes
of
two
1
non, N. Y, aild Marc S. Peck,;
Flames licked at his face, f
K|ny0n„C0lIege studpr'^B
benton, Mich. Both qbed of tt:
Another student jumped froha tfhl
juries suffered when they
Michiga.n youth, a Kenyon adjoining second story window. Col
leh
mter
lins caught h i m i n his powerful left
jumped from windows to e'
jumPed
and transferred him to safe
cape the flames.
rL t
• 0f ;,56 second-floor arm
Continued from Page 1
ty
on the escape.
S- tn Z?g °]d Ke»yon" dor-1
Missing wer-e E,rnest Ahwa
Finally, he could stand no more.
S
6 esca e
jee, 19, Akron; Albert J. Louis,
"Vou got to jump, it's thb only i S^ina
swung h?
by one arm. P ' where he He dropped to the ground.
j? j
'out."
?
ayr
19. Hazelton, Pa.; George Pincus, wav
.
CoAins.is a-fiatient at Mercy Hosj In the oher arm, he first caught
He Said Pincus app eared
19, 1841 E. 22d St., Brooklyn;
f,nt WhT° jumPed
the fac!Li h,earby M"unt Verno* with!
Sfephan M. Shephard, 19. 290 u-ightened but that he dp not | ThiS
third floor. Tie transferred that hands
badly ' burnec
Y est End Ave., New York City: stay to see whether he lump'eo
The
room
was
destroyedl
Colon Woodwork, 20, Jamaica
(Also among the injured was
Murray Segal, 21. of 1576 Ocean
|avA, Brooklyn, who. according
to jjhis grandmother and
guardian. Mrs. Rosenberg, calle .
|home yesterday and said he was
|l hospitalized with a frac.twrei
ankle.
- (Young Pincus' parents, j Mrs.)
['and Mrs. Ben Pincus. left New
ark airport for Gambier today,j
confused but buoyed up by rejAeir. &P4. W..-been|
een in a nearby Ohio town su
equent to the fire.)

tudent, Hanging By One Arm
'On Fire Escape , Saves 2 Others
1

2 Die, 6 Missing|
In College Bktze

?hf itT K '

NEW YORK, N. Y,
POST
Circ. D. 267,826

NEW YORK, N. Y,
POST
Circ. D. 267,826

College Fire
Deaths Now
Placed at 9

EDWARD RROUT

Killed in fire

IT

DES MOINES, IOWA
TRIBUNE
Circ. D. 150,193
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This is alt that remains of "Old Kenyon," t-22-year-old
Itory at Kenyon college in (iamhiej, Ohio, after a fire in

Wirephoto
their lives and more than 25
mm windows to escape the f

EDWARD BROUT
Killed in fire

I Gambier, O., Feb. 28 — Nine
sludents died in the fire thai
swept Keny College's '?Olrt Kgnj
yon" dormitory early Sundat* it
appeared certain today.
:
Hope was abandoned at 1 p. m.l
that sik missing youths would bel
found alive, and Jack McDonald.l
18, of Hamilton, O., succumbed!
in a hospital to a skull fracture!
suffered in a plunge from a win-l
dow. Earlier two others had died!
The six now given up were:
Stephen Shepard, 290 West End!
Av., and Martin E. Mangle, 18] 20(1
E. 90th St., Manhattan; George
Pincus, 1841 E. 22d St., Brooklyn i
Ernest Ahwajee, 18, of Akron JAM
bert'J. Lewis of Hazelton, Pa.J
a n / i / ~ < » < _ n ci
plain, Mass.
Previously, the known dearl
were: ,
Edward Brout of Mount Ver-|
non, N. Y., 19, a pre-medicaLstu]
dent who tried unsuccessfully to]
jump from the window of hN
room to a fire escape several fee ij
along, the wall and three storieJ
up.
Marc S. Peck of Fenton, Mich.j
Who died of burns.
Two other students were critij
cally injured.
The fatal fire was believed td
have started from a spark fronj
a fireplace in the main hall, wher.l
» party had been held Saturday
night.
Their escape cut o f f , many still
dents leaped from their windowsl

ST. CHARLES, MO
BANNER-NEWS
Circ. D. 2,506

DORMINTORY FIRE KILLS 2.
At -J&epyon College, Gambier,
Ohio, a fire* urfffflfSut in a 122year old dormitory, and resulted in
the injury of 26, the death of 2
with 6 more missing. One boy
died of burns, and another was
killed as he jumped from a third
story window. The loss was esti
mated at a million dollars to the
building which housed President
Rutherford B. Hayes while he at
tended Kenyon.
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Six Students Are
Missing In a Fire
No Trace Found of Men Fol
lowing College Dormitory
tA:.
- Blaze.

SAN ANTONIO, TE
LIGHT
Circ. D. 74,065 - S. 124,45
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CHEROKEE, IA.
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Circ. D. 4,553
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F FINDING SIX
Dormitory Blaze Damage
Estimated at About

$1,000,000.

Six Students Missing, Two
Dead in Dormitory Fire

ABANDON HOPE
OF FINDING SIX
KENYON YOUTHS

(Continued from Page ll-Ife.
to attempt any immediate search
for bodies. Any water poured On
the ruins, he said, would form
ice because of freezing tempera
ture.
$1,000,000 Damage.
ChalrfTcrs estimated damage at
$1,000,000.

Students and college officials
Gambier, O., Feb. 28.—Tiie credited Edwin Collins, Grosse
death toll in the Kenvnn miw^ Point, Mich., a weight lifter, with
dormitory fire was listed at nine- saving the lives of two students.
today as the college president an
Collins jumped from the win
nounced that hope for six missing dow of his second floor room jto a
students had been "given up" and fire escape. Hanging to theMo't
one of two critically injured died. metal with one hand, he caught
Pt • V "
"
with his free hand a student who
i Dr. Gordon K. Chalmers, in a
jumped from a third floor win
h terse announcement said, "college
dow. Collins transferred this
jj officials have given up hope o*f
finding the six boys reported student to the fire escape and
£ missing previously. All available caught another who jumped from
a Second story window.
(Sources have been checked. Their
parents have been notified.
Coilins suffered severe burns
about the face and arms. Will
His announcement was made as
Pitcher, of McArthur, O., and
attendants at Mercy hospital in
Leon Peris, Philadelphia, the two
nearby Mt. Vernon reported the
rescued by Collins, were not ser
i death of Jack MacDonald, of
iously hurt. • .
Hamilton, O. MacDonald was
»i|iStieally injured in the early
, ^Another student,' Robert Mr-;
morning blaze yesterday.
Far hind, Ames, la., was in ser&p
ioias condition but hospital atten
12 Seriously Burned.
dants said he was improving yapAnother student, Robert Mcidly and probably wouid recover.
Farlahd, of Ames, Iowa, was re
Hurt in Jumps.
moved. from the critical list by
YEleven other students were in
hospital attendants this morning.
serious, condition and more than
Twelve other students were burn
15 were treated for minor injuries.
ed seriously and 15 students suf
Most of the injured were hurt
fered minor burns in the fire that
when they jumped from windows
destroyed the 122-year-old dor
the three-story build ing'^r!
mitory.'
Cambered, down the ivy-coverd
Khown dead were MacDonald,
walls.
Edward H. Prout, 19, Mt. Vernon,
•Firemen said the fire apparent
N. Y., and Marc S. Peck, Fenton.
M'.ch.- All three died of injuries.. ly was started by sparks fronSan
unprotected fireplace after a
ed when they jurfiacri. Xrum
windows To escape the flames.
party in the dormitory lounge.
, The missing, and officially preChalmers said the college vol
Isumed dead, were: Ernest Ahwaar leer fire department- was ham
jee, 19, Akron, O.; Albert J.
pered by the lack of water and
Lew-is, 19, Hazelton, Pa.; George ,'gpuld do little to halt the spread
Pincus. 19. Brooklyn, N. Y.; Steof flames. When the school's Iresphan M. Shepard, 19, New York,
cfvoir tank went dry the fire
N Y ' Colin Woodworth, 20, Ja
,ers had to take water from
maica Plain, Mass.; and Martin
nearby well.
E. Mangel, 17, New York, N. Y.
1There Was no panic during Uij
William Becker, superintendent
blaze and Chalmers commences
of buildings and grounds at Ken- tie students for their behavior,
von. entered the rums of the dor and the way they helped each;
mitory this morning Wr|P#ed
that the debris was still too
(Continued on page D

MARSHALLTOWN, IA.
TIMES-REPUBLICAN
Circ. D. 10,464
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vjrAivim.kxv,
u., (Arj—Kenyon
GAM BIER, O.,
(AP) — Kenyon
college today listed six students
a million-dollar
dormitory fire that killed two
others and injured 26 yesterday.
Firemen searched the ruins for
bodies.
Towering above the searchers

Fire
:stroys Dormitory In Ohio
Gamber, Ohio —GP)— Kenyon i i bed. By 3 a. m. it was quiet.
' collfL'e ...Monday iistti» 3ir"sfiri
cheery fire crackled in the J
Is missing in a million-dollar1 j reat fireplace.
Pdoytnitory fire that killed two oth- PARK IGNITED RUG
ers and injured 26 Sunday. FireAn hour later, fire was rag|men searched the ruins for ig up the aged "middle Ken-!
3 bodies.
Son" section. Officials believed
Towering above the searchers spark from the fireplace igrapq
(fife the gaunt stone walls of
vug. For a few minutes Ere]
|"old Kenyon." It is the oldest fjghters thought the flames cftuldj
building on the campus of the
contained with the fire vJHI
jischool for men.
separating the wings from the!
|HOUSED 120 MEN
nain part of the structure.
That was all that was left of
But the fire vaulted upward i
|& 122-year-old dormitory that s nd raced along the common
[housed 120 men. The four-foot i ) o f .
of gray stone withstood Frightened students dived Head
hours of fire that raged frst from second and third-story
[thru "middle Kenyon" and ad windows. Others tried descending]
joining wings early Sunday.
the walls down the ivy that mat-f
" Miprcy hospital reported two t?d the damp stone.
•men: critically hurt. They were Still others jumped for nearby]
|Jack McDonald of Hamilton.] 'Jry .escapes. Th,ey.v>vere blocker
)hio and Robert McFarland of
flame-filled halls from reachlAmes, Iowa. McDonald n
ormallv
I fractured skull. McFarland wa ]
MKg and burned about the hcL
|and feet.
Saturday night was dance
;
"a! Kenyon college. Student.,
Itfere in and out of historic|"old
I kenyon' all evening.
.
| By midnight the fun began to
[slacken. The hoys began akind
loff up the grand staircase
their rooms. Many already

NEVADA, IOW.
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McFarlard, 2 L; Ames Removed From
ritical List Following Dormitory i ire
Robert McFarland, of Ames,
itttiflent at
bier,
, the
critical list, it was learned [this
noon, following a n:illion-jdollar fire which destroyed a 122year-old dormitory at the jcollege Sunday, leaving at least
two dead and 26 others injured.
; McFarland, 21-year-old son of
Dr. and Mrs. Julian E. McFar
land of Ames, suffered brain
concussion, burns and cuts of
the head, laceratibns and ankle
fractures when he jumped from
a third floor window. He grad
uated from Ames high school in
1547 and played football there
four years.
Dr. McFarland is associated
in
with the McFarland
Ames. Members of tnc family
immediately left for Gambier.

were gaunt stone walls of "Old
Kenyon." It was the oldest build
ing on the campus of the school
for men.
~ihcit was all that was left of a
-USrl-year-old dorrai tory that
housed 120 men. The four-foot
Waifs of gray stone withstood
three hours of fire that raged
through "middle Kenyon" and
adjoining wings early Sunday.
Listed As Missing
The misspig students were:
Ernest
Ahwajee of
Akron,
Ohio, 18-year-old sophmore.
Albert J. Lewis of Hazelton,
Pa.
y George Pincus of Brooklyn, N.

Stephen Shepard ,.of New York.
Colin Woodworth of Jamaica
Plain, Mass.
Martin E. Mangle of New York.
The dead were:
Edward Brout of Mount Ver
non, N. Y., 19-year-old premedical student. He tried unsuccess
fully to jump from the window
of his room to a fire escape
some feet' along the wall and
three stories up.
Marc S. Peck of Fenton, Mich.
He died of burns.
Ames Man Hurt
Mercy hospital reported two
other men critically hurt. They
were Jack McDonald of Hamil
ton, O., and Robert McFarland

*Fire-

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE)

of Ames, la. McDonald has a
fractured skull. McFarland was
cut and burned about the head
and feet.
Saturday night was dance
night at Kenyon college. Stu •
dents were in and out of historic j
"Old Kenyon" all evening.
By midnight the fun began to
' slacken. The boys began taking
off up the grand staircase to
their rooms. Many already were
in bed. By 3 a. m. it was quiet.
A cheery fire crackled in the
great fireplace.
Dive Out of Windows |: »
An hour later, fire was ra'ging
up the aged "Middle Kenyon"
section. Officials believed a spark
from the fireplace ignited a
rug. For a few minutes fire
fighters thought the flames]
could be contained with the fire
walls separating the wings from
the tnain part of the structure.
But the fire vaulted upward
and raced along the common
roof.
Frightened students dived
j head
first from second
and
third-story windows. Others tried
descending the walls down the
|ivy that matted the damp stone.
Still others jumped for nearby
fire escapes. They were blocked
I by flame-filled halls from reachling them normally. Brout was
killed in this manner; his romjnate Saul Sanders of Mount
Vernon,
N. Y., jumped
just
ahead of him. Sanders made it
Iwith comparatively
minor in
juries.
•—•*
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Six More
\n Kenyon

cnyon Hall oldest build;i on
a] Gambier, Ohio, was destroyed
»y fireJBunday. The 122-year-old ft iSure housed about'100 students at the all-male institution. This
:iew was made at the height of the) aze. (A.P. Wirephoto.)

WINONA, MINN.
REPUBLICAN-HERALD
Circ.

D. 18,885

COLLEGE

Gambier, Ohio—
lege jtoday listed six students missinjjHpa million-dollar dormitory
fire that killed two others and in
jured 26 yesterday.
Firemen
[searched the ruins for bodies.
Towering above the searchers
were the gaunt stone walls of "Old
Kenyon." It was the oldest building
on the campus of the school for
men.
That was all that was left of a
1122-year-old dormitory that housed
1120 Jnen. The four-foot walls of
I gray stone withstood three hours of
[fire that raged through "Middle
[Kenyon" and adjoining wings early
[Sunday.
"
S
j The- missing students are:
J Ernest Ahwajee of Akron, Ohio,
118-year-old sophomore and former
I star tennis player at Akron West
I High school.
3 Albert J. Lewis of Hazelton, Pa.
| George Pincus of Brooklyn, N. Y.
| Stophen Shepard of New York.
I Colin Woodworth of Jamaica
• Plaii, Mass.
I Martin E. Mangle, 18-year-old
•i (.Continued on Page f. Column ijj
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Death Toll From
[Dormitory Fire
Mounts to Nine 5

PITTSBURGH, PA
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Circ. D. 280,202
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By DOUG CHEVALIER, News-Journal Staff Correspondent

^|g

j GAMBIER—Six students were missing today ;In|
l
a million-dollar dormitory fire at Kenyon college tl at
took the lives of two others yesterday. •
W\
As the missing boys failed to appear for clasjjjsv
today fear mounted that they perished in the flaiuing|
inferno. Searching operations for bodies within the|
ruins were hampered by heat held within #ie four|
foot-thick walls.
.
4

I

Twenty-six more students were injured in the blj$re< a
that raged more than three hours and completely gutted |
Old Kenyon hall, the college's oldest building. The tire
broke out about 4 a. m. in "Middle Kenyon" and by 5:30
a. lm. had envelopecbboth wings of the 122-year-old stoneand-wood structure.
The known dead are:
,
; Edward Brout of Mt. Vernoik NL Y19-year-old pre-med'cal
senior who died at 5:30 a. m. at Mercy hospital in Mt. Version,
after failing to land on a' fire escape of, a jump, from his third-

KF.NYON dormitory gutt
y " C O - 1 - 4 e capipus turns the!
coileEe^s buildings was built in]
began;, 20, a Sophomore, is-cart
when he leaped from

Marc Peck, 20, of Fenton,
Mich., who died at Mercy hos
pital at 7:30 last night from
story
burns room.
about the body and head,,
The missing students are:
; ,
[Ernest Ahwajee of Akron,
Ohio, 18-year-old sophomore
and former star tennis player
at' Akron West High school. .
Albert J. Lewis, 20, of Hazelton, Pa., a sophomore.
UeofglTl'incus, 21, of Brook
lyn N. Y., a junior.
Stephen Shepard, 19, New
York, a freshman.
lolin Woodworth, 20, of JaI maica Plain, Mass., a sopho1 *n#re.
Martin E. Mangle, 17-ycarJ old son of a New York retail
|. store executive.
One of the 13 seriously injured.
I was listed by the hospital' ait
i "bnticat" today. He is JackJHo
B Donald. 19, of Hamilton.
•, m
I T;
w;> - .discovered
f^pentsTWffif-in Hani.
InhW-by dormitory. It starjfe#.
I w®n sp&rks from a fire in9H
Ifir&lace of the first-floor lounjp'
|ig|8ted a rug, according to Mt.
• Vernon firemen, who answered
• th® alarm.
I Tl entire . population of the
I nflftl village of Gambier was
I i roused by the fire siren and
I townspeople combined their ef~
• forts with those of the stud^m
.left on campus - to

MANSFIELD, OHIO
NEWS JOURNAL
Circ. D. 20,896 - S. 20,444

It appeared the fire would be
cob lined to the center section ipl
| the building in its early stagds,
[ but it swept out of control when
t: in efficient water pressure kiaq|
Pit impossible to stop the flames.
I)» addition to the Mt. Vernon
f fl a. department the college fire
tfe ck, manned by students, fac
ulty and staff, fought the confla ' ration.
gBlannihg hoselines and perforij
ing 'rescue work, students worke
side by side with firemen froa
Guijibier, Mt. Vernon and Dal
ville in a vain effort to save Kffl
yon Hall, one of the old«^t' cq
le$»i buildings in the coi»htry.
I-..'Superintendent of Buddings an
Gi^bnds Charts -Carpenter J
teftd the burning structure as t|
• i (Continued
Page 2)

11 Will Keacn

on Hall Fire

:
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;FIRE DESTROYS DORMITORY—TwqfcAyoifl College students were killed and c yer 25 injurecj| in
;a fire that destroyed a 122-year-old dirattory here at Garabier, Ohio. Lack of y aterj hindered the
jfixh figirU^ ,hy the,.colleges
a%r. tile Wfltef il.t.b£s£ligfetank
reservoir was used up, they had to resort ® a nearby well.
_
iNEAjMeohoLh

FEB
College Sophomore Tells Of
ig^From Blazing Building
^GAMBIER, 0., Feb. 27 —(/PL- "1 guess 1 am pretty lucky to hav<
ankle and
[onlyi a fracture
iraciure of
or the
fne right
Hgnv au^ic
ouu some bruises on my spine.
That's the way Murray Segal, 22-year-old
Kenyon college soplw
I
22
W
_.
»»
. _ -year.«
u:,.,
ilia «£»enn/
[more from Brooklyn, N. Y., summed pp his leap from the second
floor' of a blazing dormitory eaTlwdodayj^MoUier student, Edward |
I
x of
„* Mount Tfnvmrtri
F.y
jBrout
Vernon, "NT
N.<IHPp
[died attempting to jump from a
I third-floor window to a secondI story fire escape.
I Segal and two others said that
I flames virtually were lapping at
Itheir feet as they made smoke.
|blinded dives to safety from the
I upper-floors of "Old Kenyon Hall."
[They were among 27 injured.
1
Segal said he was awakened by J o p e'^Ahau^oned
.. a lot of voices, both inside and
lout, yelling 'fire, fire'."
for Missing
| "The feU-ow Who lived in back
l7«
l^eon Peris of Philadelphia,
After Blaze Razes
f
. . J * L Z e I g°t m
lp«nts and shoea," S>ega\ confirmed.
tenyon Building.
J "Peris came into my room as
i ne had no means of escape because
his room was surrounded t#
aGAMbM, O., Feb. 28—(/P)—
| flames
S*

J

28154^

Men

I took the mattress from my
window seat and threw it out the
window, I jumped from the sec
ond-story window ledge. The up
per part of my body hit the ma£
tress, but my iegs missed if.
"I landed on my right foot which
I immediately crumpled under me.
I Some students who were in the
yard in front of the building car
ried We to another building, wherS
I lay for about a half hour before
II was taken to the hospital,
i. 1 Suess I am pretty lucky H
[have only a fracture of the right|ankle and some bruises on mv
j spine."
*
i! V?ic£S ,yellinS
also awak
ened Robert Cohn of Stamford,!1
I Conn.
j
I jumped up and the room was
full of smoke," Cohn said. "I
[opened the door and a blast of

Ti*e death toll in the Kenyon
lege fire mounted to nine towhen Jack McDonald, 18year-old student from Hajnilton. 0., died of a skull fracture.

McDonald, who dropped from
bis third-floor room as flames
swept "Old Kenyon" dormitory
early Sunday morning, succumbe$
in "Mercy Hospital at near-by Mt.
Vernon.
, A few minutes earlier the col
lege announced it had abandoned
We of finding alive the Six stuents' who were missing. This had
increased the death tlol to eight.
wo died yesterday morning.
jShe latest victim, McDonald,
had hung by his hands from his
window and dropped. His feet
struck a second-floor ledge, which
made him fall head-downward.!
,,
,Gordon K. Chalmers, the
ollege s president,
at
that h°announced
pe had be8n

z

dgkt Lifter
[Helps Vinton
[Youth in Fire
McARTHUR—(Staff Special)—AlMcArthur youth, Will Pilcher,
jumped from his third floor room
of Old Kenyon Hall to a fire ladder
and was caugTff by an amateur
weight lifter during Sunday morn
ing's fire.
Edwin Collins, of Grosse Pointe
Mich., stood on the fire ladder and,
holding on with one hand, caught
Pilcher with the other as the Vin
ton; Countian leaped five feet from
a window ledge. Pilcher was un
hurt, but his hair was singed.
The student weight lifter ata
caught another student who leaded
from a window, the Associated
Press reported. He suffered hand
burns from the hot metal of the
Pilcher said he was awakened by
his roommate at 4 a.m. when their
P*,E1. filled with smoke. Escaping
§n „ his pajamas, he lost all his
clothing, as well as books and per
sonal papers, in the fire. He bor
rowed clothing from another stu
dent. to go fo ms home here.'
"**'
Pilcher is a sophomore at Ken
yon. and is a graduate of McArth
ur High School. While in high i
school, he was McArthur sports
correspondent for The Messenger.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. L
W. Pilcher, McArthur. Pilcher said
today he will return to Kenvon
Wednesday.

Nearly 44 years ago to the day k
)e Kenyon Military Academy'
Hiding was destroyed by lire
id[three students lost their li es.
bat fire, like vesterday's, brpke ^
r it early on a
Sunday morrrng. '
Tf,°|f're occurred Feb. 24, 1905
lives were lost in 1898 w en
Ae Hall, second oldest builc; rif
[hot air and flame hit me. I dosed
ib camnus, was destroyed!^.,
I the door and opened the window
and tried to awaken my roommate
The college library was buj'n| George Pincus.
GAM'BTER, O.
to the ground in 1907, l»ut
i
b
i
m I h e b u i l d i n g w a s " on!
Tttna
to,
w^ere no deaths or injur es.
ir;oc(, „ ° . , early morntog m
nre
I;1";-, ^e was still sound asleep. Ii
St°riC olcl Kenyon dor
Imkbrv
at
K
a
ble
U
S
have
been
up as 1 JumPed out
checked » he
)f said.
j° "Their
^
hi
Gny°n Colle^e
parents' [veferdav
earlj
I the t hird floor window of myl checked,
^^•erday came manv storiesH
:e been notified."
lenbism today.
IW 9
RUINS STILL HOT
th® most unusual wai
t the time searchers still were IHrnt oi Edwin Collins, Grosse Point*
|mlllngt,ed ty Kmy°n coll<*e
a ,y f1f.ht Kfter, credited witfi
( c
when 'Old ilnt° tbe debris left
i , P®!1" said he did not remembe hv
IlVes. of two students
Kenyon was swept B g
I what happened to him after ha by flames early Sundav.
J
Helps With Rescue
Ijumied from a third floor window
President Chalmers" said the LmJ. f jumped from the window
?! £f-,tbe 122-.year-old sand!
L ''^T6 *° 5n a car oa the way
s second floor room to a fii|
, f hospitalbGand I consider
my stole building were still too hot
WOrSe
COn
hanging to the hot metal
^ "°
eMCh' but
that the search
nrrib
ree
Wh
'*he cau^ht with his
Pt
nbably
would
start
tomorrow
am'" Cohn Sflid.
S a thirS fs,tudent. who jumped
Bcatram Josephon, 19, 0f Ne'
* Smoking debris was scatter
The possibility of a fire in 01 io
Collipf;
GAMBIER, O., Feb. 28- Jp)-4|
wakened "with
• CPa8siorr?d
i i i i b v , st.odem-to tne rnre1 I liversity dormitories similar |to
awfnf'choking
£*!?• he spell."
ilI an,, ®
Old Kenyon," oldest building on lin^^
The death toll in the Kenyon Col
eau&bt another
who t,3 e one which swept a Kenyon G 1the
campus
of
the
school
for
mem
U je building was termed "remol
& second st°ry win(th-liff, £utt of bed and turned on
lege fire mounted to nine idayi
|do^
missing students were*
t< lay by Athens Fire Chief CI
led hv tl
T353 comPIetely bjindvhen Jack McDonald, 18-yeJ >o)d
i -d by the smoke in my room " Jo- vear"old Ahw*jee> Ak™n, O., 18efce A. Parker.
jjseptwn said, «, couldn't see a fenf
student from Hamilton, 0.,|diedj
'hief
Parker
reported
that
thi
;e
+ sophomore and former
ace
and
l m1V A ,
arms.
Akron West m^h
l t « A ' J iIcher' McArthur, O and of the university's newest dorr s, If a skull fracture.
fMw°ke up my roommate, i&d School.
|
eon
Pens,
Philadelphia,
the two L idley, Men's and Bryan, are fii|
McDonald, who dropped from |
Smuklejr of Philadlephia, and we
Albert J. Lewis, Hazelton. Pa..
ci itly were revamped into safe r
is third-floor room as fl mesj
Jhe doorway leading to the
ir tnces.
George Pincus, Brooklyn, N Y
itWente' rescued by Collins, were
hall, but were immediately driven c.Stephen Shepard, New York
Greatest possibility of a seriops |wept the "Old Kenyon" di [rmj
lot seriously hurt.
>
r00m
by
flames
fi e at Ohio University would be Tn
ory early Sunday morning, sm
S,f u,
that
Hit
by
Water
way ompletely engulfed the hall- Pl^MassW°0dWOr,h'
Jamai<*
lis and Ewing halls (classro-^
umbed at 1:07 p. m. (EStf ij
John McNaughton, Detroit, was E
b ildings), the chief said.
lercy Hospital at nearby
injured when struck in the back by
I j #6 cdosed the door and jump
Both buildings are old, have
a stream of water from a fire hose
fernon.
ed from our second-story window
a
equate
fire
escapes,
and
t*e
etail stor®
!f/1*
bad made three trips into fl ors are composed of oil treatld
lL.rfcf d a broken foot when { executive.
A few minutes earlier thelcoi
hit the ground, Joe received cuts
| the burning building to drag out
known dead: Edward Br out
v »od, the chief said.
Mf
lege announced it had abancfflbnel
land bruises. I looked back up at Mt.
students
who had been overcome
Vernon, N. y, l9-year°iH
East
Green
(Lower
Campus)
a
by smoke.
pope of finding alive the sijdsti
I my room and it was completely m pre-medical student, who tried to
ial;highly inflammable, but bei
I flames. Bodies were falling all jump from the wtadow of h£
Among others credited with res
jents who were missing. Thislha<j
pne
story
structures
could
I around me."
cue work were William Hurd a
ted easily in case of fire, s
icreased the death toll to e§ght
| Josephhon said he dragged himCleveland
freshman,
who,
clad
only
er.
yo died yesterday morninj
. ^ the wall, an4
I self across two tennis courts near Marr^
in his pajamas, ran in freezing
Fenton. Mich. He
The latest victim, McDoialc
died of burns' in
the dormitory to a car in which an uiea
temperatures from his dormitory to
?
other student, Bill Somekh address at near-by Mt. Vernon. O. 1
^hung by his hands fro of hij
he fire scene to.help in rescue efI unavailable) was loading injured
window and dropped. His |fee]
forts Harvey Basinger, L i m a
[ 'o he taken to the hospital.
and Edward H. Stansfield, Akron;
ftruck a second-floor ledge, |||anc
who suffered minor burns
while
le then fell head downward.
going through the corridors
awakening other students.
Coach Hospitalized
Robert Parmalle, Kenyon track
swimming coach, was taken
lasen
o a hospital at nearby Mt. Vernon
crrwtjisuffering from exhaustion . a
"
a n dj
shock resulting from his rescue ef
fonts and his aid to firemen

[Many Acts^f—
Heroism Cited
At Kenvon Fire
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BLAMES LACK
OF FIRE EXITS

LEVELAND, Feb. 28 —(fp>—
A farmer
Kenyon student whh at
tended a dance at Kenyon Satur
. /
BULLETIN
day night said today that insltffiGAMBIER, 0., Feb. 28 — (UP)
The death cieht fire escapes were to bllpie
foil the deaths of students in
tfll in the Kenyon College dormitory fire was fir| there yesteday.
Jewett, 23, of Willoughb;
ted as eight today with an announcement by the O.lFred
said the 122-year-old buildim
liege President that hope of finding six missing hal no fire escapes on the fron
pajt of the structure.
uths had been "given up."
Jewett, now a Junior at Adel
"College officials have given up hope of find- beft College here was one of thi
to spot the fire. He
g the six boys reported missing previously," said fir|t'persons
was in Gambier for a week-enc
esident Gordon, K. Chalmers of the College. "All daice and said he was only 15C
away in South Leonard Hal
available sources have been checked. Their parents feet
whfen the fire started.
have been notified."
He said the fire was blazing ir
the rear of the building and tha
the hospital said he saw Ahwajeg^ the students living in the front pi
GAMBIER, o., Feb. ?{1
(uJP) — An all-college roll call
dragging a fire hose into the base w^e unable to reach the fir
ment of the blazing building at capes in the rear.
today was expected to deterthe height of the fire.
r.jine whether six students' still
Louis was last seen at 8 p.m.
• Sissitig died in a fire that de
when he told friends: "I'm staying
stroyed the 122-year-old Ken
here for the week-end."
> *
yan College dormitory early
*
*
*
•
'
yfesterday.
College officials said 'they ^
yfiere were two known dead and
•lvm
resulting from his rescut
ho;i)ital attendants said one of the about abandoned hope for Pine?ik?i.Mfi
13 lurned seriously was not expect who last was seen in bed by his worts and his aid to firemen.
ed ,fto live. More than 15 students roommate, shortly before the lat
received minor burns in the fire ter jumped for his life.
The roommate, Robert Cohn, who
which was discovered at 4 a.m.
is in serious condition, said he told
Gordon K. Chalrpers,
Kenyon Pincus:
Prlsident, said the all-college roll
"You got to jump, it's the only
call would be made during classes way out."
GAM^IER-vThe fire that swept
j
tod&iy. Many classes, however, were
He said Pincus appeared fright throug# old Kenyon dormitory on
nob scheduled until mid-morning or ened but that he did not stay to the Kenyon College campus her*
latlr.
see whether he jumped. The room early yesterday was not the first
such tragedy to hit the historical
(maimer said it probably would was destroyed.
not! be safe to search the ruins until
Shephard told friends he was go school.
Nearly 44 years ago to the day
latf today when the embers had ing to Columbus, O., for the week
codied. He estimated damage at end, but two motorists said the;y the Kenyon military acaderfty
$1/00,000.
had picked him up on the road building was destroyed by fire and
* ri/he dead were identified as Ed- from Columbus and dropped him three students lost their lives
That fire, like yesterday's, broka
wafd H. Brout, 19, Mt. Vernon, off at the dormitory a short time out early on a Sunday morning.
N. 1y., and Marc S. Peck, Penton, before the fire broke out.
Woodworth and Mangel were last The fire occurred Feb. 24, 1905.
No lives were lost in 1898 when
seen by friends in the dormitory
about midnight. They said
they Rosse Hall, second oldest building
j
BULLETIN
were going to bed and were not on the campus, was destroyed bj
I GAMBIER, ()., Feb.
fire. The college library was burn*
seen
after that.
! UP)— The death toll in
the
to the ground in 1907. but
1 enyon College dormitory fire
were no deaths or inj
Hospital
authorites
here
sai
,.i as Listed
today as the
Jack" McDonald, Hamilton, OX was
( ollege President announced
in critical condition and sinkingt iat hope for six missing stufast. He suffered a fractured skull.
*1
i. ~
t snts had been "given up" and
Another student, Robert McVar
4ie, Jack McDonald, one of two land, Ames, Iowa, was in critical
ritically injured died.
condition but hospital attendants
said he was improving rapidly and
Miih. Both died of injuries suf probably would recover.
fer Bd when they jumped from winEleven other students were in
do is to escape the flames.
serious condition and more than 15
Gaml^ej Ffb. 28—(U.R)—The
tissing were: Ernest Ahwajee, were treated for minor injuries. fire th^; sftvepr through old Ken
19 Akron, O.; Albert J. Louis, 19, Most of the injured were hurt whe: yon dormitory on the Kenyon
Helton, Pa.; George Pincus, 19, they jumped from windows of th College campus here early yester
Br loklyn, N. Y.; Stephan
M. three-story building or clambere day was not the first such tragedy
to hit the historic school.
Shtphard, 19, New York, N. Y.; down the ivy-covereu vails.
Firemen said the f; < aoparentlj
Nearly 44 years ago to the day
Jamaica
Co Pn Woodworth, 20,
in, Mass.; and Martin E. Man- was started by sparks from an lib the Kenyon Military Academy
protected fireplace after a party il building was destroyed by fire aid
ge 17, New York. N.Y.
three students lost their lives. TMtt
.of the injured students in the dormitory lounge.
fire, like yesterday's, broke out
early on a Sunday morning. The
fire occurred Feb. 24, 1905.
No Lives were lost in 1890 when
jRosSe Hall, second oldest buildmg
|on the campus, was destroyed'
ttDpfc,. The college library wpH
jburned to the ground in 190/,
|there wpe ho deaths or

1*

Previous Hres On
Campus

rr rtuo o £ 1J Ssj A

Third Bad Fire
To Strike^Kenyon 1

Fire
Levels

Dorm
r GAMBIER, O. — Officials
said today all evidence in
dicated that six studenfs,
sing"
since
yesterday
en a fire destroyed the
-yeST-old Kenyon college
mitory, had perished in
e blaze.
There were two known dead and
hospital attendants said one of the
13 burned seriously was not ex
pected to live. More- than 15 stu
dents received minor burns in the
fire which was discovered at 4 a.m.
GORDON K. Chalmers, Kenyon
president, said the missing meti'.s
absence could not be established
definitely until after roll call at
classes today.
Chalmers said it probably would
not be safe to search the ruins until
late today when the embers had
cooled. He estimated damage at

$1,000,000.

THE DEAD were identified as
Edward H. Brout, 19, Mt. Vernon,
N. V., and Marc S. Peck, Fenton,
Mffch. Both died of injuries suf
fered when they jumped from win- j
dows to escape the flames.
Two district students sufR
minor injuries. College offic
said Dick Furbee of Mari|
and Stanley Jackson v/erc
charged after treatment.
Missing were: Ernest Ahwajee
19. Akron, O.; Albert J. Louis, 19,
Hazelton, Pa.; George Pincus, 19^
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Stephan M. Shejphard, 19, New York, N. Y.; Colbn
Wbbawurtn, '•£<>. Jamaica
<*f,
Mass.; and Martin E. Mangel, 17,
'New York, N. Y.
ONE OF the injured students i n j
hospital said he saw Ahwajee]
ragging a fire hose into the basfi-j
ent of the blazing building at thej
height of the fire.
&ouis was last seen at "8 p.iDj
When he told friends: "I'm staying]
here for the weekend."
COLLEGE officials said they had I
about abandoned hope for PinCUs j
who last was seen in bed by his|
rofiimmate, shortly before the ]
latter jumped for his life.
The roommate, Robert Cohn.
who is in serious condition, said he
told Pincus:
"You got to jump, it's the ohly
waiy out."
IIE
SAID
Pincvis
appeared
frightened but that he did not Stay
to, see whether he jumped. The
I room was destroyed.
Shephard told friends h • was, go
ing to Columbus, O., for the week
end. But two motorists said they
had picked him up on the road ]
from Columbus and dropped him™
off at the dormitory a' short time
before the fire broke out.

n O C

16 At

Very Little
School Work at
Kenyon Today
GAMBIER, 0.,|Feb. 28—</P>Shogked '< student# returned tol
their Ke'nyoiLjS^lege classrooms
is morning.
They did little
school work. They were think
ing of the dormitory fire that
jclaimed two of their fellow-istu-1
dents' lives.
Six other buddies are missing.
Kenyon is a comparatively I
small college—the kind where
you live closely with many of the I
etiUftcnYs.
Ww-vj
\»->
speeding acquantance with eVc rr
one.
MANY OF THE young men
entering the classrooms were vic
tims of the fire themselves. Some
wore bandages.
Some
were
dressed in other students' clothes.
They were lucky.
Many of the students thought
of the townsfolk and surrounding
neighbors. These people opened
their hearts and their homes tol
the students who were forced outj
of the 122-year-old dormitory.
Odd pieces of clothing werel
give n t o b o y s w h o l o s t t h e i r o w n j
a p p a r e l i n t h e m i l l i o n - d o l l a r ] f i r e .j
Clothing store owners in nearbyI
Mount Vernon told the students!
they could buy whatever clothingI
they needed and charge it. !
Many of the students' parents j
drove to Grambier yesterday andl
today. They brought clothing to]

.

(0) TiVX-Sk!

/AMpIfJf, O., Feb. 27 — (ft
Mdyor Cnarles Carpenter's dash]
jthrough a blazing dormitory in
search of possible fire victims earnled' him the public thanks of Ken-.J
|yon college tonight.
The fire, which roared through]
jthe 122-year-old Kenyon hall, caus
ed, two deaths and 26 injuries. Five!
j students still were unaccounted for |
| late tonight.
Carpenter was hailed as a herol
I by Kenyon President Gordon K.
Chalmers. Chalmers said others,
whose names were unknown, also
had worked selflessly to rescue the
100 students sleeping in the build-]
lingThe mayor searched the burning]
[dormitory at great personal risk,
lalmers said, seeking students]
[trapped in the blaze.
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26 Others Hurt in
Ohio College Fire

She Gave Aid to the Injured

ICanton NurseW as F irst
L4t Scene of Kenyon Fire
|Miss Jacqueline Snyder
Accompanied Victims

$1,000,000 Blaze Guts Campus

To the Hospital

Dormitory; Weight-Lifter Hanging

"T THOUGHT it was going to be
a restful weekend at Kenyon
College," says Miss Jacqueline
Snyder, an instructor at Mercy
Hospital. Miss Snyder, who was
the first nurse on the scene of the
Old Kenyon Hall fire early Sun
day morning, turned in a valiant
performance as she aided the
|burned and injured victims.
As the guest of Robert McLain
Ijof Massillon, Miss Snyder had
'attended the sophomore class
Spwreot Party" Saturday
nigljt. At the close of the party,
she returned to the home of Paul
Ralston and retired.
Mr. Ralston, assistant superin
tendent of grounds, received an
alarm at 4:15 a. m. Pajama-clad
and bare-footed, Miss Snyder ran
the block up the hill towards the
burning dormitory.

To Fire Escape Catches Students
By KEN DAVIS

GAMBIER, O., Feb. 28—(AP)—Six students, who were
reported missing in a million-dollar Kenyon College dormi
tory fire yesterday, failed to appear for classes today. Fear
mounted that they were trapped in the inferno that'claimed
two lives and injured 26*
—
——•
others.
boys donned stiff shirts and dress
There was no official comment
from college officials. However, it
was pointed out that if the stu
dents were out of town for the
week epd, they probably would
have returned for classes this
morning.
Officials said the ruins of the
122-year-old sandstone building
were still too hot to search. Smok
ing debris was scattered between
the guant stone walls of "Old
Kenyon. It was the oldest build
ing on the campus of the school
for men.

"WHEN I STARTED up the
hill, only the first floor appeared
to be aflame," she said. "How
ever, by the time I reached the
hall, the fire had spread to the
third floor. Within 20 or 30 min
utes, the entire building was
[blazing."
"During this time, the students
were jumping from the front and
the back of the building. Those
who jumped from the back were
48°S !fn?USly

ladder

injured and out of
T
°nly S3W 1 USe the
I guess there just wasn't

[much chance for those in Middle
[Hall," she said.
Miss Snyder helped transfer the
injured to Bdffl division of Leonaid Hall, where they were given
treatment. The more seriously
injured were transported to Me
c.v Hospital in Mt. Vernon, by am
bulance. Miss Snyder accompa
ied them.
SINCE IT WAS such an earl
ui, (here was o"'y a skelet
[crew on hand at the hospital.
"We had our hands pretty fuJ
but by 7:15 a. m. we had all th
patf nts treated," she &id.
Miss Snyder returned to CarJ
ton Sunday and is taking it easy
L

tfie Mercy

"urses home todav

^

|
Miss Jaqueline Snyder
'S udents Were Jumping Ouf

* *

THAT WAS all that was left of
a 122-year-old dormitory that
housed 120 men. The four-foot
walls of gray stone withstood
three hours of fire
that raged
through "Middle Kenyon" and ad
joining wings early Sunday.
The missing students were:
Ernest Ahwajee of Akron, Ohio,

|Abandon Hope
GAMBIER, o., Feb.

28.—<jf)
—Kenyon College today aban
doned hope of finding
alive
the six students who were
missing after a dormitory fire
ItUIPH t.tt'a narsans.

18-year-old sophomore and former
star tennis player at Akron West
High School.
y Albert J. Lewis of Hazelton, Pa
George Pincus of Brooklyn!

Stephen Shepard of New York
Colin Woodworth of Jamaica
Plain, Mass.
Martin E. Mangle, 18-year-old
son of a New York retail store
executive.
The dead were:
• Edward Brout of Mount Vernfi,
N. A., 19-year-old premedical
student. He tried unsuccessfully to
jump from the window of his room
to a fire escape some feet along
the wall and three stories up §A
Marc S. Peck' of Fenton, Mich.
He died of burns in Mercy Hos
pital at nearby Mount Vernon O
* * *
'
Ml R( \ HOSPITAL reported
one man critically injured. He is
Jack McDonald of Hamilton, O
He suffered a skull fracture and
possible lung injuries.
Another student, Robert McFariand of Ames, la., originally was
reported critically hurt. He is re
ported improved today. He suf
fered cuts and burns about the
head and feet.
Saturday night was dance night
at Kenyon College Many„<*f the

clothes. Students were in and out
of historic "Old Kenyon" all e
ning.
,

By midnight the fun began, to
slacken. The boys began taking
off up the grand staircase to their
L
'<
Art

—

Riberl Belt Safe
Robert Belt, Jr. of Chi
cago was not listed among the
casualties in the Kenyon Col
lege fire.
Mrs. Belt, his
mother, is the former Grace
Purmort of Van Wert.
rooms. Many already were in bed
By 3 A. M. it was quiet. A cheery
fire crackled in the great fire
place,
AN HOUR LATER, fire
was
raging up the aged "Middle
Kenyon" section. Officials believed
a spark from the fireplace ignited
a rug. For a few minutes fire
fighters thought the flames could
bejeontained within the fire walls
separating the wings from the
main part of the structure.
But the fire vaulted upward and
raced along the common roof.
Frightened students dived haad
first from second and third-stpry
windows. Others trjed descending

ames were licking at rh
the fire escape was bi
into the palm oFhis banc
finally gave up and made hi]
to safety. He is a patient at
Hospital at Mount Vernon.
* * *
Y DAYLIGHT the won
over. Soon after 7 A. M. tl
died to • little guttering]
Ales
the debris. Only the)
tifet Kenyon College's foi
Episcopal Bishop Philander
i|B®cted so nroudly 122 yeai
stbod.1
*To the many students wl
eaped the fire, it was just a
$» memory flashes.
T'l guess I am pretty luck tc
only a fracture of the right
some bruises on my
jsald Murray Segal, 22-ye;
'sophomore from Brooklyn,
'I woke up with lots of
hollering 'fire' both inside an<
jsi$e the building. I got out ol
and slipped on a pair of pant*
?hoes.
t if'The fellow who lived in.
of me, Leon Peris of Philade^
came to my room. His rooi
surrounded by flames. I tool
mattress from my window
t|Jd threw it out the windo!
limped from the Second-^
vfndow ledge.
jg"The upper part of my hoc
mattress. My legs missec

was much the same.
Si
was much the same. Sle<
drugged students awoke, pulh
sjome clothes, tried to get
flame-filled
halls, then jui,
Some were lucky; some wer|
' Kenyon President Gordoij
Chalmers said it would tak<
000,000 to replace "Old Ken;
e declined to say what
fcO'ceht started the fixe.,.
— Fire Chief Carroll D. Whij
tlfunt Vernon inclined toi
the spark theory.
_ Just to be sure, Charles R.j
Tjnda> chief of the state
3ilieaU, planned to begin i
|lftigation this afternoon.
..The arson chief will have
pSTjMfc with. The building
jfdsident Rutin
Domed -wA.ile a student at
"just f shell.

E| "CAMPUS LIFE was as n
JUjOrmal as possible today. Stut_
walked to the "great hall," wl
in the old English tradition}
' he
v/aiji, down
•fludents dine in front of the
ES+
the ivy
mectted thfe aamp stone.
iclent's high table.
Still others jumped for nearjlv JpThe college, principally end£
fire escapes. They were blocked at .the beginning by Lord Kej
y flame filled
halls from reaching
Lord Gambier of Engl
them normally. Brout was ki
stands in aged quietness ate
m this manner; his roommate £
lolling hill five
miles east I
.Sai|lers <Jf Mount Vernon, N. f/ Mount Vernon in central Ohioi
aIiead of him. Saaff• |Enrollment before the week|[
iSted
IBjaraade tt with comparativfek
tragedy was 550—about four ti|
rnftior injuries.
the pre-war student population
Students seriously injured j
ha?fiUDENTSiAND townsPeo$le 1 rftted or confined at the colli
hastily aroused from the tiny vil- infi mary included:
rw o1'Vambier' Performed many pttdward H. Stansfield, Jr.J
J eats of heroism, i
Akron.
Gam bier Mayor Charles Car ; [Stanley Jackson of Steubl
ville, O.
penter won Kenyon College's pubTin unidentified student tre|
fL th fl
dashing up the ent nee floors of the main stair- and released.
Richard Furbee of Marietta^
6 height of the
sought to rescue any students
Most, of the students confined
tnp college infirmary are suffer
116
inf6rno
Edw-^^!? ms of
from shock or minor laceratioi
Mich 11
Grosse Point,
Mich a powerful lad who lifts

SfiVl
eclSi flo°r
iSlinf h

fun' jumped

r°°? to a fire fcscape.

ms

0ne handstudent wh°rtthGr am he cauShtja
thiri flm
u ]umped from the
thn I
transferred him to
the fir© escape.

camStn n1"5 ia^m Went out and
from '' an
jumped
tiom an adjoining window. H<
to the fire ^

r

Manning hoselines and perforriiing rescue work, t'hey worked side
by side with firemen from Gambler,
Mt. Vernon and Danville in a vain
effort to save Kenyon Hall, one
of the oldest college buildings in
the country.
Superintendent of buildings all
1 grounds Charles Carpenter entered
the burning structure as the fir©
ate! through tlhe first floor ceiling.
He ran through the hallways,
routing students in the upper
floors.,
JLack of water hampered fire
|Twenty.Six Others Injured, Two
men, who participated for the most
| C ritically, in Early Morning
part in removing victims over
I Million Dollar Blaze — Sparks
come by s'moke and carrving out
L from Fireplace Believed CauseJ
furnishings and personal effects.
The college registrar said that
at lpast one of ,.the missing stu
dents had announced his inteilt
tion of gointr- home over the week
end, » but three of the others had
been seen in the dormitory short
ly before the fire began.
The missing include:
CoLin Woodworth, Jamaica
Plain, Mass; Steven Shepard. New
York City; George Pincus, Brook
lyn, N. Y.; Albert Lewis. Ha^eltoU',
Ipa., Ernest Ahwaje, Akron, 0.,
' Ind Martin Mangel, 18, New York

Iga, 0, kfJersiuifi

Gambier, O.. Feb. 28 (UP) — rhe death toll in the Kenyon
college dormitory fire was listed it nine today as the college
president announced that hope fr six missing students had
been "given up" and one of two ( itically injured died.

Irontaa

F ire officials said the hlnzo njU
parently started from a spark]
from an open fireffracaOTi ™ first
floor central section of the dormi
tory.
The flames roared through fh->
dld, tinder-dry interior, built of
huge, oak timbers.
Many of the students were in- j
iured in jumping from windows br
by attempting to lower themselves
to Safety on ivy vines which broke
and hurled them to the ground.
Other students were rescued by
ladders raised by the college fire
<f'ighiiiig and maintenance crews.
Tnte two youths who lost their
lives, the two critically injured
and the five missing students,all
lived in four rooms on the third
floor in the middle section of the
I builBinL',
.
• Ei
InE.iured students not hospitalized
were given first aid treatment. InIjurils ranged from cuts to broken

CANTON REPOSITORY

Loss Placed i
At Million in
College Fire

Death Toll May
g
j Rise As 5 Youths
Are Reported Missing lp|

Ruins of Dormitory;
Too Hot To Search j
For Absent Students

GAMBIER, O., Feb. "27®
#*)—One student was M
died jumping for a fire S
escape, another died of ||
)urns and 26 were injured
today as fire destroyed aJJ
122-year-old dormitr—
Officials of the excludye all-male school said M
the death toll might be .ll
ligher after a search of J8
the still-smoldering ruins. M
Five students were unaccounted for and, officials W
told a school meeting this
afternoon, "probably no fj
more than two of them jl
were a w a y f r o m
campus for the weekend/* J
An estimated 100 stu«|g
dents were routed fromjg
their b e d s at 4 a.m. a s p
flames roared through §|
historic "Old Kenfoni

Stephen Shepard of New York,
Colin Woodwcrth of Jamaica
iPlain, Mass.
Martin E. Mangle, 18-year-old
son of a New York retail store
[executive.
I v K i l l e d in Jump
I The dead were:
I Edward Brout of Mount Vernon,
In. Y., 19-year-old premedictj
•student. He tried unsuccessfully
[to jump from the window of his
•room to a fire escape sokie feet
•along the Wall and three stories
[up.
i;.
| Marc S. Peck of Fenton, Mich.
[He died of burns in Mercy HosIpital at nearby Mount Vernon.
| Mercy Hospital reported two
loth#!1 men critically hurt. They
• were fack McDonald of HamilIton, O., and Robert McFarland
• of Ames, la. Mr. McDonald has
|& fractured skull. Mr. McFarland
I was cut and burned about the
I head and feet.

FOST©JlfAN KAFB'
Frafffr "Leucr~mn of Mr. and
Mrs. Nil'es Leuck, Tiffin road,
Astoria, telephoned his parents
early Sunday that he was safe.
The Fostoria youth, a freshman
in Kenyon college, is a resident
of Harcourt Hall a dormitory
some distance from Old K&nycn.
. Mr. and Mrs. Leuck later re
ceived a phone call from George
Shaffer, Toledo, a former Fostorian who at one time was the
assistant dean of Kenyon, stat
ing that he had checked with
hospital officials in Mt. Vernon
and learned that their son was
safe.
The Rev. Perry Blankenship,
rector of Fostoria's Trinity
Episcopal church, who is studyingjat Bexley Hall, the seminary
at Clambier, ivas in Fostoria at
the; time of the fire. William
^Pfrhan, Fremont. . a former
student past or of in* Fostoria
church, also is at Bexiev Hall.

Shephard, New York City and Colin
M. Woodworth, Jamaica Plains,
Mass.
Most of those injured were hurt
jumping from upper story windows
or climbing down ivy-covered walls
as the fire blocked the main en
trance staircase of the 122-year-old
dormitory, oldest Gothic collegiate
structure in the nation. There were
several entrances and fire escapes.
The dorm — where President
Rutherford B. Hayes roomed while
attending Kenyon—was a threestory ivy-covered grey-stone build
ing. Only its four-foot thick walls
survived the fire.
Listed as critically hurt were Jack
McDonald, Hamilton. O., and Robert
McFarland, Ames, Iowa.
The fire apparently was caused
when sparks from a fireplace
ignited a rug in a room adjacent
to the main entrance, firemen from
nearby Mount Vernon, O., said.
Tom Davis, of Bronxville, N. Y.,
said that when he was awakened
[about 4:15 a. m., flames already
[were roaring fiercely in a second-
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GAMBIER SCHOOL BELIEV
ED IGNITED FROM FIREPLACE

S P A R K S

r a t i o r l i e r o i s h i T>r .one Loin,
mod as pajama-clad students rush.-]
;
ii(l of thcii l lir conn a
vd U '
attempting to escape the infernS.
Weight Lifter Edwin CollinsJ on
jiroise Pointe, Mich., saved the

TO -CAftRV m
j1-',.

1

feambief,
Feb. 28.—Ken \ on
\ college officials took the attiMSpe today that "the show in aft
go on" desipte the tragic fire
| Sunday which destroyed Kenj yon Hall and claimed at least
! two lives.
u A Officials said the basketball
Pinfcn.e scheluled with Denisou
j for tonight at the colleges will
| be played. Denison officials at
I Granville were given confirmaJ tipn of the game after it was
> first rumored that it would be
j jflpj.eelled.

I
j
j
i

lives of two residents while hang
ing jpy one arm from a steel fire
escape.
Collins, with severe burns O^L
Students Are Helped To Safety
bis hands ancL fkce, caught one I
•1|M§j,nt wlio "lunuied--- trvrn a third- '
—Fall Fatal When Student
fioftr window a ltd transferred him
Misses Fire Escape
to
fire escape.
'
-J.
" Another student caught by the
weight-lifter in his powerful left
armfwas placed in the fire escape
Uaiijbier, Feb. 28. — Officials
before Collins dropped to the
r waited today for the smoldering
gTOUTld.
• ashes of a Kenyon College men's
Many of the students were in
/dormitory tc-cool before they !>©•
jured when they leaped from their
\ gin -a grim search for bodies of
rooms or climbed down the side
six students feared lost in the
of the building on ancient ivy
]'S1,0O'O,OOO blaze.
vines, which broke under their]
Two other students at the ally, eight and plunged them to the I
j male college are known dead a'.if
ground.
126 others injured, two criticallyjS
Students in Hanna Hall, half a
Tlie six missing have not 'beejfj
block from the scene, were first to
j«e«ll since 4 a. m. Sunday—shortly;
notice the glow of the flames at
] before the fire spread with lighiB
4 a. m. yesterday. They dashed j
swiftness through rafteiB
out in nightclotliing to give the
f'and' paneling of 122-year-old Ken|
alarm and form fire-fighting "bri-j
[•yoaApall.
gades.
The known dead are Ed
Manning hoselines and perform-]
ward Brout, 19, pre-medical
ing rescue work, they worked side
Senior from Mt., Vernon, N.
by side with firemen from GamY., and Marc S. Peck, 19, stu-4
bier, Mt. Vernon and Danville in
dent from Fenton, Mich.
| a vain effort to save Kenyon Hall,
Still missing are the following:
one of the oldest college buildings
"" Martin E. -Mangle, 18, son of fja
in the country.
New*York retail store executive.];
Superintendent of Buildings and
Grounds Charles Carpenter enter-]
Eiiiest Anwajee, of Akron, 18ed t h e burning structure as 'thej
year-old Sophomore and former
fire ate through the first floor |
.highLschool tennis star.
ceiling. He ran through the hall-j
Tppjaert J. Lewis, of Hazelton. Pm
ways, routing students in the up
JjL George Pincus, of Brooklyn, N\
per floors.
[ P^^phen Shepard, of New YoJe
Lack of water hampered fire
men, who participated for the most]
VFOoaWorth, ot Jamaica.,
part in removing victims over-l
Plains, Mass.
come try smoke and earning out]
Dr. - Gordon K. Chalmers, Pretwfurnishings and personal effectsj
dent of the College, said that in
A call for blood donors for tiMkj
formation sifted from studenH
injured was sent out immediately.
. :ili ci \i
t"
- ) T-rllf i-: i ma.1, ai l
I the six missing "probably were in ^Beral oar loads of students dash
ed f to the nearby hospitals and]
the building."
offered their services.
H el said Anwajee had been sedv
An investigation Co determine
[ dragging a fire hose into tlie base
ment of the burning building at Eg cause of the fire was begun.j
night by the State Fire Marf the height of the fire.
Others students said they Mad fjjhfcll. He said, however, that]
nothing indicated arson.
seen four of the others in the
building before the blaze while | Seriously injured are:
f Robert Levy, Elkins Park, Pa.;
; SheiTLrd reportedly had returned
Murray Segal, Brooklyn; Robert j
•to tlie dormitory only a short timte
Frenk el, N e w Y or k City:
Sol
/before.
Brout was trapped on the third ! Bog,en, Philadelphia; Edwin C'ol-I
r^HtfKurniiig building. Jib | li'ns, Gros-se Pointe, Mich.; Ber-|
anted to jump fb a seer"'1 ! tram Josephson, New York City;
John McNaughton, Detroit; Martin ]
fire escape but missed'
Nemer, Philadelphia; and Robert
to the. court. P'd Wf
HP skill1 was fractured and he
Cohn, Stamford, Conn.
,lThose treated and discharged
luted .about an Ireiur .later,
I»feck ?' idied "ljite yesterday'>•%; •pluded Dick funbee. Marietta;!
ard H. Stansfield, Jr., Akron.]
l|pM:y' hospital at Mt. Vernatf;'' of "
v %
Stanley Jackson, Steubeuyille.
bur^ .mfid shock.
r. Ctill oit 'the -critical' list "are J
McDonald, 19.. of Hamilton, and
ifobert McFarland, 21, Of Atttos.
loWa. Nine others are still bos
!,fj|
1 pitaiteed.
The blaze, presumably •started
when sparks from a -firepiac^n
.he huge first-floor lounge igtfited
a rug. spread swiftty through j the
i interim; of the tijrgejgtfoy build
ing'. feeding on bone-dry or k tim.fce/s.
Feats

Of

Heroism

Comirxjn

A*

about abandoned hope for Pincus'
HISTORIC SCHOOL
who last was seen in bed by his
FIRE NOT the FIRST
IMaimaTe] "noray before the latfcer
Bjpambier, O., Feb. 28 IT)—
5'iWped for his life.
The fire that swept through old
The roommate, Robert Cohn,Ivhb
Kenyon dormitory on the Kenus in serious condition, said he (told
|»n College campus here early
Pinfcus:
yesterday was not the firs! such
'You got to jump, it's the
drhgedy to hit the historic school, j
way out."
j pearly 44 years ago to trie day
I
Hf said Pincus appeared frl;
Kenyon Military Academy build
f eried but that he did not st;
ing was destroyed by. fire and
i see whether he jumped. The room
three students lost their lives j
' was destroyed.
phard Returns
That fire like yesterday's broke]
lephard told friends he was (giv
out early on a Sunday morning. J
ing 'to Columbus, O., for the week pl»e fire occurred Feb. 24,^1905,
end. But two motorists said they
jf No lives were lost in 1898jwheii)
'had,picked him up on the road fiorr.
'Rossi Hall, second oldest buildColumbus and dropped him of^B Hjig on the campus, was destroyed {
the dormitory a short time befcre
by fire. The college library was
*0 the ground In; 1907,
the fire broke out.
Woodworth and Mangel were flB
[t there were no deaths or inseen by friends in the dormit^K
pries.
about midnight. They said taK
Gambler, O., Feb. :>8—(U.R)—^n Were going to bed and were not eep
all-college roJl call today was after that.
;a'd
expected to determine wh®*t-er
Hospital authorities here
six. students still missing dUdJjaCfc McDonald, Hamilton, O., ws»
tire that destroyed the 1S2- : in rritical condition and sinM
year-pld Kenyon college dornri*. , fast„ He suffered a fractured skj
tory early yesterday.
McFarland Improves
dFhere were two known dead ar
Another student, Robert Mc
i hosjafital attendants said one of tj; land, Ames, Iowa, was rem
13 burned seriously was not expeoj fj-oip the critical list today and
—' 1P^0Qvxvl
- lOTFe iraBic eaf & morning fire that!
ed to live. More than 15 studen pital attendants said he was
dgstroyed historic old Kenyoai dor-j
received minor burns in the fii proving rapidly
'
at Kenyon College early yeswhic r i was discovered at 4 a. m.
Eleven other students were in
came many stories of heroGo rdon K, Chalmers, Kenyo jnus condition and more than115
today.
[president, said the all-college^rc were t>rea.^A iwc
cvall would be made during c--—-™,
Most of the injured were hurt when
perhaps the most unusual was
today. Many classes, however wei thev jumped from windows of the that of Edwin Collins, Grosse Point,
not scheduled until mid-mornii|g 11 three-story building or clambered Miph., a weight lifter, credited with
later.
down the ivy-covered walls.
sailing the lives of two studfnts.'
Million in Damage
I /j Firemen said the fire apparentr
Bins jumped from the window
Chalmers said it probably woul iv was started by sparks from
is second floor room to a fire
not be safe to search the ruinri ur. unprotected fireplace after a party escape. Hanging to the hot metal
til late today when'the embers ha< tn the dormitory lounge
with- one hand, he caught with his
cooled. He estimated damagi a Firemen Hampered
,l3h' J free hand a student who jumped
$1,000,000.
;
;
Chalmers said the college vol|n- : fr0A, a third floor window. Collins
The Dead
'
i
teer fire department was^hamp^etl t^jj&sferred this student to the fire
The dead were identified as Ed by the lack of water and coul
escape and caught anotherl who
ward H. Brout, 19, Mt. Vernon,
little to halt the spread of fla:
jumped from a second story window.
Y., and Marc S. Peck, Fenton, Mic?j When the school's reservoir
|^llins suffered severe burns
: Both died of injuries suffered wh 1 went dry the fire fighters ha
t, the face and arms.^H
I they jumped from windows ta e take water from a nearby well.
ill Pilcher, McArthur, O., and
cape the flames.
There was no panic during
_
Peris, Philadelphia, the two
The Missing
blaze and Chalmers commended ?
.turients rescued by Collins, were
. . 5. students for their behavior and j_
Missing were: Ernest Ahwajee,
hurt,
Akron. O.; Albert J. Louis, 19,
way they helped each other. AdmitT" seriously
in McNaughton. Detroit,, was
Hazelton, Pa.; George Pincusg 3. 75 students were temporarily nrtmed when struck in the beck by
] Brooklyn, N. Y.; Stephan M. She; ed ih other dormitories and prtv*^1
« .? sir*'?m of water from a fire hose
hard, 19, New York, N. Y.; Col ".
M liter he had made three trips into
Wpodworth, 20, Jamaica Fla- rj'iMt FvervthinK
Ftremen
the students in
h?buming building to draXout
Mass.; and Martin E. Mengel,
s
New York, N. Y.
buildings' two wings managec' " s t u d e n t s who had been overcorfljfc by
save their personal belongings but
One of the injured students
Among others cre<W«d
r,
!the Hospital said he saw Ahwaj that those in the center secjon
cue work were William Hurd,
| dragging a fire hose into the lms| where the fire started lost ev#&
Cleveland freshman, who, clad only
ImentfOf the blazing building at' tl thing.
, € tn his pajamas, ran in freezing tem
* eight of the fire.
Those injured, but not critically
peratures from his dortnltory 0 the
.
Lotus was last seen at € .p. Ji were-.
HiObert Levy, Elkinr Park, Pa.; fire scene to help him rescue ef
j when, he told friends: s'Tm feta^n,
Murray Segal. Brooklyn, N. Y.; Rob- forts; Harvey Basinger, Lima, and
rh«e for the weekend."
£i#Fi-enkel, New York City; Sol Edward H. Stansfield, Akron, who
ittle Hope ForT|hcus
Bogen. Philadelphia; Edwin Col- suffered minor burns while going
College officials said they
liKtft Grosse Point. Mich.; Bertram through the corridors awakening
J<bim>hson, New York City; John other students. "
Hobert Parmalle, Kenyon track
Mf^Napghton, Detroit; Martin Nemer. Philadelphia: Robert Cohn, of and swimming coach, was taken to
a hospital at nearby Mt. Vernon
Stamford, Conn.
. iffating fryr1 exhaustion .and
Others Injured
red
hior shock resulting fr/A his rescue ef
Among those who suffered
rtunmcker, forts and his aid to firemen.
injuries were Joseph Schurnu
Philadelphia; Dick Furbee;, Maifctta, O.; Lorrie Bright, Philadelphiaf
Robert Bowen, Mountain Lakes, N.
Y.: Charles Fow, Philadelphia;
Fenton R. Goldberg, Philadelphia;
Thomas W. Cerruth, Granville,
Mass.; Saul Sanders, - Mt. Vernon,
N. Y.; Robert C. Kuhn, New York
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IRQISM SHOWN
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ICity; William K. Hass, Detroit;
A. Peris, Philadelphia; HerIbert Kamins, Philadelphia; Edward
H. Stansfield, Jr., Akron;, Stall
Jackson, Steubenville
Built in 1927
The fire-gutted dormitory waf;
built in 1827 and was the oldest
building on the campus of the Epis
copal college
It was a massive
MWtone building xuraouatefl ^
hi 100-foot bell tower, with walls
Four and a half feet thick.

I Leon

NEW YORK, N. Y,
TIMES

ized Kenyon College's first ban
in which he played a clarinet I
leaves also two brothers,
17, and Donald, .14.
A

Kenyon Athlete Rescues
Two as Flames Lick Face

Parents of 3 Notified : I
Of the three students- from Ne
York who were injured in the fir
none was. in a serious conditio
according to telegraphic infcrpi
tion received yesterday from cc
lege officials' by their parent^ tfer
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Semi
1576 Ocean Avenue, Brooklyn sr.
their son, Murray, 21 years
sophomore, suffered a brdkejn a:
kle. He is a graduate of Brcjbkh
Technical High School.
I Mr. and Mrs. Leo S. FrenM|,;
1160 Park Avenue, received ftei
that their son, Robert, 21, a .se*ic
also suffered a fractured anklei E
is a graduate of Horace Mar
High School. Mr. Frenkel is a
insurance broker with offices dt 5
Maiden Lane.
Irving H. lo'sephson of fO
Grand Concourse, the BronxyAvJ
not|£ied
son, *Beru roUl
was not one w those in a pfjiici
Brout Was an Honor Studesijt " ' condition.
_. ,.

Mt. Vernon, N.Y., Youth Killed
as'Flames Destroy Kenyon !
Dormitory at 4 A. M.

Special to THE NEW YORK TIMES.

- ,

MOUNT VERNON, N. Y., *Feb.
27—Edward H. Brout, 19 years old,
a nre-medical honor student, who
died today in an early morning
dormitory fire at Kenyon College,
Gambier, Ohio, was a son of Wil
which under the circumstances liam and Mrs. Eva Gossett Brout,
of 213 Lawrence Street, Mbunt
were of no protection.
Most of the students were awakl Vernon. The father is treasurer of
ened in their beds, either by smokl Brout Jewelers, Inc., 116 West
and crackling flames or by shouts 125th Street, New York.
from persons outside the building. Edward was born in New YorAW
Escape by the front doors was City and was graduated with he hi.
completely cut off and cor rid on ors from Davis High School jwi
were ao smoke-filled that window! Mount Vernon in 1946. He orgs|

FIRE SWEEP

G COLLEGE BUILDING IN OHIO w

IS IN LEAP AT FIRE

Smoke and flames rising

in ^'pid Kenyon,'

9M dormitory at Gambiei
Associated Prcs* Wh <

Ldward H. Brout
Associated Tress

ix Stydents Miring; Two Dead In Million
tolfa|g|f^nyon (iadjgfe Dormitory Fire
GAMftlEU, 0., Feb. »8 '/Pt^
Six students/wno werereported> missing in a million-dollar
Honyon College dormitory fire
yesterday, failed to appear for
Classes today. Fear mounted
that they were trapped in the
inferno that claimed two lives
and injured 26 others.

Flymeft Were Lapping At Our Feel
Saw
Students
Who Jumped To Safety
my body hit the mattress, but my legs missed it.
"I landed on my right foot which immediately
crumpled under me. Some students who were
in the yard , in front of the building carried me
to andther building, where I lay for about a half
hour before I was taken to the hospital.
"I guess I am pretty lucky to have only a
fracture of the right ankle and some bruises on
my spine."
Voices yelling "fire" also awakened Robert
Cohn of Stamford, Conn.
"I jumped up and the room was full of smoke,"
young Cohn said. "I opened the door and a blast
of hot air and flame hit me. I closed the door
and opened the window and tried to awaken my
roommate, George Pincus.
"I told him the building was" on fire. He was
still sound asleep. I think he got up as I jumped
out the third floor window of my room." (George
Pincus is one of five listed by Kenyon College as
missiiig.)
Young Cohn said he did not remember what
happened to him after he jumped from a third
floor window.
"I came to m av car on .the way to tjie hospital
and I consider myself lucky to be in no worse con
dition than X tvm" he said.

SUPERIOR, WIS,
TELEGRAM
Circ. D. 22,977

2 Die in Flames
In Old Dormitory

WASHINGTON D.C
STAR

Bulletins
Kenyon Fire Toll Set at 8
GAMBIER, Ohio (TP).—Kcjvj^
yon College officials today
abafffffffiM hope of finding
alive the six students missing j
in the dormitory fire which 1
killed two other students. Dr.|
Gordon K. Chalmers, president I
of the college, said all available I
sources had been checked I
without finding a trace of those|
missing. He added that their I
parents had been notified.
>1

BAYONNE, N. J,
TIMES
Circ. D, 14,235

[ C^hjMBIER. Ohio.—CP)—The
hsSEffin
College
[mounted to nine Monday when 'Jae)s
McDonald, 18-year-old student from,
Hamilton, Ohio, died of a skull h D o r m i t o r y F l r ^ r - M
(Continued Prom Page
fracture. |
McDonald, who dropped from his McFarland was cut and~pllM
[third-floor room as flames swept about the head and feet. W
|the "old Kenyon" dormitory early Saturday night was danc4^™H
[Sunday morning, succumbed in it Kenyon college, and sm, »ntsj
[Mercy hospital at nearby Mount were in and out of historij bid]
I Vernon.
Kenyon" all evening.
A few minutes earlier the col 'J-By midnight the fun begin to'
lege announced it had abandoned slacken. By 3 a. m. it was qiifiet. A|
hope of finding alive the six stu- •jalery fire crackled in the 1 treat'
1 dents who were missing. This had fireplace.
a*'
[increased the death toll to eight. £ An hour later, fire was-ragbag, up
Two died Sunday morning.
1 the aged "middle Kenyon" Motion.
Dr. Gordon K. Chalmers, the col I,Officials believed a spark fro$» the
lege's president, announced at 11:55' j iireplace ignited a rug.
a. m. (CST) that hope had been^FThe i-fire vaulted UpwaS, and
abandoned.
Braced along the common roei.!
"Ail available sources have
ktoedteor" ne 'said.' "xiifcU paicuta^frightened students dive£| head
pirst from second and thitjf-.story
have been notified."
At the time searchers still wereP|ixidows. Others tried dcsl
walls down the ivy that raffled
j unable to dig into the debris of}
;! "old Kenyon" dormitory, which the| vtfl' damp stone.
fire swept early Sunday morning. | (Students and townspeople,
The missing students are:
jflB aroused from the tiny viltal® m
performed many fea
Ernest Ahwajee of Akron, Ohi®; iCxsimhier
pieroism.
m ,t 'I
[l8-yefir old sophomore and fonyjaj
star tennis player at Akron West
high school.
Albert J. Lewis of Hazelton, Fa. j
George Pincus of Brooklyn, I|| Y.'
Stephen Shepard of New Yo: k„ ,
Colin Woodworth of Jamaica
Plain, Mass.
Martin E. Mangel, 18-year-old
I son of a New York retail store ex
ecutive.
The dead were:
Edward Brout of Mount Vernon, i
N. Y.f 19-year-old premedical .vfcu-j
dent. He tried unsuccessfully to]
j jump from the window of his room]
to a fire escape some feet along thej
j wall and three stories up.
Marc S. Peck of Penton, Mich. I
He difcd of burns in Mercy hospital
I at nearby Mount Vernon, O.
[
Mercy hospital reported two ftherj
men critically hurt. They were
Jack McDonald of Hamilton, O.J
and* Robert McFarland of Ames, la. ]
McDonald lias a fractured skull.i
I
t ffi (Turn to TWo Die, Page 2)
I

from a firqplacj, and *44:
J u r i e s w e r e c a « c d w l len students
u p p e r w i n d o w s >r t h e

Jur

Sunday

Fire Destroys Oldest Building On

Camp

1 l e n y o " H a l 1 ' oldest
w?V,i
rp!fv,f ?™at*
t}vo llves
j

building on tie Kenyon college campus, was destroyed by fire early
being lost. This view was taken at the height of the blaze. Top, right:
i\o.jeit <^ohn^
of Stamford, Conn., was burned and received a broken foot when he jumped from a
5he d°™itory to escape the flames. Bottom, right: Students' gear littered the
campu^ following the fire. With the gutted building in the background, John Humphreys, of KenilwoK i, Tli„ looks for his belongings.
2111^1"mm - (Photos by Associated Press).

CLINTON, IND.
CLINTONIAN

NEENAH, WIS.
NEWS-TIMES
Circ. D. 2,223 *
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9 Students are Dead as
Fire Razes Dormitory in Ohio
Gambier, O., —MR)— The
death toll in
Kenyon
college dormitory *ire was
listed ai nine today as the
college president announced
that hope for six missing stu
dents had been "giv&n up"
and one of the two critically
injured died.
Gambier, O. —(U.R)— Officials
said today all evidence indicated
that six students, missing since
yesterday when a fire destroyed
the 122-year-old Kenyon college
dormitory, had perished in the
blaze.
There were two known dead
and hospital attendants said one
of the 13 burned seriously was not
expected to. live. More than fif
teen students received minor

Two Dead, Six Are
Missing in Fire
At School Dorm

GAMBIER, O. — The toll in a
burns in the fire which was dis million-dpllar fire which destroyed
a 122-year-old dormitory at Ken
covered at 4 a. m.
Gordon K. Chalmers, Kenyon yan College, Gambier, O., mount
president, said the missing men's ed to ftvo dead and six missing
absence could not be established today.
definitely until after roll call at
Twenty-six others were injured,
classes today.
two critically, in the early morn-j
Chalmers said it probably ing blaze which routed hundreds]
would not be safe to search the of students yesterday.
ruins until late today when the Search for the half-dozen students]
embers had cooled. He estimated feared buried in the still-smoulder
damage at $1,000,000.
ing ruins was postponed until to-|
The dead were identified as Ed day for fear that the unsteady]
ward Id. Brout, 19, Mt. Vernon, walls would collapse.
N. Y., and Marc S. Peck, Fenton,
The dead were Edward Brout, 19,1
Mich. Both died of injuries suf
of
Mt. Vernon, N. Y., and Marc S. |
fered when they jumped from
windows to escape the flames. |Peck, 19, of Fenton, Mich.
Brout was trapped on the third
Another student, Robert Mcj
Farland, Ames, la., was in critical f l o o r o f t h e b u r n i n g b u i l d i n g . H e j
condition but hospital attendant^ attempted to jump to a secondsaid he was improving rapidly story fire escape but missed and
crashed to the courtyard below.
and probably would recover.
His skull was fractured and he
died about an hour later.
Peck died late yesterday in
Mercy Hospital at nearby Mt. Ver
non, O., of burns and shock.
Still on the critical list are Jack
McDonald, 19, of Hamilton, 0.,!and
Robert McFarland, 21, of Ames,
Iowa. Nine others are still hos
pitalized.
The blaze, presumably started
when sparks from a fireplace in
the huge first-floor lounge ignited
a rug, spread swiftly throughj the I
interior of the three-story building, j
feeding on bone-dry oak timbers.
The missing include:
Colin Woodworth, Jamaica Plain, I
Mass.; Steven Shepard, New York]
City, George Pincus, Brooklyn, N.
Y.; Albert Lewis, Hazelton, Pa.;|
rnest Ahwaje, Akron, O., and
[Martin Mangel, 18, New York City,
n

j

'-x

WASHINGTON D.C.
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Heat Prevents Search
For 6 Still Missing in
Kenyon College Fire I
•* —

1

sT8c7oTec/j?<»-ii

students who were reported missing
in a million-dollar Kenyon College
dormitory fire yesterday failed to
appear for classes today. Fear
mounted that they were trapped
in the inferno which claimed two
lives afid injured 26 others.
There was no official comment;
from college officials. However,
it, was pointed out that the stu
dents were out of town for the. GAMBIER,
,
,OHIO.—COLLEGE
miu JHMH *
IORMITORY BURNS—This is a general view of "Old Kenyon,"
week end, they probably would 122-year-old
m iear-ola dormitory at Ker/on
Ken
College, after a fire yesterday. Tw.o students were killed and
have
returned
for
classes
this
122-year
aormiioij
<u
tve
.
oia
have returned
HH|H
six are missing. Twenty-six otjrsrs were hurt fifeing the flames.y^jh.
— AP Wirephoto.
morning.
President
Gordon
K.
Chalme'r|
But the
^,4 i,
.
;;; —•
out
mc fire
mc vaulted
vaiuteu upward
upwaiu and;
«an/i*t^nrUv!1S-i!r
122-year-olA raced.along the'eommon'rdof.
Stll] t0u
hot to
to search.
senreh1 CHe
wngsaid
^vT+i
Frightened students, dived heaclj
not
the search
«rst
{rom sprnriri
thi ri
ancJ,tlllx? jt01/
probably would start tomorrow.
,
®
^ u •
windows. Others attempted to
hp) ,,.rf,Jntl£ clebnst was scattered descend the walls down the ivy j
-OW KenyonSaTt iSrthT^f ith£f>t.'«1.the damp stone,
building on the campus of t\M ,
othei s . jumped foi nearby
school for men.
~ Me escapes. They were blocked
t3L «roiic
™ .. ,
,
I from reaching them by normal
« a
housed 120 men. The 4-foot wv
of gray stone withstood Ih:
*_Uvq .-f_

Q rtrv

4 j uxKj

"Middle Kenyon" and a'djoinin
wings early yesterday
List of Missing.
The missing students were:" (
Ernest Ahwajee of Akron, 18. a
sophomore and former star tehnii
player at Akron West High School.
AJbert J. Lewis, Hazelton, Pa. j
George Pincus, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Stephen Shepard, New York.
Colin
Woodworth,
Jamaicl
Plain, Mass.
Martin E. Mangel, 18, son of a
a New York retail store executive.
The dead were:
Edward Brout of Mount Ver
non, N. Y., 19, a premedical stu
dent. He tried unsuccessfully to
jump from the window of* his
room to a fire escape along the
wall 'and three stories up.
Dies of Burns.
Marc S. Peck of Fenton, Mich.
He died of burns in Mercy Hos
pital at nearby Mount Vernon,
Ohio.
Mercy Hospital reported, one
«ran Critically injured. He is Jack
suffered a skull fracture and pos
sible lung injuries.
Another student, Robert McFarlafid of Ames, Iowa, originally
was reported hurt critically. He
is reported improved today. He
suffered cuts and burns about the
headland feet.
Saturday night was dance night
at Kfnyon College. Many of she
students donned stiff shirts ajid
di ess\ clothes. Students were in
and out of historic "Old.Kenyon"
all evening.
By midnight the fun began to
I slacken. The boys began takifig
off up the grand staircase .to their
root*. Many already v were i in
l^d-J By 3 a.m. it was quiet.
chfljgy fire crackled in the gre
fireplace.,
H Fire Vaults Upward.
!
Aii) hour later, fire was ragbag
ip % aged "Middle Kenyon" slc.ion. Officials believed a spijfk
romj the ^replace ignited a rug
Vhrn firemen first
arrived the*
believed the flames could be con
tained with the , fire walls sepkjSlTtg the wings from the main pgrt
structure

zzv&si

MANCHESTER, N. H
UNION
Circ. D. 24,562

Ki

this manner; his roommate, Paul
Sanders of Mount Vernon, N. Y.,
jumped just ahead of him. Mr.
Sanders made it with compara
tively minor injuries.
Students and
townspeople,
hastily aroused from the tiny
village pf Gambier, performed
many feats of heroism.
'Y^c/s mr tjiftvs &4XVGS Twqi,
One of the most unbeljeyable
was gperformed by Edwin Collins
of Grosse Pointe, Mich., a'mem-;
ber pf the college weight lifting
teani. He saved the lives of two
other students.
Mr. Collins
jumped from the window of his
second-floor room in "Old Ken
yon" to a fire escape, where he
swung by one a*m.
In the other arm, he first
caught a student who jumped
from the third floor.
He trans
ferred that student to the' fire
escape with the free arm.
Still he hung there. The hot
metal of the escape ate intQ the
palm of his hand, but he clung
grimly. Flames licked at his (face.
Another student jumped from
an adjoining second-story window.
Mr; Colliris saught him in his pow
erful left arm and transferred him
to safety on the escape.
Forced to Drop.
Finally, he could stand no more.
He dropped to the ground. The
weight lifter is a pftlehtt at Mercy
Hospital in Mount, Vernon i wtth
iac/nf ourn.s and badly bun
hands.
The story of Robert Colm, a
student of Stamford, Conn., gave
a clue to the possible fate of one
of the missing.
Mr. Cohn was awakened by*the
cry of fire.
"I jumped up and the room? was
full of smoke," he said. "I opined
the door and a blast of hot air
flame hit me. I closed the door
and opened the window and tried
f a awaken my roommate, George
Pincus.
"I told him the building was on
five. He was stilt sound asleep. I
Ijhink he got up as I jumped out
tfe third-floor window of my
fonv",
"iMr, Cohn said he did . not re*
member Y-hat happened to hi
s*ter he jumped from a third-floo
*1 caJne to in a car on the wa;
the .hospital and I confide
my^Vf lucky to be \n no wors
condition than I am," he said

"Old Kenyon Hall," oldest building on the Kenyon college campus in Gambier, 0., shown at the
height of the blaze which destroyed the 122-year-old strucFure. The building housed about 100 students
at the all-male institution. Nine students met death and a dozen others were hospitalized. (AP Wirei photo)
Two other~ studehts ched yester-!
Iday of injuries suffered when they
dix Missing s t u d e n t s pumped from ~ windows to escape
the flames. They were Edward H.
19, of ML Vernon, N. Y.,
Now Presumed To Brought,
and Marc S. Petk, Fenton, Mich.
Missing and presumed dead,
Be Dead
wer|: Ernest Ahdwajee, 19, Akron
GAMBIER, ©., Feb. 28—(UP)— O.; Albert J. Lesis, ,19, Hazelton,
I Kenyon college officials today aban- Pa.; George Pincus, 19, Brooklyn,
N. Y.; Stephen M. Shepard, 19,
Idoned hope that any of six missing New York, N. Y.; Colin WoodI students escaped from the fire worth, 20, Jamaica Plain, Mass.;
1 which destroyed a 122-year-old col- and. Martin E. Mangel, 17, New
[lege dormitory. They increased the York.
I official death toll
to nine
lUii fcVJ
n tiat.
kJlcxi bll of
Ui the
U1C iViiivuxu^x
1x15 ruins
-* vtnio
Sqarch
smouldering
In a terse announcement, Kenyon of the massive, sandstone building
j President Dr. Gordon K. Chalmers [was delayed by intense heat.
I said;
Loss ' of the structure, built in|
Hope Abandoned
18^7 with funds collected by Phil
"College officials have given up ander Case, first Protestant Epis
I hope of finding the six boys e- copal bishop of Ohio, was esti
I ported missing previously. Afi mated at $1,000,000 by Dr. Chal
I available sources have been mers.
Many Acts of Heroism
I checked. Their parents have been
|notified."
There were many stories, of her
As Dr. Chalmers issued Ms state- oism as the early morning fire
gment, attendants at Mercy hospital roared through the rambling build
at nearby Mt. Vernon, O., an ing at 4 a. m. yesterday, but the
nounced the death of Jack McDon most unusual was tihat of Edwin
ald, of11Hamilton, O., . who had
Point,
Mich.
XACHU. been- Collins
V/WUiUO of
Ui Grosse
VJTI
x v/xxxo,
uvxxuxx. He
xxt
rractilly burned in yesterday was credited with saving the lives
noi ning s blaze.
oofr two
um students.
Collins* a weight lifter, jumped]
(Continued or Page Eight)
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MOUNT VERNON, N. ¥
?
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KNOXVILLE, TENN
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Ctrc. 14;418

"tire. D. 110,303 - S. 105.! 66

(Missing Youths
Believed to Have
[Perished in Biaze
I

fajjbier, Ohio, after a fire early S
[pro injured when they leaped H

GENERAL VIEW of Old Kenyon dormitory at Kenyon Colli
iterday in which at least two students lost their lives and ot
m windows to escape the flames.—Associated
Press Photo. |

§ -yrvccs l o m o i T O * <

lr. Edward Broilt*

[

Davis Honor Graduate

'

ifyneral services for 11". Edwfqidl
Brou;, nineteen-year-old son^fe
Mr. und Mrs. William Brout, ol
913 Lawrence Street, who lost^tis
i^fiarly yesterday as fire swfct;
;avddrmitory at Kenyon College.
GEtltajbicr, Ohio, will lie "Held %goribw morning at 11 at the Pari.,
West Chapel, 79th Street; 1 raKj
•gjlOtibus Avenue, New YcjSc. j
I I'abifi Max A In ceo by, of the I'pv i
' Synagogue of Westchester, wil'j
(Off icijite, and interment will brfi"[
[•|t Carmel Cemetery, Gflfl
Sale,! L. I.
honor graduate of DHtl
•figh School and a premedical *u I
jlbnt at Kenyon, Brout was P'lleltJ
•i^hik. he tried unsuccessfully!t:c|
jaump from the window of his icfto I
[• o fire escape along the «|
jlfcnd plunged three stories to kh( I
jgroufid. Saul Sanders, who, \*th|
His flamily. resided until n Stl.vl
Hfe Oakland Avenue, Vajml
fcmon,
jumped to safety fltstl
•ftl of Brout. his roommate* I
, mward was born in New Yfrk,!
|he son of William and Eva CKfe-]
sett Brout, on Aug. 6, 1929 and!
he moved to this city with his par-j
Pnts six years ago. After attend-J
Ihg W ilson School, he was grand-j
lared from Davis High in Jlne, I
1946. At Davis,.he was a m e r i b e r l
stmocit \wnd, piayfrirr
ROBERT COHN, twenty, of Stamford, Conn., suffered burils ' of
clarinet, and he also wasacdivej
S a broken foot when he jumped from a third-floor window of
General
Organizafion
1 Kenyon dormitory which burned early yesterday. Highway in A (the
COUT cil, the Hi-News, Our Towrij
trolman Albert Monas is shown getting details of the fire,
ieh destroyed the oldest >tnmture on Kenyon College campits ( Club and OBP fraternity.
In his studies, Edward attained
Gambier, Ohio.—Associated Press Photo.
——
—
Ill
H I " ja b- liant record. He achieve® a
I general avreage of 90.08 per cent
I in all subjects and ranked 37tlfiri
[the ;raduating class of 475.
laMaurice Childs, vice principal of
• (Continued from Page One)
[Davis High, today recalled Edof the announcers' staff of the cbl- Iwardj as an outstanding studeit.
"He held the esteem of his'Jfel-j
i|§e radio station.
Mpn addition to his parents, he ii |low jtudents and was rated hsflfc'1.?;
sttKived by two brothers, Dayic [teachers in superlafkfrs as tofehe'
and Donald, both of the Lawreijo I degree of his hohesty, initiaWsf]
SltfieV-addrcss. Hisi-iather is treas I induitriouspess, cooperativeplSs j
urers! Brout Jewelers, Inc., 11 l a n d a p p e a r a n c e , " M r . " C h i i d s
West 125th Street, New York.
\ I statejd.
| Afjler graduating from Davis,
|Edwkrd enrolled at Washington]
I University, St. Louis, • where? at]
Ithe fend of his freshman year* he
I transferred to Kenyon. He accel-i
I lerated his work and would have]
Icompleted a premedical c o u r s e
• this June.
| Wlith h i s roommate, Sanders.
• Edv ard helped to organize a band
I at Kenyon and he was a mcifiber]
f
(Continued on Page Three)
EDWARD BROUT

Edward Brout

brazil, ind
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Six Students Die
In Blaze At
Kenyon College

3 Students Killed,
25 Others Injured
At Kenyon College

I Gam bier, O., Feb. 28 (AP)-$Th®
^death toll in the Kenyon cojlege
wire mounted to nlllL1 I oil ay'"'vFlien1"
•Jack McDonald. 18-year-old stuBjdent from Hamilton. O., died of a
•skull fracture.
I McDonald, who dropped from
•his third-floor room as fiimes
•swept the "Old Kenyon" dqrmi-1
B°r> earl> Sunday morning ®uc«
•l umbed in Mercy hospital at nearM6unt Vernon.
I A few minutes earlier thefcolHegc announced it had abandoned
•tope of finding alive the six stu• lenjs who were missing. Thist had
•nrrpasM tup Hem jojj to cfghe.
•Two died yesterday morning, juj
• Dr. Gordon K. Chalmers,j the
•college's president, announced at
•11:55 a. m. (CST) that hope had
•been abandoned.
|!4<A11 available sources have been
whecked," he said. "Thbir parent*
Hiave been notified."
I At the time searchers still were
•unable to dig into the debris of
•"Old Kenyon" dormitory, which
ill he fire swept early Sunday mornB"g..
'I The missing students are:
• Ei nest Ahwaje, of Akron, Ohio,
•8-year-old sophomore and former
•star tennis player at Akron West
Btigli school.
M Albert J. Lewis, of HazeltonxPa. I
I George Pincus, of Brooklyn,

|n. y.

I Stephen Shepard. of New York.
: I Colin Woodworth, of Jamaica
•Plain, Mass.
I Martin E. Mangle. 18-yeaiVold |
ison of a New York retail stores ex- I
•ecutive.
I The dead were:
'
Jag
Edward Brout. of Mount Ver- I
non, N. Y., 19-year-old pre-mtdi- I
Cal student. He tried unsuccpx®-!
fully to jump from the window of I

1
,i e'« I
stories up.
GAMBIER, 0., Feb. 28.-— (HEi,
Marc S. Peck, of Onfo,,. ,-rf< m I
|,<——Officials said today all evi He died of burns in Mercy hos- I
dence indicated that six students, pita! at nearby Mount Vernon, O. I
Mercy hospital reported' two I
missing since yesterday when a
other men critically hurt. They I
fire destroyed the 122-year-old
were Jack McDonald, of Hamilton, I
Kenyon. College dormitory, had
O.. and Robert McFarland, j of I
perished in*nig'1)|gze.
Ames, la. McDonald had a frac- I
There were two known dead tured skull. McFarland was cut I
[hud hospital attendants said on®! and burned about the head and I
ret*
S
of the 13 burned seriously was •
Saturday night was dance night I
Lttot expected to live. More than
at Kenyon college, and student* I
j fifteen students received minor
were in and out of historic Old I
[burns in the fire which was dis Kenyon" all evening.
|
By midnight the fun began to I
covered at 4 a. m.
J* Gordon K. Chalmers, Kenyon slacken. By 3 a m. it was quiet. I
[president, said It probably would A cheery fire crackled in the great I
fireplace.
|
[not be safe to search the ruins
An hour later, fire was raging I
pintil late today when the embers up the aged "Middle Kenyon" iec- I
[had Cooled. Ha BsWio-a-*-**
-a*-.
lion. Officials believed a spark I
f-Vrwoo.ooo.
rroin the fireplace
ignited a rug. I,
r ^The dead were identified as Ed1 tie fire vaulted upward *nd I
Irfkrd H. Bront, 19, Mt. Vernon, rao d along the common roof. *
I
Frightened students dived head I
|N. Y., and Marc S. Peck, Fentdtt,
Mich. Both died of injuries suf firsi from the second and thfd-B
story windows. Others tried de-B
fered when they jumped from win
scending the walls dojvn the ivy I
dows to escape the flames.
< that matted the damp stone.
| ...Most of the injured were hurt
Students
and
townspeople. B
when they jumped from windows hastily aroused from the tiny vll-H
lagg of Gam bier, performed many I
of the three-story buildings
eS
clambered down the ivv-cover^S Teats of heroism
walls.

was started" by sparks from an If
unprotected fireplace after a party I
in the dormitory lounge.
•

MOUNT VERNON, N. V,
ARGUS ••

IP

FAIRMONT, W. VA
TIMES

Circ. 14,418

Circ. D. 9,774

I Young Men Injure I
glaze at Kenyon Aftqj
Saturday Parties

J

jvbicb destroyed Old Kenyon Hail, oldest building on the Kqpj
Colljege campus in Gambier, Ohio. The 122-year-old strut'
hou'sjsd about 100 students.—Associated Press Wirephoto.
|

Mount Vernon S udent Killed In Dormitory Fin
12*11 At Kenyon 2mv 2 Dead, 26 Hurt, 6 Missin

(Z\KBIER, OVviQ, CAP) — Si*
studgnts whp werfAepofldff mis-,
ing jii a miilion^illar' "Kt-n>Cul
College dormitory fire yesterday
failed to appear for classes to
day. Fear mounted that l!^v
were trapped in the inferno whfich
[claimed two lives and injured
|others.
yj
\ There was no official comment
I from college officials. However, it
I was pointed out. that if the stuI dents were out of town for the
[weekend, they probably would
[have returned for classes this
Imorning.
I Officials said the ruins of
•.he one-hundred-and-twenty-twowear-old sandstone building were
•still too hot to search. Smoking
•debris was scattered between the
•gaunt stone walls of "Old Kenwon." It was the oldest building
•>n the campus of the schQol for
•nen.
I That was- all that was left
Bf a one-hundred-and-twent.y-tvvo-.
Bear-bid dormitory that housed'
•120 men. The four-foot walls of!
•Cray stone withstood three hours
B>f fire that, raged through "MidBile Kenyon" and adjoining v^ings

UVVFOI
Silver Clty.NewMex
PRESS

Circ. D. 9,560

Fpjh

28 1949 '

Fire Destroys Dormitory at Kenyon College
Nine Dead Or Missing In Ohio
College Fire; Dormitary Burns
I j3een checked," he said. "Thei
mounted ^*"*TMTTlT|ii||'' •
1 Parents have been notified."
the
Jack McDonald, 18-yearnl^?^1'!
*ime searchers stil
f'S
a skull fracture.

j

di*,:nto th* *
Old Kenyon
dormitory

S»
"'W"om v w *, WIIVJ U i u p j
' day morning6^
his third-floor room as flames
The missing students were;
swept the "Old Kenyon" dormi
Ernest Ahwajee of Akror
tory early Sunday morning, suc
°hri10'f 18-^ar-old sophomor
cumbed at 1:07 p.m. (EST—
* a, mer star te"nis plata
11:07 a.m. MST) in Mercy hos
at Akron West high school, Al
pital at nearby Mount Vernon.
jk A few minutes earlier the col- 1 bert J. Lewis of Hazleton, Pa
George Pmcus of Brooklyn
lege announced it had abandon
3hen Shepard of New
v
P |
ed hope of finding alive the six
York, Colin Woodworth of Ja
students who were missing This
maica Plain, Mass., Martin E
h d increased the death toll to
Mangel, 18-year-old son of a
en ht. Two died yesterday mornNew York retail store executive.
Dead were: Edward Brout of
'he latest victim, McDonald,
Mount Vernon, N.Y., 19-yeard hung by his hands from his
old premedical student. He tried
indow and dropped. His feet
unsuccessfully to jump from the
*uck a second-floor ledge, and
window of his room to a fire \
then fell head downward.
cape some feet along the w
•P?r. Gordon K. Chalmers, the
and three stories up; Marcf
colleges president, announced
Peck of Fenton, Mich. He cji
ut 12:55 p.m. (EST) that hope
°f burns in Mercy hospital
had been abandoned.
Officials
believed a spa
AH available sources have f freitl
the fireplace ignited a
V

ALTOONA, PA.
TRIBUNE

An bsfimated 100 students wore
|rou t cd from their BRH at 4 a.
Circ. D. 8,137
m. as flames roared through! hi:
! toric "Old Kenyon Hall." pBThe students reported missing
were:
MMMMi
r Ernest Ahwajee, Akron. *0.;
Albert J. Louis, Hazelton, Pa.;
George Pincus. Brooklyn, nJ Y.;
Stephan M. Shephard, New York
City; and Colin M. Woodworth,
JBtnaica Plains. Mass.
I -3Most of thosp injured wer--|Fi.
* T .hurt jumping from upper story
wihdows or climbing down ivyeoyered walls as the fire blocked
CAMBIER, O.- i/P)-—One slu- the main entrance staircaseBof
Jent was killed jumping for « the 122-year-old dormitory, old
est Gothic collegiate structure
3pe' anotherI died
uica of, burn:
utl
^n
infl
/ n U'nro
1
and
wore injuredJ nXund-iy
as in the nation.
The dorm—where
President i
»ire destroyed a 122-yeaiold
dormitory at Kenyon college.* iu.therford B. Hayes roomed
ile attending Kenyon—wai a
^HjHicials of the exclusive
Jthree story
ivy-covered
greyfm ie school were fearful thatfli
Heath toll might be higher, Five stone building. Only its tourloot thick walls survived the
I f e r a n d * Stfr • T0re unaccouited fitv.
KLff"r
told a scR v, The fire apparently was caused
|i eeting, probably no more
rvvo of them were away ffcm wh n sparks from a fireplace igjthe j&mpus for the weekend.'w, Bted a rug in a room ad.iactntJl
to the main entrance, firemen 1
S
Peck, Fenton, M
ram nearby Mount Vernon, Of
Idled of burns Sunday nigl
i
'y 14 hours after the bliH
IBliWol d Brout, 20. a prc-r&M
fr°m Mount Vern°n, N.
° jump torn
a
fJura-f oor window to a second
•
"s ipe

Blue-field, W. Va., Sunset
'News & Times-Leader
Circ. D. 3,447

Two Students
0ie in Kenyon
:e lire I

FIRE RAZES COLLEGE DCfRMITORYtfine students were killed when fire swej

dormitory at Gambie
Jhio, early Sunday. Authorities believ
blaze was started by sparks from

nil

fireplace, and said that most of the in
juries were caused when students jump
ed f rami tipper windows of the building.
(NEA Telephoto)

id ii
I i ve:

Inonl

Ji', it
lent ?
|c-: I<1,
•nod

the
Ming
ok-

/een
lien-
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J JACKSON,
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PATRIOT

Cifc.

lercy hospital reported two
other men critically hurt. They
were Jack McDonald of Hamilton,
0., and Robert McFarland of
Ames, la. McDonald has a frac
tured skull. McFarland was art
I and burned about the head aria

feet.

V.

Saturday night was dance night
at Kenyon college, and students
hois- were in and out °f historic "Old
men. The four-foot wajls Kenyon' all evening,
p-" midnight the fun began iO
of gray stone Withstood1 three
GAMBIER, O. (rn—Six students ho,fr„ of'fire that .'rawed tfe'or&a slacken. By 3 a.m. it was quiet,
[who were reported missing in a "Middle Kenyon" at® adjqrij®g j chGrry fire crackled in the great
fir^Xour later, fire was raging
j mUlion-dollar Kenyga Cg*iege dor- wings early Sunday * £
: mitory fire yesterday failed to apai™* -V UP tJie aSed "Middle Kenyon" sec| pear I for classes today. Fear
Officials believed a spark
an^ff' from the fireplace ignited a rug.
I mounted
that thev
were trapped
traoned
+ st^homore
mounted that
they were
star tennis
• player at Aki
on
upward and

[Six Students Still Missing
ter Million Dollar
tory Fire.

;mer

The

fire

vaulted

in the inferno which claimed two j West High srhool.
?,to raced along the common roof.
Albert J.Pnonc?
LewisrvfofPuAalrlxrYi
Hazelton^.fSi
Frightened
students dived- head
1 lives and injured 26 others.
riflrwiYA
Al'MBv "
«°
George Pncus ^Brooklyn, Nfc nrstlfrom second and third-story
There was no official comment
Stephen Shepard of "New Y-otk. windows. Others tried descendI from college officials. However, it
Colin Woodworth of Jamaica ing the "walls down the ivy that
was pointed out that if the stu
|matted the damp stone.
Martin E. Mangle, lS-year-plQ Students and townspeople, hastdents were out of town for the
weekend, they probably would son of a New York retail ,stOT| «« aroused from the tiny village
' ri^Gfambie*,
performed many feats
have returned for classes this executive.
The dead were:
of Heroism
| morning.
OI
Edward Brout of Mount Vernon,
Officials said the ruins of the N.Y., 19-year-old premedical stu
122-year-old sandstone ' building dent. He tried unsuccessfully to
I were still too hot to search. Smok jump from the window of his
ing debris was scattered between room to a fire escape some feet
the gaunt stone walls of "Old Ken- along the wall and three stories
|yon." It was the oldest building up.
ion the campus of the school for
Marc S. Peck of Fenton, Mich.
(men.
He died of burns in Mercy hos
?That was all that was left of a pital at nearby Mount Vernon,
(Continued onJPqge 12 Col. 8)
IO.

COLLEGE DORMITORY Bl
HnvypncQllpgf. Gambier, Qhi
missing sffffl many hurt wife

D. 33^324 - S. 33,864 t
j m

i as
Sweeps Kill von Hal!
/ .tBULLETIN.
IITI.1 ITfTixr
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»

"Middle Kenyon" and adir
°'do-(2P)-The death wings early Sunday. fibril
loll in the Kenyon eollpp^ fjre
The dead were:
mounted to ninoreTOaynhen
Edward Brout of Mount H
deck McDonald,
18-year-old pon, N Y„ 19-year-old pre
student from Hamilton, Ohio.
a student. He tried unsuffli
Ried of a skull fracture, and
ully to jump from the windj
hope was given up for six, pre his room to a fire escape
viously listed as missing.
feet along the. wall and
stories up.
Marc S. Peck of Fenton,
Gambicr, Ohio-GD-Kenyon Coj
He died of burns in Mercy
jpi listed six students missin
Jal at nearby
Mount Ve
(j^jpillion-dollar dormitory^
#&>•
- -A
thai killed two others and id
J CRITICALLY HURT,
j ed gb Sunday.
ercy hospital
reported]
•Ewering above the helmejL
r men critically hurt. 1
phers .were the gaunt sia
Jack McDonald of III
old°! '?Jd Ker,y°n-" It WaSfrC ion. Ohio, and Robert McFal
oldest building on the campus '
•f Ames, Iowa. McDonald if
[the si iiool for men.
"Sutured skull. McFarland
HOjpSED 120 MEN.
«ut and burned about the
i.nd feet.
hoThat was a11 that was left «i f
d d"rmit°ry that hdus jul 'Harry Ziegler.
llrf "ton
rpi
r
* of
[od ^2Q
\I ac Harry
u..--.. SOU
Vrav men.
• -•The four-fnnt
four-foot wrAII
wait itIt 'Sft.nrI
and Mrs.
G. Ziegl
ne
withstood .i-?rf :y|sS6 Edward, a senior at K
lu. - gray, .
|hours of fire that raged tnr g! I TO", routed out by a js
ctoipus rt;flre alarm, jon
w|t!i other students to h<!
fi.flit thp flames. Ale.
and his wife, the former Pa
rieia Cunningham, reside
terans
housing
quartd
e distance from the d<
itor.v which burned.
While enrollment of Jac
students in Kenyon
colle
n now is small, a number of
cal persons are graduates of
or have attended the school
Among Jackson alumni of
Kenyon college are the Rej
Howard V. Harper and Fre
erick W. Brownell of
Paul's Episcopal church, A.
MrBurney, E. A. Baldwin,
Hector
Chabut,
Bennf
Sflhram, Henry Evans, Benm
Wandel and John Kudner^
Hanging by one hand from
letal. fire escape, a weight
ro'm Michigan caught two
! students jumping ~ from •'
>rmitory windows.
While flames licked at his
fdwin Collins, of Grqsse Pc|
ised the others to safety.
Collins had jumped from]
vn second-story window in I
lazing dormitory
and ca|
[old of the fire escape.
The first student he grt
Jtas plunging
down from
lird floor. Collins transfe
jim. to the fire escape.
With hot metal
searing
(aim of his hand, he caught]
[her- student, jumping fror
(djoining
second-story
wiiijH
id swung him over to the {jft|
Bc'ape.
Lrtally, Collins dropped to]
Walla Walla, Wash.
(round. He was hospitaiizer
Union-Bulletin (Evening)
ittjfcy hospital in nearby Mi
Sir. D. 14,308
[onwn vwtif faeSKlMttMggH
:W^'M
»' scorched hands2 8 Ws
lri,<?ambi6r'

Nine Student Lose Lives(
Tn Ketn on Dfd mitorv Fire

[BIER, Ohio (£*)—'The deaths Ernest Ahwajee. Akron, O., A1
r-fri thcoUcgc fire hert J. Loufs, Hazelton, Pa., George
ted to
e itjpincus, Brooklyn, N. ij Stephan
. McDonald, 18-year-old stud-]y[. Shephard, New York City and
jenkffrom Hamilton, Ohio, died ofjc0lin M. Woodworth, Jamaica
|a skull fracture.
Plains, Mass.
_
J|
McDonald, who dropped from his Most of those injured were hurt
I third-floor room as flames swept jumping from upper si; y
*
the f'Old Kenyon" dormitory early dows or climbing down wy• co
Sunday morning, succumbed in a walls as the fire blocked the mam
hospital.
entrance staircase of the J22-yeai. ,
. ,
,.
,,
, old dormitory, oldest Gothic colA,i few minutes earlier the col-Jta
structure in the nation,
lege announced it hadabandoned^atewere several entrances and
r
hope of finding alive the six stud- ijf ®
_eB
,
ents who were missing. This had1 *
A ' _ where President.!
increased the death toll to eight.;Rutherford B. Hayes roomed while
Two died Sunday morning.
i a^endjng Kenyon—was a three*
The latest victim, McDonald, hadl story ivy-covered grey-stone buildhimg.by his, hands from his window] jng ' Oniy its four-foot thick walls
and dropped. •!»£..Jl'et struck a sec-l ,,uryived the fire
ond-f!oor ledge!' arid he then fell"
head downward.

m ' • •'v V • *

ii'v i

•

L

;

URBAN A, ILL.
|

11 Hospitalized
Q( the injured. 11 were hos-l
Tl'.LKGftlFH
f'CTrc." D7 20,790 ^S~?7302^M d! tap zed and 15 released aiter|
treatment for cuts and bruises.
Tlwee of those hospitalized were|
•RfpeR oft 1940
reported in critical condition, •Tyl
VArve students reported mi&ing
were:
Ernest Ahwajee, Akron. 0;| Al
bert J. Louis, Hazelton, Pa.;|
George Pincus, Brooklyn, it. Y.;|
jStephan M. Shephard. New Yorkl
City and Colin M. Woodworthj
Jamaica Plains, Mass,
LjMost of those injured were hurtl
iHroing from upper story win-|
[dow-s or climbing down ivy-|ovWH walls as the fire blockedlithe I
«Mun entrance staircase of the
|122-vear-old dormitory, o l d e s t
Gothic collegate structure int.the
nation. There were several ten-1
Five S t i l l M i s s i n g ,
trances and fire escapes.
Damage $1,000,000;
The dorm — where President!
Rutherford B. Hayes roomed while
M a n y H u r t In J u m p s attending Kenyon—was a three-!
st°D- grey-Stone building.
u^ d,. nr, JZl
Only
Gambler, O., Feb. 27, (/P) — its four-foot thick walls survived
|One student was killed jump- the fire.

B L U E F T E L D , W. VA,

COURIER
Circ. D. 9,719 -S. 9,47|
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l Students Die
In Blaze At |
iio College

COliiEGE LANDMARK BURNS

tv!

ing for a fire escape,
another
K
f

Id

Kenyon hall," oldest

ca pus at GaliJMSr, Ohio, was
de royed by five early yester-

day. The 122-year-old structure
housed about 100 students at
the all-iuale iiiititutior.. This

picture was taken
of the blaze.

«,SSS^iljBWW Vernon,
V-. 19-year-old pce-mcdicalf StUdf iRe tried unsuccessfully^
I Hytt**roiri the window of his room
K'a *ire escape some foot along
wuy wall and three stories up. •
H| i jfarc S. Peck of Fenton, IV$lch.
He died of burns in Mercy hospital
| a! jjhearby Mount Vernon, Ohio.
I R^ercy hospital reported two oth
"'^Wi
" 'Gambler, Ohio, Feb. 28 (Alto. er nen critically hurt. They were
H •A*5'* McDonald of Hamilton, Ohio.
Kenyon college today abandomd
K Wk: R°bert McFarland of Amos,
hope of finding alive the six m?
• Pbj£a- McDonald has a fractured
dents who were missing aftee®
dormitory fire which killed IWr, s.c'Jl. McFarland was cut and
bj pied about the head and feet.
persons.
, . #
Dr. Gordon K. Chalmers. th|
• * SATI RDAY NIGHT was dance
college's president, announcer s®
% night at Kenyon college, and stu11:55 a.m. that hope had bled;r. detf s were in and out of historic
abandoned.
jjl Kenyon" all evening.
"All the available sources ha®
I Mr midnight the fun began to
been checked," he said. "T«f slacken. By 3 a. m. it was quiet A
parents have been notified."
Kf J j Bpcry fire crackled in the. great
At **the time searchers still w|««.
I K')laceunable to dig into
ucurfs^^K
u Ml hour later, fire was raging
lljild Kenyon" dormitory. wlAjdS
(tipfthe aged "Middle Kenyon" sec
the fire swept early Sunday nifffntion Officials believe# a spark
ing. j
|j.
\
from the fireplace ignited a rug.
The missing students are:
The fire vaulted upwUTd and
Ernest Ahwajee of Akron, 0$io,M raced along the common roof. p ^
18-year-old sophomore and fortfSerr
Frightened students dived head
star^tennis player at Akron Vr^stt firjtt from second and third-storj*
high school
lows. Others trifed descen®B
Albert J. Lewis of Hazelton, Pa. the-wall? down the ivy that maited
George Pincus of Brooklyn, N. Y. trig damp stone.
Stephen Shepard of New York.
H Students and townspeople, haftily
Colin Woodworth of Jamaica' aroused from the tiny 'village of
Gain bier, performed
Plain, Mass.
j Martin E. MAngfe, , 18-year-old herosim.
•***
fopn of a New! York retail store ex
ecutive.

HOTO

Ia^'

s^,

n^„fJ'

itically,. hurj;

we1'®'

Jack McDonald, Hamilton, O.. and
Robert McFarland, Amei
•TSxr fire
w3fe or
when sparks from a fireplaces ig
nited a rug in a room adjacent to
the main entrance, firemen from
nearby Mount Vernon, O.. said.
Tom Davis, of Bronxville, N. Y..
said that when he was awakened
about 4:15 a. m., flames already
were roaring fiercely in a secondfloor room just above the main
entrance.
!
Chalmers estimated the less at |
1
$1,000,000.
Firemen were hampered fight-:
ingithe blaze because of a short
impus for the weekend."
age of water. Fire departments
Marc S. Speck, Fenton, M
lied of burns tonight—nearl# Hlh'om Mount Vernon and Danville
(flours after the blaze. l' u\v%rri|"Clp <i the Gambicr firemen.
JBrout. 20, a pre-med student from
K n.von, with an enrollment ofcl
[Mount Vernon, N, Y.. died trying rolling hill country. It was foiindIto jump from a third-floorWndow ed in 1824 by Episcopal Bishop;
to a second-story fire escape. His Philander Smith. Two English'
[roommate. Raul Sanders, also of noblemen. Lord Kenyon and Lord
[Mount Vernor, N. Y„ mide ftbe GKtrr bier. provided most of the en-|
bump successfully before Brofat dowment. As a result, the school]
|tried it.
maintains many of the English
1
An estimated 100 students were school traditions/
[routed from thri beds at 4 a. m
[as flames roared through historic
"Old Kenyon Hall."

[died of burns and 26 were in
jured today as fire destroyed
If 122-year-old dormitory at
; Kenyon college,
j Officials of the exclusive
[all-male school were learfu
|thai; the death toll might be
ligher. Five students still wtere
Janaccounted for tonight nd,
>fficials told a school meeting
fprobably no more than twt
|f them were away from the

Sweeps Dorm

Fire Rozes Cc lege Hermitory; Hazlefon Man Missing

•b'-"

j

(NEA Teiepjhoto
wo students were killed and six :njured when fire swept a Kenyoc College dormitory at Garribier j
early Sunday. Authorities Relieve the blaze was starteTby sparks from a fireplace, and said
at most of the injuries were caused when students jumped from upper windows of the buDdingj

re missing, among them Albtrf J. Lewis of Hazlefon.
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Students Die, Six Missing
Us Blaze Sweeps Old
Two

i

GAMBIER, O., Feb. 28. (TP): KenyWndoiiege today listed six stu
dents missing in a million-dollar
dormitory fire that killed two othI ers and injured 26 yesterday. Fireren searched the ruins for bodies
Towering above the helmeteJ
searchers were the guant. ston^,
, walls of "Old Kenyon." It was the!
oldest building on the campus of
the school for men.
That was all that was left of a
122-year-old dormitory that housed
| 120 men. The four-foot walls of
gray stone withstood three hours
of fire that rageVS through "Middle
Kenyon" and adjoining wings e_Jtinti
Sunday.
The missing students were:, £
Ernest Ahwajee of Akron, (3hio*j
18-year-old sophomore and former,'
star tennis player at Akron West
| high school.
Albert J. Lewis of Hazelton, Pa.
George Pincus of Brooklyn, N.Y.
Stephen Shepard of New York,
Colin Woodworth. of Jamaica
Plain. Mass.
I executive.
The dead were:
Edward Brout of Mount Vernr
N. Y., 19-year-old premedical s|
dent. He tried unsuccessfully to
jump from the window of his room
to a fire escape some feet ale
the wall and three stories up.
Marc S. Peck of Fenton, Mi
He died of burns in Mercy hospi
at nearby Mount Vernon, O.
Mercy hospital reported two ot
, er men critically hurt. They up
Jack McDonald of Hamilton, O
CFarIand of Am*.'
M?nb6rm^
i la. McDonald
had a fractured skull.
McFarland was cut and burned
! about the head and feet.
,
Saturday night was dance night
Kenyon college. Many of thfe
boys donned stiff shirts and dre
of°hhS* St/dants were in and o
C °ld Keny°n" Ml eve
ing

By midnight the fun beaan
?*ac%n'
boys began' takfng ofi
up the grand staircase to their
rooms. Many already were in be
, By • a. m. it was quiet. A cheei
j fire crackled in the great fire-plac
.. Aih°nr later, fire was raging u
Keny<
fonFo?,"fWdle
se
Ii tion.
Officials
believed ®'
a soar
/o
f( flrepIace United a ml
!*
\ few minutes- fire figbfofl

I TL

Aug the wiroc f

b

sepai at-

CADILLAC,
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But the fire vaulted upward and j
raced along the common roof.
Frightened students dived head I
first from second and third-story
windows. Others tried descending!
the walls down the ivy that matte
the damp stone.
Still others jumped for nearby!
fire escapes. They were blocked!
by flame-filled halls from reach
ing them normally. Brout was|
killed in this manner; his room
mate Saul Sanders of Mount Ver-I
non, N. Y„ jumped just ahead ofl
him. Sanders made it with c:om-|
paratively minor injuries.
StudentS "and townspeople, h|®£-|
isfid fmm the tinv village
* -any feat

BECKLEY, W. VA.
RALEIGH REGISTER
Circ. D. 12,219 - S. 25,273

|2 Dead, 6 Missing
ind 26 Injured
Allege f ire
The Associated Press••/'
JAMBIER, O.—^Csmyoi^Colle jf
lay listed six stucfe'STs'1S"ssn?|
a million-dollar dormitory fire
I that killed two others and injured
r26 yesterday. Firemen searched
the ruins for bodies.
Towering above the helmeted
I searchers were the gaunt stone
lis of "Old Kenyon." It was ihej
sst building on the campus o
school fof men.
* .
fHAT WAS ALL that was lef
|a 122-year-old dormitory tha
used 120 men. The four-fog"
walls of gray stone withstood thre
*Hirs of fire that raged thrpd "
i . Iddle Ifcmyqn" andr* adjoipi
| wings early Sunday.
The missihg students were: .
Srnest Ahwajee- of Akron, Oh
18-year-oici -sophomore and- fo
I mer star tennis player at Akr
st High School.
hbert J. Lewis of HazeltorlJ
leorge Pincus of Brooklyn, N. Y.
tephen Shepard of New York.
olin Woodworth of Jamaica
in, Mass.
I' M ar^n
Mangle, 18—year—
a New York retail store n
•Hive.
HUE DEAD WERE:

Cir. D. 4,234

GAMBIER, O., Feb. 28.—CU.R)
I Out,,of the tragic early morning
UjjKthat destroyed historic old
Kenyon college early yesterday
came when many stories of herojism today.
Perhaps the most unusual was
[that of Edwin Collins, Grosse
Point, Mich., a -weight lifter, cred| ited with saving the lives of two
[students.
Collins jumped from the win
[ dow of his second floor room to
& fire escape. Hanging to
. hot metal with one hand, h
I caught with his free hand a stud-j
lent who jumped from a third
loor window. Collins transfer1 red this studcnhlu, .thg fire escape
and caught another who jumped
| from a second story window.

/If

BroUt ot Mount Verndn,
STs*., T^o. t'BT^oia pl'eliTecticar sftfcs
He tried unsuccessfully dL
HP Horn the window of u:TfMliill
|to a fire escape some feet
,fh,e wall and three stories up/?
iuMarc/S- Peck, of Fenton, %m
of burns in Mercy Hbgr
I f i
01 aj at nearby Mount Vernlo]

Hospital reported tw<2
men critically hurt. They
McDonald of Hamilton
and Robert McFarland of
(Ames, la. McDonald has a l'racMcFarland was cu(
burned aonut
+v>n
c">0"
iana
the head anc
feet_
Mercy

I othqr
r*35r

dac^

Heroism
Two Are Dood, Highlights
'Six Missing Holocaust
Kenyon College,
Gombier, 0., Has
$1,000,000 Blaze
GAMBIER, O., Feb. 28.—(U
[Officials said today all evid.-nce
[indicated that six students, nii|s|ing since yesterday when a fire
destroyed the 122-year-old EVpyon [college dormitory, had perish
ed in (he blaze.
There were two known dead
and hospital attendants said one
of the 13 burned seriously
not expected to live. More taan
fifteen students received m-nor
burns in the fire which was dis
covered at 4 a. m.
Cordon K. Chalmers, Kenyon
said the missing men's
absence could not be established
definitely until after roll call at
classes today.
president,

Chalmers
said it probably
would not be safe to search the
ruins until late today when the
embers had cooled. He estimated
damage at $1,000,000.
The dead were identified as
ward H. Brout, 19, Mt. Vernq
N. Y., and Marc S. Peck, Fent
Mich. Both died of injuries suf
fered when they jumped from
windows to escape the flames. !T
Missing v/ere: Ernest Ahwa je
19, Akron, O.; Albert J. Louis,
19, /Hazelton, Pa.; George Pincus,
19, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Stephan M.
Shephard, 19, New York, N. Y.;
Colin Woodworth, 20, Jamaica
Plain, Mass.; and Martin E. Man[| gel, 17, New York, N. Y.
One of the injured students in
fhe hospital said he saw Ahwajee
dragging a fire hose into the
ment of the blazing building
fhe height of the fire.
.ouis was last seen at 8 p. m.
'» he told friends: "I'm stay_ here for the weekend."
toollege officials said they had
about abandoned hope for Pincus
whp last was seen in bed by his
roommate, shortly before the lat
ter jumped for his life.
The roommate, Robert Cohn,
who is in serious condition, said
he told Pincus:
"You got to jump, it's the only
way out."
flN said Pincus appeared frigfitawSd but that he did not stay to
see whether he jumped. The room
was destroyed.
Firemen said the fire apparently
was started by sparks from aft
unprotected fireplace after a parY in the dormitory lounge.
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Abandon Hope
I For 6 Missing
j In College Fire
1

|

(See picture, another stopjbn

M Pa(ge 7.

•

OAIVX33IEK, CU1„.
GAMBIER, O. — r(UP)—Out £ ,
the tragic early morning fire thatH W*** today abandoned hope
destroyed historic old Kenyon adr- of finding alive the six students
* who were missing after a dormimitory at Kenyon College early yes•! lory fire which killed two
5
terday came"*many* ?tories of heroI i>ns.
ism today.
,
Dr. Gordon K. Chalmers, the
Perhaps the most unusual was>
ollege's president, announced at
that of Edwin Collins, Grosse Point,1 J.:55 a.m. that hope had been
'/
-2
Mich., a weight lifter, ^credited withI Sabandoned.
5 it'All available sources
saving the lives of two students.
I !w!n checked," he said. ."Tfeir i
Collins jumped from the wind
!
of his second floor room to a fire I prents have been fnotified."ijM
escape. Hanging to the; hot metal| A$ the time seSfchers jstill
with one hand, he caught with his 3 were unable to dig into the 4eII $ris%f "Old Kenydh" dormitory,
free hand a student who jumped
p [ which the fire swept early Sunfrom a third floor window;. Collins ! iir morning.
transferred this strnfeent
the fife| ,Dr. Chalmers said the ruins
escape and caafn^^CTMher who |rif the sandstone building wjrej
jumped from a second story
still too b<A;tp seareh. He a<wsi J
dow.
I ghat the search probably waffle 1
l Itart Tuesday.
...
1
Collins suffered severe burns a
the face and arms.
Will Pilcher, McArthur, O., an
Leon Peris, Philadelphia, the tw
students rescued by Collins were no
seriously hurt.
John McNaughton, Detroit,
injured when struck in the back. b„
a stream of water from a fire hose
after he had made three trips ,nto
burning building to drag out
lents who had been overcome by
smoke.
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Roll
Call To Learn
Dead In Fire

Lissing Students
Believed Burned Tw o Students
. Kenyon Fire [Die, 26 Hurt

0 Dorm Fire

AMBIER, O., Feb. 28—(U.R)—•
'icials said today all evidence
O., Feb. 28 —(U£j) I
licated
that
six
students, | rtlambier, 0 . , ( / P ) —One studei
jpAMBIER, O., Feb. 28. (U.Rj
toll in the Kenyip
missing since yesterday when a
was killed jumping for a
fil
An all-college roll call today v
College dormitory fire was TuTfi
fire destroyed the 122-year-old
| escape, another died of burns,
at
today as the collegi
expected to determine
whe.htr
Kenyon college dormitory, had
president announced that holt J
were injured and an estimated 1(
six students still missing died in
perished in the blaze.
t(®six
missing students hid
I were routed from beds at 4 a. m,
a;fire that destroyed the
122There were two known dead
hetit "given up" and one of iwc
I yesterday as flames destroyed
year-old U'"""711 nnlih—T dormitory
and hospital attendants said one
0BtaIly 'Hjurod died.
CTGrly yesterday.
of the 13 burned seriously wa§J [ 122-year-old dormitory at Kgr
1 PGordon K. Chalmers, lull
not expected to live. More than
lest Gothic collegia!;
^There were two known dead ani
announcement said, "Col |
fifteen students received minoi
riure
in the country
hospital attendants said one of
^
officials have given up hogei
of ttre exclusive «t|tj
burns in the fire which was dis
the 13 burned seriously was
Blinding the six boys "reporteoj
de school were fearful th
covered at 4 a.m.
expected to live. Moi's than 15
missing previously. All availably
death toll may
be higher,
Gordon K. Chalmers, Ken.vonl
sources have been checked,
ire students were still unacstudents received minor burns in
president,
said
the
missingj
3unted for last night, and ofparents have been notified
men's absence could not be es
the fire which was discovered nt
3 Is said at a school mcctiqg
4 a.m.
tablished definitely until after|
Ifis' announcement was
"probably no more than twol
Gordon K. Chalmers, Kenyon
roll call at classes today.
as attendants at Merc> ,
them were away from
I he
president,
said
the
all-college
roll
|
Chalmers
said
it
probably!
in nearby Mt. Vernon
ampus for the weekend."
call
would
be
made
during
classes
iwould not be safe to search the!
the death of Jack MacDonald
Marc S. Peck, Fenton, Mich.,
vftday. Many
classes, however.
ruins until late today when the!
Hffjjilton, O.
MncDonald
lied of burns last night. Edward
w7?re not scheduled
until midembers had cooled. He estl-!
criti • ally injured
in the,
•tout, 20, a pre-mcdical student
morning or later.
[mated damage at $1,000 000
morning blaze yesterday.
leaf Mount Vernon, N. Y., died I
Chalmers said it probably would!
The dead were identified as I I Irvine, to iiuun from a third floor!
Another student, Robert M
ncl!\,b,e safe to. search the
window to a second story fire|
Edward H. Brout, 19, Mt. Ver
Fariand, of AmrClWit^l^ re- | final late today w
non, N. Y., and Marc S. Peck, kescape. His roommate, Saul S.uimoved from the criticabdist by
had ccoled. He estimated the
Benton, Mich. Both died of in Iders, also of Mount Vernon, made
age at $1,000,000.
hospital attendants this mornif
jump
successfully , befofl
juries suffered when they jump ]
Identify Dead
Twelve
other students
w^rt
5ut tried it.
Jed from windows to escape the.j
The dead were identified as F q |burned seriously and 15 students
[|\0f the injured, 12 were ho.spit-l
|flames.
Hfcrd H. Brout( 19, Mt. Vernon,
suffered minor burns in the fir||
Missing were: Ernest Ahwa-| ali/ed and 15 released after treat
N.
Y„
and
Mark
S.
Peck,
Fenton,
that destroyed the 122-year- old!
ment for cuts and bruises. Thrfl
Jjee, 19, Akron, O.: Albert J
|
Mich. Both died of injuries suf
dormitory.
[of those hospitalized were
re-[
fered when they jumped from win
[Louis, 19, Hazelton, Pa.; George.
Known Dead
f ported in critical condition.
dows to escape the flames.
Pincus, 19, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Ste
Most injuries
resulted
frotnl
ixnown aeaa
lviacuonaia Hi Another stwdent, Robert
Known
dead were MacDonald
phen M. Shephard, 19, New
upper story leaps and climbing
Edward H. Brout, age 19, Mu
EdWt
F'arland. Ames, la., was in criti
York, N. Y.; Colon Woodworth, [down ivy covered walls as firel
Vetton, N. Y., and MareS. Peck.
Vei
condition but hospital attendants
20, Jamaica Plain, Mass.; ,nd Iblocked the main entrance. Thel
Kenton, Mich. All three died o
Fi
sulci he was improving rapidly and
Martin E. Mangel, 17, New jdorniintorv where
President!
probably would recover.
d u.juries suffered
when tlj
York, N. Y.
tufherford B. Hayes once roomed
juni >cd from windows to
• p | .wmfeleven other students were
One of the injured students inl
—was n three-story grey stone I
Arious condition and more thj
the flames.
'"
'
the hospital said he saw Ahwa»|
lding. Only its four-foot thick
The missing, and officially pie* P were treated for minor ii
jee dragging a fire hose into the|
vails survived the fire.
:Aries. Most of the injured weL,
sunjbd dead, were:
Ernest
basement of the blazing build
Firemen said the blaze appaj
'hurl when they jumped from wil-j
wn.fee, age 19, Akron, O.: Albfcr
ing at the height of the fire.
ntly started when sparks fr<
dows of the thres-story buildq
J.Eewis, age 19, Hazelton, Pr
fireplace ignited a rug in
Louis was last seen at 8 p.m.
or clambered down the ivy-cove
Ge«ge Pincus, age 19, Brookl|$
I room
adjacent to the main
when he told friends: "I'm stai
w«-Us.
<
N. V.: Stephan M. Shepard, af), 1 Firemen said the fire apparently
ing here for the weekend."
19. New York, N. Y.: CcA
College officials said they hac
Was started by sparks from an un-1
Wo'odworth, age 20,
Jamapctj
protected fireplace nftm a party
about abandoned hope for Pin
in the dormitory lounge.
Plaid, Macs.: and M^riin F. Mi
cus who last was seen in bee
gChalmer» said the college vol
gel, age 17, New York, N. Y.l
by his roommate, shortly beforr
unteer
fire
department
was
ham
William Becker, superintend
the latter jumped for his lifel
pered
by
the
lack
of
water
and
ent of. buildings and grounds!
could do little to halt the spread
Keliyon, entered the ruins of fch|
of flames.
When the
school's
dormitory this morning but rt
reservoir tank went dry the fire
ported that the debris was ftij
fighters had to take water from
to hot to attempt any immedlaf
a nearby well.
search for bodies. Any ws
There was no panic during the
.
" OI '''r "Uiirvcl sHTcTenT^
| poured on the ruins, he sfck
bine and Chalmers commended the
hospital said he saw Ahwajec dnur
would form ice because of fr^
students for their behavior aifel
of?h» !'rr himtSbScSIf
the way they helped each oth<
ing temperature.
There were two known dead and
• Chalmers estimated damag®
hospital attendants said one of the
$1,000,000.
bast Seen at 8 p.m
13 burned seriously was not expoctLouis was last scon^f 8 p.,,,. wlm.
MT. PLEASANT, MICH.
ed to live. More than 15 students re Ipolci friends: ••PWvine
TIMES NEWS
ceived minor burns in the fire which for t he week end A
Circ. D. 5,307
College officials said they" had
was discovered at 4 a.m.
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^MITORY FIRE
imhier, O., (TP)—Six stialent
were reported missing in al
< n-'lolla
.n rollegu <ior--J

|
l

Air r-tnssrs Tdflay.
i
ited that they were ti*apj»ed in
li'|)U
' hi inferno which claimed 2Hives'
ha<l injured 28 others.
m
151
Gam bier, <)., (TP)—The death
[ toll in the Kenyon college fire
I
mled to ft late today when
ilttrk .McDonald. 18-year-old
istudent from Hamilton, ().,

I

| . died nt a skull fracture.

.There was no official comment
ro i colic:'.!' oll'iciuls. However, il
*a pninicl mil !hat if t lie si udonts
•) nut nf I own for t he weckcud,
msy jnoLahly would have retijrned
>r classes this morning.
Officials said the ruins of tli
J2-year old
andstone huij<iingj
ere ..till too hot to search. Stnol
pig diTn i> v a .-•('altered betweenj
ifie 'aunt stone walls of "Old Keftyoii.
Il was the oldest building
jn the campus of the school for
men.
.Thai wm all that was left ofo fj
I
ir old dormitory that housedf
Il20 men. The 4-foot walls wro^
ptoed 2 hours of fire that ragndj
uigh "middle Kenyon" and adnnug wings early .Sunday.

*ALM BEACH, FLA.
SUN
Circ. W.

Cld College Scenej
pf Fire Disaster
If GAMBIER, O.—(INS)—Two stu«enis died yesterday of injur.esj
| suffered when fire destroyed a
i? ,~..year"°,d
men's dormitmv
i

»

I viambier.

at

--

ColUe<

„

mm*

J

Plve students still wer
unac ']
counted for ]ast ni„ht
E^n '
oth»r students of 2? injurod s'iu;
Iw^rr hospitalized.
1m

Wbr.

Gordon Chalmers, president]
Kenyon College, estimated the!

I

ld2-WOUfd

be around one million
lacears, figuring replacemeuf cost
1
•*|fne dormitory.
jjhe fire broke out about 4 a m ,

l«J££ 3,n estimated HO students
Gordon K. Chalmers, Kenton who i a,
°ned hopc for Penens £3* asleep in the three-story
o
last
was
seen
in
bed
bv
^*hng dormitory strurtu* cZI
president, said the missing rnin's
oldest college buildi&i faf
absence could not be established rofjtiiiiiate, shortly before the latter
Sniped for his life.
™
^ K n i t e d States.
* "'I
definitely until after roll call! at
The roommate, Robert
5re officials said the blaze ap-|
-classes today.
Who is* in seriou., condition
ntl.v started from a spark
Damage Sl.000,000
told Pencus:
an open fireplace on th* firs1. Chalmers said it probably would
"You got to jump, It's Ule n
kcentraj section of the dormh
be safe to search the ruins 1111- way
out."
°
Bfrlate today when the embers had
-said Pincus appeared frieii
I8any of the students were in
|hooled. He estimated damage at
<ned but that he did not staStJ
' >n jumping from window^
M.000.000.
attempting to lower V,
!
The dead were identified as Ed d6 jUm,>ed' The ru*7'

Six Missing 1
Feared Dead
in Donn Ruins

\irmd H. Brout, 19, Mt. Vernon, N.Y
Sparks from Fire
iru
Marc S. Peck, Fenton. Mkh
3otli died of injuries suffered v hen
'^Wr!LS:!,d the fire^ aPPareiEy
a by «Parks from an mi
hey jumped from windows m
'
to nc. L*
Two Jump to Death;
pfOtected fireplace after a partM
'«0e the flames.
the dormitory lounge.
*]
One Critically Hurt
Missing were: Ernest Ahwaiew,
iwPhalmers Said the c
ntr- • i
-L 9. Akron, O.; Albert J. Louis 19
r
*
°Hege vo'lu-,
GAMBIER, O. (U.R)1S
fl°Partment was hampdhectj
J «4®zelton, Pa.; George Pincus, 19 hv't
of Water and couid! tic
six students, missing since yesterday Brooklyn, N. Y.; Stephan M. shep-/•) .
sPreaci of fH
when a Tire destroyed the 122-year- ifuli, 19, New York, N.Y.; Cdf!n -Ao, °
'
von . C o l l e g e dormitory, haa vnodworth. 20, Jamaica
Plain, ,vrn?1 ri 'ac •
re«u-voir tan!
fire fighters had
^
'la.ss.; and Martin E. Mangel 17
.
ake*v.ater from a nearhv yp"' g
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6 Missing Are -;i
Feared Dead in
[ Dormitory Fire
TWO KNOWN FATALITIES.;
I ONE OF 13 BADLY BURN
ED MAY NOT LIVE

INDIANAPOLIS, IND,
STAR
Circ. D. 173,935 - S. 220,739

i Pretty

Lucky* Says Student
Hurt In Leap From Flames ^
Gambier, O., Feb. 27 CP)—"I
guess I am pretty lucky to have
only a fracture of the right
ankle and some bruises on my
spine."
That's the way Murray Segal,
22-^ear-old
Kenyon College

"I landed on my right foot
which immediately crumpled
under me. Some students who
were in the yard in front .of
the building carried me to an
other building, where I lay for
about half an. hour before I
was taken to the hospital.
f|

summed up his leap from the
second floor of a blazing dormi
tory early today. Another stu
dent, Edward Brout of Mount
Vernon, N.Y., died attempting
to jump from a third-floor win
dow to a second-story fire es
cape.
Segal and two others said
that, flames virtually were lappjjpg at their feet as they made
smoke-blinded dives to safety
from the upper-floors of "Old
Kenyon Hall."
They were
among 27 injured.
Segal said he was awakened
by "a lot of voices, both inside
and out, yelling 'fire, fire'."

"I GUESS I AM pretty lucky
to have only a ftact u r e
of the right ankle and some
bruises on my spine."
Voices yelling "fire" also
awakened Robert Cohn of
Stamford, Conn.
"I jumped up and the room
was full of smoke," Cohn said.
"I opened the door and a blast
of hot air and flame
hit me
I closed the door and opened
the window and tried to awaken my roommate, George |Pih-

<5THE FELLOW who lived in
back of me, Leon Peris of Phil
adelphia, also was yelling fire.
I, got out of bed and slipped on
a pair of pants and shoes,"
Segal continued.
"Peris came into my room as
he had no means of escape be
cause his room was surrounded
by flames.
"I took the mattress from
my |vindow seat and threw it
out 'jthe window, I jumped from
j the second-story window ledge.
! The upper part of my body hit,
I the mattress, but my legs
1 missed it.
*

cus.

j|
jl
j|
:(I
|
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|
I
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|
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"I told him the building was
j
on fire.
He was still sound
asleep. I think he got up as I I •

jumped

out

the

third floor

window of my room." (Gphige
Pincus of Brooklyn, N. Y., is
one of five
listed by Kehyon
College as missing.)
COHN SAID he did not remember what happened to him
after he jumped from a third
floor window.
"I came to in a car on , the
way to the hospital and I consider myself lucky to be in no
worse condition than I am.'
Cohn said.
Bertram Josephson, 19, of
New York City, said he waken
ed "with an awful choking

,

j
j
t

f
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J
|g
g|
11

II

Si
§1
*jj
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"I got out of bed and turned II
on the light but was complete- |!|
ly blinded by the smoke in my S
r o o m," Josephson said,j "I W
couldn't see a thing."
v
"I WfiP- VP. JXLK-.roommate.. 9
Joe Smukler of Philadelphia, jiA
and we.v opened" the doorway jaB
leading to the hall, but were H
immediately driven back into H
the 'room by flames
that had HH
completely engulfed the hall- H
"We closed the door and fl
jumped from our second-story H
window. I received a broken
foot, when I hit the ground, Joe wM
received cuts and bruises. I H
looked back up at my room •
and it was completely in •
flames.^ Bodies were falling all H
around me. . .
Josephson said he dragged Bfl
himself across two. tennis S
courts near f.he dormitory to a
car in which another student. Br
Bill Somekh was loading in- a9
jured to be taken to the hos"fi-'

DES MOINES, IA
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100 in Bed Routed,
Many Jump.
GAMBIER, OHIO m —
One student was killed jump
ing for a fire escape, another
died of burns and 26 were in
jured Sunday as fire de
stroyed a 122-year-old dor
mitory at Ken yon college.
Marc S. Peck, Fenton, Mich.,
died of barns Sunday night —
nearly 14 hours after the blaze.'
Edward Brout, 2C, a pre-med stu-a
pit from Mount Vernon, N./-T3
pied trying to jump from a third-*
[floor window to a second-story
pMfe'iscape.
100 Students Routed,
An estimated 100 students werG
foutid from their beds at 4 a. m.
lis flames roared through historic
•'Old Kenyon hall."
the injured, 11 were hC^*j
vitalized and 15 released a fter
treatment for cuts and bruises.
•Two reported in critical condition
|i.t the hospital are:

1

PAINESVILLE, OHIO
TELEGRAPH
.Circ. D. 11,13!

Mini
•mi
|
Hospital authorities here •'air
CHARDON
Donald
Farinacc**
Mack- MteDona'la?
().,&**
kin. critical condition and sir. kin| 19, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dqnaldii
Fafjinacci, who reside on Ro\|te 6
'fast. He suffered a fractured skull' near Chardon, a sophomork at
< Another student, Robert Mcfefi* Kenyon College, narrowly esekypd
|laald, Ames, Iowa, was remdtf%<| with his life when fire brok^ out
from the criaical list by hospita, at the college early Sunday. i&a
; attendants this morning,
The youth saved himself b y
s -Eleven In Serious ConditiiMSfl jumping out of a ground flooij$™.''"Eleven other students wertSMj dow. All his clothing and bev>$ftj
j|
gserious condition and more ttt|K ings were destroyed.
After jumping out of the twin-il
15 were treated for minor la
[juries. Most of the injured vrerj doW, Farinacci drove all the Sway
hurt when they jumped from wjm to Chardon, clad only in hid pa
dows of the three-story building- ito jamas, which he was wearing
$
i
clambered down the ivy-cove®'! when Jhe fire started.
Hit father is the owner of the
walls.
-jBFarinacci Lumber Co.
1
Firemen said the fire apparently
was started by sparks from an un-j
protected fireplace after a part, i®
the dormitory lounge.
|
Chalmers said the college volun-l
teer fire department .was hamper-1
ed by the lack of water and cauld!
do little to halt the spread ot|
flames. When the school's resev-j
voir tank went dry the fire fighters]
had to take water from a nearby]
we 1

COLUMBIA, S. C.
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Circ. D. 59,376 - S. 61,658

•A« Fife Guts |
H ,|&€ol 1 epians Hurt, 5 J

Unaccounted PW^Lo?|

|M' \ Sparks from a fireplace Kit-1
MRr rug in a room adjacent M th. I

HI One S tudent was killed jumjyn

Bold1 dorm in tory at Kenyon colieR
KfjJRjcials of the exclusive altim*
»rtrd the death toll might"1

• weif; unaccounted for and, offiqja
Htold a school meeting this afte
•:"°» "probably no more - than §•
were avva<>' fio-'D the can
• "f
I An 'estimated 100 students wer
• rouf d from their beds at 4 a. m. a
P| flanles roared through historic i"ol
I

dormitory, ol Jest Gothic collegiate
xtrURlie in t h • nation. There were
several entran ea and fire escapes.
The dorm—where Presidentjftuthcitbfd B. Hayes roomed whle at-(
| tending Kenyon— was a threet||oryJ
ivy covered grey stone building.
Qhlv its four-foot thick walls "sur-1
vivid the fire. ff
fcfe&Sted as critically hurt weraSfarc
• Peek, Fenton. Mich., 712 Kuthl
Adglaicle street; Jack MoD&iaid, I
Hamilton, m •iO._!2P, Nbrth Bp h I
a t p e e t, and'' Robert McFiipland I
Ws, Iovra, 707 iioclge avenuK

•A&SW Bi-out. 2D. a pro-met? ' s i c

dent from Mount Vernon, N. Y.. diet)'.vin to jump friom a third-li©o
wind >w to a second-story fird S
cape. His roommate, Saul Sanjer>
also pf Mount Vernon. N. Y„ m*|the Jump successfully before Bf|!
-son of William Brout- Iried Iftl
Oi the injured. 12 were hosjitm
ized and 15 released after treat i2E»i
for cuts and bruises. Three of ihbs<
hospitalized were reported in a#fticalBondition. The students revert
ed fussing were:
» , '
Ml
Abwajee, Akron, dhio.
1561 Orlando avenue; Albert. J
Lour JHazelton, Pa., 445 E. Walrtr
sire.
George Pincus, Brooklynild
E. 22nd street: Stephaf-M
Shephard, New York City, 290 West
End avenue, and Colin M. viepd
worPfm Jamaicai Plains, Massl 6
Alien dale.
;>f
*•
1 Most, of those injured were Bur 'j
jumping from upper story windowi]
or climbing down ivy covered wall
"as the fire blocked the main en-J
trance staircase of the 122-year-oldl

@®Tnt .Vernon, Ohio., Wald- ®Toii I
••is of Bronxvillc N. V.,'saidpthal I
Hftj? he vh^gwakened about 45^1
jPj^uijiame-: aiifhdy were roar in,; I
Mfififatf'
sgccm^jiloor roorrf JTist I
tbove Tne" Thaiif ehtrance.
1 avis and other students rejMsrteti I
iec ag a 1 ire in the I
1
•hM retired.
R?h>
Cordon HBI
•rs said. howc\
wer^^BI
pt theories as to how tlic^B I
•Med.. %
®T I
B'Ve just i
now how
I
•ft," he adfled. Chnlmers^st^^K I
1
d he
I
ion were hampered figflgt; I
h; bin;-" because of a shbrtal? o I
Fire departments |W: I
HuK Vernon
Danville li^HH
Gambler firemen;
Kwon^ with an enrolment ofjftbl
Ij's.j Is located in beautiful rolin; I
|i( country. It was founded In Hp-1
ft BWscopal Bishop Phila^HH
but h. Two
. Loi I
Br yon and Lord Gambler, proQmca B

mmm

old, housed alu iut 100 students in the jailmale school. 11 lis view was taken at height J
of the blaze. 1
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Nine Perish In
Dormitory Fire
I GAMBIER, O. (U.R) — The death
• toll in the Kenyon College dormitory
|fire was, listed at nine today as the
I college president announced that
i hope> for , six missing students ha (J
I been "giVen up5' and ohe of two
[critically injured died.
Dr. Gordon K. Chalmers, in a!
terse announcement said, "college
[officials have given up hope of
finding the six boys reported miss
ing previously. All available sources
[have been checked. Their parents
ihave been notified."
j His announcement was made as
attendants at Mercy Hospital in
nearby Mt. Vernon .reported the
death of Jack MacDonald, of Ham
ilton, O. MacDonald was criticaPvj
Injureci in the early morning blaze|
yesterday.
j

j

GAMBIER, Ohio, Feb. 28j||(/P)-Six studonts who were reported
mfcsing in a million dollar ferny on
dormitory
fire "unMy •
failed to appear for classes Mon- j
Jay. - Fear mounted that th|y were
trapped in the inferno which!
BgUmed two lives and injired 26
otfeers.
.-There was no official cdmment
from college officials.
! fowever,
it-was pointed out that if he stu
dents were out of town for the
jfrfek end, they probably would
have returned for classes. s
•
ruins of the
122 year Oid sanstone building werel
still too hot to search.

